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Introduction

Preface
This is the third edition of the Scheduling Handbook, the
second in two years. We have decided to keep to a regular
update schedule for this resource to better serve you and
expand into more topics.
We have updated this edition to include the following new
sections:
• Line Bidding in ETOPS Bid Groups
• Additional ELITT Restrictions

This past year has seen scheduling challenges that have led
to many unique issues for our pilots: Displacements, lack of
upgrades, Domicile Rights of Return etc. While the
Scheduling Handbook is an educational resource, please visit
the SWAPA website for up-to-date and individualized
information on these and other critical issues.
We hope it continues to be a valuable resource for you,
whether you are a new hire or a seasoned SWAPA Pilot just
looking to refresh your memory on a certain aspect of
scheduling. We will keep trying to improve it. To that end,
please send us any questions or feedback for improvement.

• Standing Bid Preferences
Fly Safe!

• Updated FAR 117 Explanations
• Vacancy Projection
• Last Resort Flying
We have also updated the links for the new SWAPA and
SWALife websites and changed some of the images to re ect
new products.
The Scheduling Handbook is now only available in an eBook
format. Unfortunately, Apple has discontinued iBooks which
has caused the removal of the interactive features from the
previous edition. The Handbook is still readable on most
eBook readers, including your EFB iPad, but not all features
are available on all devices.
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Chapter 1

Reading Your
CWA Board
and Payroll
Report
The following pages provide an overview of Crew Web
Access (CWA). More detailed information on CWA can be
found online at SWALife here. There is additional information
about CWA throughout this handbook.
For a complete list of CWA Assignment Labels see CWA
Code Abbreviations and Descriptions.

Month Schedule
EMPLOYEE SECTION
Contains your Name, Employee ID, Seniority Number as well as Base & Seat
for the Active Month

FDP/BLOCK HOURS
Please see the section
on Buffers and Legalities for more information on this section.

LINE INFORMATION
Current Group (Lineholder,
Reserve, Mixed Line) and
the Line Number you were
awarded for that month.
Also shows Bid Type/
Group and Reserve/Training preferences.

DATES
Sundays are Red

TRIP LABEL
Trip labels indicate how
the pairing was assigned. For details,
please see “How to
Read Your Trip”

SICK/OJ BALANCES
Sick and OJI Balances, Vacation Overlap preference
and your Trip Trade Status
which lets you know the
date and time you can begin processing TT/GA
transactions for the new bid
period.

PAY AND CREDIT
Please see the section on
Pay for more information on
this section.

ASSIGNMENTS
The background colors of
the calendar help indicate
what month is set as the
active month. Yellow is a
past month, White is the
active month and Blue is a
future month.
PAIRINGS
Pairings--Blue, Reserve—Red (solid area
represents duty day and
white represents
overnight), ETOPS Reserve -Pink

Trip Details
TIME TOGGLES
There are two text toggles on
the top of the CWA pairing display. One will cycle through
Herb/Local Time and the other
will cycle between Estimated
(projected) Scheduled depart/
arrive times. Just click on the

MISSION TYPE
ET - ETOPS
OW - Over Water

DUTY PERIOD
Each duty period is grouped together with
duty period Report (Rpt), Release (Rls)
and total Block, Flight Duty Time (FDP),
Contractual Duty time (Duty) and Duty Period credit (Credit), Open Time value (M/
D/H) and Premium value (›) noted. Pertinent information about each individual leg
is presented row by row.

FLIGHT NUMBERS
The blue Flight Number can be
clicked to reveal additional details
about the ight. Also, if you
missed sending the ACARS Post
Flight Report with who did the
takeoff and landing or whether the
CA did and HGS takeoff or landing,
you can click the check boxes here
until a few days after the ight.
DEADHEADS
If the leg is a deadhead, the ight
number will be preceded by a deadhead code:
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DH – Originally Planned
DM – Scheduling created
NM – Non-paid DH

Work Codes and Assignment Labels

fi

LAST POINT OF ACCLIMATION (ACCL/LPA)
This governs how much block time a crew
member can have in a given duty period
according to FAR 117 Table A. It de nes
the Local Domicile Time to enter the table.
This is always assumed to be the pairing’s
domicile and should not change during a
pairing unless you become acclimated to a
new time zone or ‘theater’ in FAA parlance. A crew member can become acclimated to a new time zone/theater if that
crew member has been in the new theater
for 72 hours or is given at least 36 hours
free from duty. A change of acclimation
could occur and become a factor if west
coast crew has an entire day get cancelled
while on an east coast overnight or if a day
gets cancelled while in Hawaii on an
ETOPS pairing.

ASSIGNMENT LABEL
The Assignment Label indicates how the trip was
awarded to you. This code also appears to the left of
the pilot’s name. The most common codes are:
O – Original Hardline Trip
B – Original Blank Line Trip
D – Awarded in Daily Open Time
H – Awarded in Hourly Open Time
J – Junior Assigned
L – Traded in ELITT
P – Awarded in Premium Open Time
For a complete list of Assignment Labels see CWA
Code Abbreviations and Descriptions.

WORK CODES
See CWA Code Abbreviations and Descriptions
GR – Gate Return
PP – Premium Pay
TR – Training Leg
DT – Double Time
DV – Divert
RC/RF/RB – Released CA/FO/Both

Legalities
LEGALITIES
CWA uses the following identi ers at the beginning of each legality message to designate the type:
(B) CBA Buffer Legalities
CBA buffers (sometimes referred to as SWA Buffers) can appear when the company changes your trip. The (B) warnings are
not FAR or Contractual limits and do not prevent you from ying the trip as displayed. These buffers are in place to prevent
the pilot from approaching a FAR 117 legality limit and are beyond the scope of this article.
(C) Contractual Legalities
These limits are listed in the CBA (Section 5D) and de ne how SWA can build pairings. The Contractual Duty Period Chart in
Section 5D.2.f has two columns: Max Duty Period Scheduled (building original pairings) and Max Duty Period Actual. These
limits may be exceeded due to operation requirements, up to the FAR limits. You should not see (C) warnings on your original
pairings, but you will see them once you begin ying your trip. Pay close attention to (C) warnings and make sure you are not
exceeding ‘max actual.’
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F) FAR 117 Legalities
These limits should not be exceeded except in accordance to FAR 117.19 Flight Duty Period Extensions. Even if you agree to
an FDP extension (up to 2 hours), your duty may not exceed the Maximum Duty Period Actual ((C) ‘max actual’ in the example above) in the CBA nor can you exceed cumulative ight duty period limits (rolling 7-day and rolling 28-day limits).

Pay details
M/D/H
The pay for each duty period and the trip as a whole if its awarded in
Monthly Open Time (MOT), Daily Open Time(DOT), Hourly Open
Time(HOT) or Short Notice Open time – Straight (SNOT_S). The main
distinction here is that DHR will always apply to each duty period when a
trip is awarded via open time, even if the trip had previously been split prior to being placed into open time.

PREMIUM
The pay for each duty period and the trip as a whole if it is
awarded in Premium Open Time (POT), Voluntary Premium
Flying (VPF), or Short Notice Open Time (SNOT_P)
ß
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OVERFLY
Section 4.G.2 of the CBA states that any ight that executes in excess of the scheduled block will
be paid at the rate of two-hundredths (0.02) trip for each minute after the rst four (4) minutes of
over y. For example, a ight that is scheduled for one hour (1:00) and actually blocks at one hour
and four minutes (1:04) does not get any over- y pay. The same ight blocked for one hour (1:00)
and actually blocks one hour and six minutes (1:06) will be paid over- y on two minutes equaling
0.04 TFP. Over y pay counts toward the leg credit before being compared to any rigs. For example, if you had over y but the total leg credit (original leg credit plus over y) for the day still paid below the ve (5) TFP minimum rig, you would just be paid the 5 TFP rig.

2. (C) Contractual Legalities

Miscellaneous
In this section, we will focus on some of the less obvious
elements of a trip sheet. Lets start with something that might
appear at the top of your trip:
LEGALITIES

CWA uses the following identi ers at the beginning of each
legality message to designate the type:
1. (B) CBA Buffer Legalities
2. (C) Contractual Legalities
3. (F) FAR 117 Legalities
1. (B) CBA Buffer Legalities
CBA buffers (sometimes referred to as SWA Buffers) can
appear when the company changes your trip. The (B)
warnings are not FAR or Contractual limits and do not prevent
you from ying the trip as displayed. These buffers are in
place to warn the pilot they are approaching a FAR 117
legality limit and are beyond the scope of this article. For
more information on Buffers and the related topic of Liabilities,
please see this article and download the CWA User Guide.

These limits are listed in the CBA (Section 5D) and de ne
how SWA can build pairings. The Contractual Duty Period
Chart in Section 5D.2.f has two columns: Max Duty Period
Scheduled (building original pairings) and Max Duty Period
Actual. These limits may be exceeded due to operation
requirements, up to the FAR limits. You should not see (C)
warnings on your original pairings, but you may see them
once you begin ying your trip. Pay close attention to (C)
warnings and make sure you are not exceeding ‘max actual.’
3. (F) FAR 117 Legalities
These limits should not be exceeded except in accordance to
FAR 117.19 Flight Duty Period Extensions. For more details
on FDP Extensions, see this article on the SWAPA website.
Even if you agree to an FDP extension (up to 2 hours), your
duty may not exceed the Maximum Duty Period Actual ((C)
‘max actual’ in the example above) in the CBA nor can you
exceed cumulative ight duty period limits (rolling 7-day and
rolling 28-day limits).

ASSIGNMENT LABEL
The Assignment Label indicates how the trip was awarded to
you. This code also appears to the left of the pilot’s name.
The most common codes are:
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B – Original Blank Line Trip
D – Awarded in Daily Open Time

Deadheads: If the leg is a deadhead, the ight number will be
preceded by a deadhead code:

H – Awarded in Hourly Open Time
J – Junior Assigned

DH – Originally Planned DH

L – Traded in ELITT

DM – Scheduling created DH

P – Awarded in Premium Open Time

NM – Non-paid DH (some overlap corrections)

For a complete list of Assignment Labels see CWA Code
Abbreviations and Descriptions.

MT – Mission Type:
ET-ETOPS

TIME TOGGLES

OW-Over Water

There are two text toggles on the top of the CWA pairing
display. One will cycle through Herb/Local Time and the other
will cycle between Estimated (projected) Scheduled depart/
arrive times. Just click on the text to change them.

Work Codes:
GR – Gate Return
PP – Premium Pay

Each duty period is grouped together with duty period Report
(Rpt), Release (Rls) and total Block, Flight Duty Time (FDP),
Contractual Duty time (Duty) and Duty Period credit (Credit),
Open Time value (M/D/H) and Premium value (Prem) noted.
Pertinent information about each individual leg is presented
row by row.

TR – Training Leg
DT – Double Time
DV – Divert
RC/RF/RB – Released Captain/First of cer/Both from a deadhead

OverFly: Section 4.G.2 of the CBA states that any ight that
executes in excess of the scheduled block will be paid at the
rate of two-hundredths (0.02) trip for each minute after the
rst four (4) minutes of over y. For example, a ight that is

The blue Flight Number can be clicked to reveal additional
details about the ight. Also, if you missed sending the
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ACARS Post Flight Report with who did the takeoff and
landing or whether the CA did an HGS takeoff or landing, you
can click the check boxes here until a few days after the ight.

O – Original Hardline Trip

scheduled for one hour (1:00) and actually blocks at one hour
and four minutes (1:04) does not get any over- y pay. The
same ight blocked for one hour (1:00) and actually blocks
one hour and six minutes (1:06) will be paid over- y on two
minutes equaling 0.04 TFP. Over y pay counts toward the leg
credit before being compared to any rigs. For example, if you
had over y but the total leg credit (original leg credit plus
over y) for the day still paid below the ve (5) TFP minimum
rig, you would just be paid the 5 TFP rig.
M/D/H: The pay for each duty period and the trip as a whole
if its awarded in Monthly Open Time (MOT), Daily Open
Time(DOT), Hourly Open Time(HOT) or Short Notice Open
time – Straight (SNOT_S). The main distinction here is that
DHR will always apply to each duty period when a trip is
awarded via open time, even if the trip had previously been
split prior to being placed into open time.
Premium: The pay for each duty period and the trip as a
whole if it is awarded in Premium Open Time (POT),
Voluntary Premium Flying (VPF), or Short Notice Open Time
– Premium (SNOT_P)
LAST POINT OF ACCLIMATION
ACCL/LPA: This governs how much block time a crew
member can have in a given duty period according to FAR
117 Table A. It de nes the Local Domicile Time to enter the
table. This is always assumed to be the pairing’s domicile
and should not change during a pairing unless you become
acclimated to a new time zone or ‘theater’ in FAA parlance. A
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crew member can become acclimated to a new time zone/
theater if that crew member has been in the new theater for
72 hours or is given at least 36 hours free from duty. A
change of acclimation could occur and become a factor if
west coast crew has an entire day get cancelled while on an
east coast overnight or if a day gets cancelled while in Hawaii
on an ETOPS pairing.

Additional Information on the Payroll Report can be found
here.

Payroll Report
The payroll report not only re ects how much your pairing(s)
will pay, but also includes additional pay items, for example:
Per Diem, on-line training pay, JA double time pay, second
year pay for rst year pilots, etc. You can access the Payroll
report from the CWA Reports Menu.

The payroll report has additional pay information for a pairing
not available anywhere else: Holiday Pay, Over-rides, etc.
The payroll report will also have the correct Reserve pay once
a trip is assigned.
You are paid by what is on the payroll report, not by what
is on your CWA Board, so always check this report for
your pay.
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Payroll Report Summary
PAY BUCKETS
JA -Any Premium or Double Time
OJI - On the Job Injury Pay
OTR-Remaining Reserve Guarantee
PER-Personal Leave Pay
REG-Straight TFP Pay
SCK-Sick Pay
TRN-Training Pay
UB-Union Business Pay
VAC-Vacation Pay

TOTAL PAY
Total pay is should be re ected on your SWA pay stub.

C-ROW
Second year pay for First year pilots. The
labels on this row re ect the same pay categories as the row above.

PER DIEM
PP1-untaxed per diem (multi-day pairing per diem is untaxed)
PP2-taxed per diem (turn per diem is taxed)
PP3-excess(or more than the allotted amount) for domestic per diem for multiday pairings
PI1-untaxed international per diem
PI2-taxed international per diem
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PI3-excess (or more than the allotted amount) for international per diem for
multi-day pairings

Payroll Report Additional Items
ASSIGNMENT CODE

PAY LABEL
These are represented by “pucks” on the Crew
Member Assignments CWA view. Some pucks
are associated with Pay, while others are just
placeholders.
GDO-Golden Day Off
TGDO-Training Golden Day Off
CX-Cancelled Trip
LG-Line Guarantee
OGT-Online Training
CC-Company Convenience
Holiday pay shows up in the OTR bucket.

TFP
Trip for Pay in hundreds i.e. 150 is 1.5 TFP

Chapter 2

Fundamentals
of Schedule
Management

BID PACKETS

Line Bidding

By the 4th of each month, the Company publishes the bid
packets. These bid packets are available for viewing or
download through SWALife-> My Work-> Flight Ops-> Bid
Info->Pairings or SWALife-> My Work -> Flight Ops-> Bid
Info-> BidInfo.
Bid packets consist of the following:

Line Bidding is an important component of our quality of life
and nancial prosperity
Note: Even if you are a line bidding expert and don’t plan to
read this article, please consider referencing the section on
submitting a Standing Bid.

Cover Letter: The cover letter has a similar format and
content each month and includes regular reminders, routine
administrative remarks, and other important information. For
example, August’s cover letter usually contains a reminder
that vacation bidding for the following year, will begin in
September. A list of ELITT restricted days will give you a
heads up as to which weekends will have reduced Duty- ToCover limits and therefore more dif cult to trade. The CAP
and other good to know numbers are also posted on the
cover letter.

THE TIMELINE
Our Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) de nes the
monthly timeline of events. This section will discuss monthly
line bidding and second round bidding. Line bidding opens at
1200 CST on the 4th of each month and closes at 1200 CST
on the 9th (Figure 2.1)
Not all events in this timeline will be applicable every month,
so it is a good idea to set up your own reminders in case you
have the unusual month where you need to consider some of
the more infrequent events.

Lines: The Lines document presents a text format of the lines
in rows with summary information including days off, pay, time
away from base, block hours, number of duty periods, and
pay carried over into the next month. A calendar that gives a
brief overview of the line and basic information about each
pairing is also included. Under the calendar, you will see each
pairing’s rst day push time and last day block in time along
with total pay.
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Figure 2.1 Monthly Scheduling Events

Pairings: The Pairings document presents a text format of
the details of each pairing. This is also a good reference for
later when you want to know what your original pairing paid
before reassignment.
Seniority List: The seniority list shows all Pilots assigned to
the domicile in seat order. This is helpful not only to determine where you fall in seniority, but to also show you who has
vacation during the bid period. This can be important
information if you also have vacation or if you are planning on
bidding blank lines.
BID SORTING
Even though you are just focusing on bid information in one
seat and domicile, you are still presented with a challenging
task: How do you sift through a list of hundreds of lines to
come up with the perfect bid order?
For the more technically savvy among us, the bid packet data
can be downloaded and processed with a spreadsheet or
similar parsing program of your own making. There are also
several automated options available to that make this job
easier:
CWA Electronic Bid Sort (EBS): Conveniently found within
CWA, EBS is supported by any computer or device that supports CWA. EBS has a standing bid option that will cover you
in case you forget to bid. Click here for the Electronic Bid Sort
guide on SWAPA.org.
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Approved Third Party Bid Sort Programs: WBid, iBid,
CrewBidApp, and Bid Meister are programs available either
for free or purchase that offer more exibility and options for
sorting lines than the CWA EBS program.
Manual Bid Submission: If you are not going to be using
EBS or an approved third party bid sort program, you will be
left with the task of submitting your bid manually in CWA.
Ensure the future month is selected and then choose Bid
Input->Bid Lines. You will then be presented with a grid of all
the line numbers you may select. Regular ying line numbers
are listed rst displayed in blue, next are reserve lines
displayed in green, and last are blank lines displayed in red.
Regardless of whether you submit your bids manually,
through EBS, or through an approved vendor, it is important
to understand that only the LAST con rmed bid through any
source is considered for line awards.
Avoidance Bids: CBA 5.A.2 states:
Any First Of ce may designate up to three (3)
employee numbers that he chooses to avoid on his
monthly rst round bid. If a First Of cer would be
awarded a line which causes him to y with any of the
listed employee numbers, he will receive the next bid
line his seniority will allow. This does not apply to
Reserve line or blank line bidding in the rst round or
bidding for Vacation Relief lines in the second round.

Essentially, an FO can “pass” on up to three regular rst
round ying lines if it would result in an assignment with one
of the employee numbers he has listed to avoid. The FO will

be assigned the rst line lower on his monthly line bid list. It is
important to remember that an avoidance bid could result in
an underbid so you should bid as many lines as your position
in your domicile plus the number of avoidance bids you use.
All supported bid submission systems including third party bid
sort programs allow an FO to designate zero to three
avoidance bids. These avoidance bids are carried over from
month-to-month, so reentering selections is not required each
bid. If you or any of the captains in question change
domiciles, you will want to reevaluate your list.
Bid Receipts: All the supported bid submissions systems
also include the means of presenting and printing a bid
receipt. We recommend that you always save an electronic
copy or print and le these. If you ever protest the bid awards,
this will be the only proof of what you bid. If you wish to verify
that your bids are received by Crew Planning, go to
SWALIFE-> Flight Ops->Bid Info->Bid Info and select Search
Bids from the menu provided. All the monthly line bids that
you have entered will be listed in date-time order.
Bid Awards: Per the timeline, the bid awards are posted at
1200 CST on the 10th each month. However, your personal
line assignment may be visible sooner - usually by midafternoon of the 9th. It is important to note that this is just a
preliminary award. Awards are not considered nal until after
the bid protest period has closed on the 11th. For a complete
list of all the line assignments in your domicile and seat, go to
SWALIFE-> My Work-> Flight Ops-> Bid Info-> View Awards.
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Awards Finalized: Bid results become nal at 1200 CST on
the 11th or after any protest(s) have been resolved whichever occurs last. The lines will then be loaded to each
Pilot’s board and will be visible in CWA. At 1600 CST, Trip
Trade / Giveaway (TT/GA) will open. This will be your rst
opportunity to pick up ying from other Pilots provided your
board is not locked for either second round bidding or training.
If you have training, you will be prevented from participating in
trip trades until 1200 CST on the 17th.
Line Corrections: If you have training, month-to-month
overlapping trips, ight hour legalities, or vacation, your line
will need to be adjusted and there are several things you
should keep in mind. Training Golden Days Off (TGDO) and
training trip pull preferences (See Chapter 10 for more indepth training information) are available for modi cation from
the 4th until the 11th each month in the preferences menu on
CWA. Training schedules are posted by the 17th for rst
round bidders. Once posted, Pilots with training will have their
boards unlocked to participate in pick up and trades.
The period from the 11-13th is used by Crew Scheduling to
resolve month-to-month overlap and ight hour legality
issues. Crew Scheduling will propose a solution pulling legs,

days, and/or pairings. These events are paid if the
modi cation is made to the prior month, and possibly unpaid if
made in the upcoming month. To resolve the issue on your
own, you will need to contact Crew Crew Scheduling. You will

have 48 hours to propose your own solution to Crew
Scheduling. Your solution cannot create additional overnights,
duty periods or paid
deadheads – essentially,
FLEX GDO
it must cost the
Southwest and SWAPA have signed
Company the same or
an MOU to make Golden Days Off
(GDO) more exible in an effort to enless than the Crew
courage open time participation. The
Scheduling solution.
company has agreed to continue the
program after its initial test period.
More information on the Flex GDO
MOU can be found here.

You may also attempt to
x the problem yourself
through giveaway or
reducing your block and,
as long as the pulled ying has not been reassigned, you may
request to have it placed back onto your board. Vacation
adjustments will be made according to the preference you
have elected in CWA as of 1200 CST on the 13th, so it would
be a good idea to review this preference.
SECOND ROUND
If you were the recipient of a blank line in the rst round of
bidding, you will participate in the second round of bidding.
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Bid Protest: You have until 1200 CST on the 11th to submit a
protest if you believe that there was an error in your line
award. If you feel you have a valid protest, CBA 5.C.3.a states
that you must notify Crew Planning by telephone and provide
Crew Planning with your bid receipt.

These lines are often called vacation relief lines, but they also
contain pairings pulled for line adjustments made to correct
month-to-month overlap, ight hour legalities, as well as other
planned absences. Planning then publishes the lines for second
round and makes them available through SWALife.

colors. Note that the ETOPS blank lines are parsed out and

If you are a second-round participant, you can bid through EBS
on CWA or through a third-party program. The bid grid option is
not available for second round bidding.

should be bid on as well.
Keep in mind that an ETOPS vacancy holder CAN be awarded
a non-ETOPS line unless the number of ETOPS Pilots
remaining are equal to the number of ETOPS lines remaining.
As an example, with 98/98 CA/FO ETOPS vacancy holders, if
the bid packet for LAS has 80 ETOPS lines (hard line, reserve,
blank lines) along with 260 non-ETOPS lines, there would not
be enough ETOPS indicated lines for all 98 EBG Pilots in each
seat. In this instance, 18 Pilots in the EBG would be awarded a
non-ETOPS line. This can manifest in two ways: 1) Senior
Pilots in the EBG might bid all the ETOPS lines and force the
junior Pilots into the non-ETOPS lines, or 2) if Senior Pilots in
the EBG might bid 18 non-ETOPS lines, the remaining 80 EBG
Pilots would be forced to bid from the remaining ETOPS lines.
Therefore, line bidding can no longer be purely gauged by
seniority in the LAS domicile for those in the EBG, but rather
will be very much dependent on the composition of the EBG
seniority.

Blank lines post on the 17th and close on the 19th. After the
second-round closes, there is a protest period, nalization of
awards, preference elections, and line corrections equivalent to
regular monthly events, but on a more compressed timeframe.
Pilots with blank lines will have their boards locked until the
20th unless they have training, then their boards are locked
until the 23rd. This accelerated timeline of blank line events is
designed to allow blank line holders the opportunity to
participate in Monthly Open Time.
LINE BIDDING FOR EBG PILOTS
For those in the LAS domicile (EBG and non-EBG), remember
that you will be bidding on ETOPS lines and/or non-ETOPS
lines based on your vacancy award. Be sure that you are
looking at the correct bid lines for your vacancy. In the bid
packet under SWAlife -> My Work -> Flight Ops -> Bid Info,
ETOPS lines are mixed in with the non-ETOPS lines and are
indicated by an “ET” label under the line number. The
Electronic Bidding System (EBS) in CWA as well as all thirdparty bidding apps designate ETOPS pairings with different
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Standing Bids

Worried about forgetting to bid? Thankfully, there is a
to enter
Standing Bid option in CWA. Open the EBS appType
under
Bid text
Input>Electronic Bid Sort and change Bid All Displayed Lines
to Set Standing Bid Sort Preference and then select OK
(Figure 2.2).

days, then NON-ETOPS 3 days, then ETOPS 4 days, etc.
Standing bid menus will only list options that you have not
already selected. In the Figure 2.3 screenshot, if you click on
Bid Criteria – Rank 6, the only options you will see is Line
TFP (current selection) and Blank. If you wanted to change
the order of Rank 5 and 6 in the above screenshot, you would
have to select Blank for Rank 6, which would then allow Line
TFP to be selectable under Rank 5. Once you select that for
Rank 5, then Number of Days Off would be selectable in Rank
6.

Figure 2.3 Bid Criteria

Figure 2.2 Standing Bid

This brings up the Standing Bid sort menu with various drop
downs. Set your preferences and then be sure to click Save
and Close. On the left, rank which characteristics are the
most important. Then on the right, within each characteristic,
select your preferences.
At this time, there is not a way to bid contingencies which mix
different priorities from different characteristics like ETOPS 3

We encourage everyone to review and/or establish a
Standing Bid preference. For more details on how to submit a
Standing Bid, please refer to the EBS Guide and SRC’s article
‘I’m Still Standing’ located on the SRC page of SWAPA.org.
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are subject to the Daily Reassignment Pay rules (DRP). For
any duty periods modi ed or pulled in the new month, DRP
does not apply, but each duty period will pay the Duty Hour
Rig (DHR).

Month-to-Month
Overlap Rules

Second, the Section 5.I.m CBA states that if month to month
overlap results in any combination of ying, training or reserve
of 7 duty periods or more, it will be corrected to a maximum of
6 duty periods.

When an awarded line results in an illegality between the
current and next month’s pairings, the Company will use the
monthly overlap correction guidelines in Section 5.I of the
contract to correct the issue. The following is an overview of
the overlap rules and some common questions concerning
overlap.
OVERVIEW
Section 5.I of the CBA addresses the rules for correcting
month to month illegalities, either caused by FAR Part 117 or
CBA violations. Understanding the language of month to
month overlap is critical to understanding the changes that
may occur on your board during this time. Lead Out Pairings
are those that originate in the current bid period, while Lead In
Pairings are pairings that originate in the new bid period.
There are a few important points to remember. First, when
duty periods in the current month are modi ed or pulled, you

Another important point to remember is an overlap correction
can result in unpaid deadheads during your modi ed pairing.
Deadheads will be paid if the cumulative value of all
deadheads to rejoin the pairing and/or return to domicile
exceed two (2.0) TFP. They also will be paid up to the point
that the value of the duty period reaches ve (5.0) TFP. Any
unpaid deadheads remaining will result in the pairing being
ineligible for ELITT.
It is important to note that for rolling legalities like 672-hour
block and ight duty time limits, the Company can x the
legality at any point within the timeframe of the look-back. For
example, if your illegality for a March to April overlap is based
on a date range of March 29 to April 25, the Company can
drop or modify any pairing they choose to ensure you are
legal per FAR 117. For this reason, you might see a pairing
adjusted in late April even if there are no direct con icts with
the pairing itself.
During the overlap resolution period, you may contact Crew
Scheduling and propose an alternate month to month overlap
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solution. It must x the illegality and your solution must not
increase cost to the Company. You may also choose to
correct your overlap issue on your own by asking Crew
Scheduling to reinstate your pairing(s) that were modi ed.
You may then proceed to adjust your schedule via TT/GA or
ELITT.
RESERVE TO RESERVE
If a Pilot has lead out and lead in blocks of reserves that when
combined do not provide the required 30 hours of rest in 168hour period, Crew Scheduling will remove and/or modify days
in the new period. A Pilot may override Crew Scheduling’s
correction and drop the rst or last day of either reserve block.
Crew Scheduling may change a Reserve Available Period
(RAP) to accommodate the required rest between reserve
blocks.
If a Pilot is awarded an AM or PM reserve block in the new
month that creates an overlap or rest legality with a previously
assigned AM or PM reserve block, Crew Scheduling may
adjust RAPs to ensure contractual and FAR compliance. If
this happens, a Pilot has the option to have both blocks
changed to either AM or PM, provided additional reserve days
are not required to be dropped.
If the result from combining reserve blocks results in a 6-day
block, a Pilot may elect to designate one night as non-RON.
In other words, the 6-day block may be split into two reserve

blocks, ensuring that if assigned a trip, you are guaranteed a
night in your domicile.
This is discussed in the CBA Section 5.I.2.l and requires
some clari cation. The CBA discusses two options: Adding a
non-RON or moving a day of reserve. This election must
occur before 0900 CST on the 24th of the month.
Adding a non-RON: First, the night designated must be in
the current or lead out month. To be clear, you are still on
reserve for 6 consecutive days, but you have the option to
split this reserve block into two back-to-back 3-day reserve
blocks or a 2-day and a 4-day reserve block.
Why would you do this? Take a look at Reserve Call Out
(RCO) section. Crew Scheduling assigns reserves based on
trip length: a 3-day trip is assigned to a 3-day reserve, and if
no 3-day reserves are available to a 4-day reserve, etc. If you
keep your 6-day block intact, you will appear on the RCO with
a 6-day reserve availability. There are very few 5-day and 6day trips, so you might not be used for a couple of days.
However, there are rare circumstances under which a 5-day
trip drops into Open Time and might be assigned to a reserve
with one of these large reserve blocks.
Moving a day of reserve: You may elect to move the third
day to the end of the block creating a 2-on, 1-off, 4-on pair of
reserve blocks, provided a violation is not created. Figure 2.4
below illustrates this option; the reserve on the 30th was
removed and an additional day was added on the 3rd of the
new month.
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If a pairing overlaps in or out of a reserve block, the Pilot will
complete the pairing as scheduled.

Figure 2.4 Lead-in Pairing Overlap

If a lead-in pairing is completely contained within a lead-out
reserve block and the number of reserve days in the new
month exceeds the number of days in the pairing, the pairing
will be removed to resolve the con ict.
Advance Overlap Technique: Sometimes the Company’s
solution can result in a pairing of up to six days in length and
may even contain unpaid deadhead legs making the resulting
pairing not eligible for ELITT. You may already be familiar with
your right to propose a Pilot correction. This is a x that is
different than the Company’s, but often it is dif cult to make a
palatable Pilot correction t within the parameters required.
There is another option for correction of this overlap issue —
a trade with another Pilot for their reserve block.
CAUTION: If two reserve blocks in month-to-month
overlap are on consecutive days, due to past practice,
Crew Scheduling can not only change the RAPs but
combine the reserve blocks into a single block, even if
there is no legality issue (e.g., AM then PM blocks).
However, you can still elect to make one of the nights
in the current month a non-RON as above.

RESERVE TO/FROM A PAIRING
For corrections involving a pairing and a reserve block, Crew
Scheduling will either remove those reserve days that con ict
and/or modify those reserve days to provide minimum rest.

Here is how that can work: If you nd the line you have been
awarded will create an overlap legality issue, nd a Pilot who
has a month to month reserve block and trade them for your
trip before your line is posted to your board. This works since
reserve versus trip just drops/shifts the con icting reserve
days. This is particularly nice when you wind up with only a 1
or 2-day reserve block, which can be easier to TT/GA.
OVERLAP Q & A
Q. Can I be scheduled for seven days in a row from a
month-to-month overlap resolution?
A. No. Section 5.I.2.m. states:
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If a month to month overlap results in seven (7)
consecutive days of any combination of ying, training,
or Reserve block where the required thirty (30) hour
rest occurs at the beginning of the seven (7)
consecutive day work block, Crew Scheduling will
correct the Pilot’s seven (7) days of ying, training,
and/or Reserve block to six (6) consecutive duty
periods maxi- mum. The Pilot will then have the option
to contact Crew Scheduling during the overlap
resolution period to request an alternative overlap
adjustment or regain the original ying day(s) or
Reserve block so long as the Pilot is FAR Part 117
legal.

Q. During the month-to-month overlap period, the
Company pulled legs from my board on the 19th of the
new month. Is it legal to pull ying that far ahead?

correction. If Crew Scheduling’s overlap correction modi es
the day(s) in the current bid period, daily reassignment rules
apply. Section 5.I.2.a.
Q. I was assigned a deadhead without pay in the month
to month overlap resolution. Is that contractual?
A. There are a couple scenarios addressed in the Contract:
If the cumulative value of all deadhead(s) in the overlap
resolution exceeds 2.0TFP, the TFP value of all deadhead(s)
will be paid.
Unpaid deadhead(s) included in any duty period will be paid
up to the point that the duty period receives a value of 5.0TFP.
(Section 5.I. Monthly Overlap Correction)

A. Yes. FAR part 117 has a rolling look back of 678
consecutive hours. If you were illegal as of April 25, the look
back is 678 hours from that date. In this example your date
range would be March 29–April 25. The Company is required
to adjust your overlap inside that time period.
Q. I have a trip April 30 – May 2 and a trip May 1–3. For
month-to-month overlap correction, Crew Scheduling
pulled the rst and second of my April trip. Is that legal
per the contract?
A. Yes. The Lead Out Pairing is the pairing that begins in the
current bid period and extends into the next bid period. The
Lead-In Pairing is the pairing that begins in the new bid
period. Either pairing can be modi ed for an overlap
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Open Time Priority

An often forgotten and infrequently used portion of the Open
Time System is Open Time Priority (OTP). Basically, OTP
gives any Pilot who has suffered a loss of pay due to monthly
overlap corrections the opportunity to choose pairings out of
the Monthly Open Time pool to bring your next month’s line
total back up. OTP is a rst come, rst serve process where
trips that meet the OTP criteria are placed on your board via a
phone call to Crew Crew Scheduling. There are some rules,
however, that govern this process that must be followed.
Open Time Priority Range: You can nd out your Open Time
Priority Range by calling Crew Scheduling. This range
dictates the amount of TFP that you can pick up from Monthly
Open Time.
The priority range is between the Schedule Line Guarantee,
which our CBA sets at 89.0 TFP for a 31-day month, 87.0 TFP
for a 30-day month, and 85.0 TFP for a 28/29-day month, and

the greater of the applicable Schedule Line Guarantee plus
six (6.0) TFP or the Pilots original bid line total.
As an example, if you were awarded a line in March that
con icted with a lead out pairing currently on your board at
the end of February. Crew Scheduling corrected the overlap
by pulling your lead in pairing in March. The original March
line paid 90 TFP and the pairing pulled from your board paid
20 TFP, leaving you with a revised March line total of 70 TFP.
Your OTP range minimum would be 19 TFP, which was the
31-day schedule line guarantee of 89 minus your revised TFP
total of 70. Your range maximum would be 25 TFP, which was
the greater of 95 (guarantee of 89+6) and your original line
total of 90, which in this case 95 is greater, minus your
revised line total of 70 TFP. You can then seek an open time
pairing that pays between 19 and 25 TFP (or two pairings if
one does not meet the pay range) for manual award by Crew
Scheduling.
Choosing Flying from MOT using OTP: After you have a
TFP OTP range, you should browse through MOT for your
domicile rst to nd one or two trips that will get you into your
OTP range. If your domicile inventory has no options for
which you are legal and that will put you into your OTP range,
other domiciles’ MOT may be considered, in which case
deadheads to/from your domicile to the pairing will be added
and paid. Crew Scheduling can help you with determining
your options, but it helps to look over the open inventory prior
to facilitating that conversation with the scheduler.
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Note: The Open Time Inventory tool on the Schedule
Research Page of SWAPA.org and the Open Time TT/GA
report on the Swapa App can also be used to nd uncovered
pairings to utilize Open Time Priority!
If no available pairing would put your projected TFP total
above the bid line guarantee, Crew Scheduling may award
you the pairing that puts you closest to the line guarantee and
you will receive adjustment pay for the difference via an line
guarantee (LG) non- y. Although there is no requirement to
use OTP, it can be an excellent tool to recoup lost pay from an
overlap correction. If you intend to exercise this option, be
sure to make the appropriate calls to Crew Scheduling for your
OTP range and trip selection prior to 12:00 CST on the 24th
when OTP closes and the MOT award process begins.
This chapter discussed the monthly line bidding and overlap
correction process. Now that you have your schedule
corrected for overlap, legalities, and vacation, it is time to
adjust that schedule to best suit your quality of life. The
following chapters will discuss line improvement and the
various tools available to help you with the process of making
your schedule work for you.
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Chapter 3

Schedule
Adjustment

Giveaways are the most straightforward operations, requiring
only that a Pilot click on the trip or partial trip that they would
like to post for give away, and then click on one of the
giveaway buttons. Placing your mouse over each icon will
display which type of posting it represents (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Trip Trade Giveaway
Icons

The rst opportunity afforded Pilots for signi cant schedule
modi cation after lines are posted is Trip Trade/Giveaway
(TT/GA). TT/GA opens at 1600 CST on the 11th of every
month. As the name implies, TT/GA is the mechanism that
enables Pilots to give away or trade their trips or portions of a
trip with other Pilots. This may be accomplished between any
two Pilots so long as you have current quali cations for any
ying you are interested in taking from another Pilot. There
are no domicile restrictions with TT/GA. Trades and
giveaways are rst come, rst served and not seniority driven.
A Pilot can pick up or give away as much as they desire within
the constraints of contractual buffers which is part of what
makes the SWA system so Pilot-friendly – there are a lot of
options to craft a schedule that meets your needs.

You have the option to protect your giveaway with an
alphanumeric PIN which another Pilot would need in order to
take your listed trip. PIN protection can also be used as a
technique to make sure you receive a phone call or CWA
message before the trip is removed from your board. Using a
PIN is a great idea if you are not sure of your nal plans or do
not want the trip to disappear at the last minute. PIN
protection is also a great way to facilitate giving away your trip
to a Pilot with whom you have already coordinated.
The other option is to post the trip for giveaway without a PIN.
Our only warning is that there is no noti cation process in
place to alert you if your trip is taken, so you should check
your schedule prior to reporting to the airport if you still have
an active giveaway posted.
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Trip Trade/Give Away

TRIP GIVE AWAY – POSTING A GIVE AWAY

How to Giveaway a trip

select all trips between and including the rst and last trips
between and including the rst and last trips clicked.
PARTIAL GIVEAWAYS
Want to split your MDW trip in BNA? Then partial TT/GA is for
you. Once you have clicked on a pairing, you will notice all the
legs will appear in the My Trip section of the screen on the
lower left-hand side. Now, click on the rst leg where you
want the giveaway to begin, hold down the shift key, and click
on the last leg that you want to include in the giveaway.

Partial Giveaway

You also have the option to include comments with a
giveaway, such as a phone number or other relevant
information in the comments section. For example, “CUN
overnight! Text for pin. 555-867-5309”
TT/GA may be used to give away any pairing individually or
any group of pairings together. In fact, you can attempt to give
away your whole line at one time in this way (assuming you
can nd someone legal for that). Simply press the CTRL key
(CMD key on MAC) to speci cally pick pairings to post in a
giveaway grouping. Alternatively, hold down the shift key to
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Please note that if you are splitting a trip that contains rig
credit you will be asked how you would like to split the rig. You
can choose one of three options: Prorate RIG Contractually,
Keep RIG, or Giveaway RIG. If you choose to keep the RIG,

pairing will be deleted and you will have to reenter any
giveaways of the remnant.

Figure 3.3 Partial Giveaway

Figure 3.2 TTGA Buttons

PICKING UP FROM TT/GA

the piece that you are giving away will not be eligible for
Enhanced Line Improvement Trip Trade (ELITT). This may
hinder your ability to give it away. This may have an effect in
reverse as well. If you give away the RIG, then the piece you
are left with will not be eligible for ELITT. Also, any trip not
split in the domicile of the pairing will be ineligible for ELITT.
And no, you cannot giveaway the middle of a LAS pairing
where it passes through PHX twice and have that giveaway
become a PHX pairing. Lastly, if you are successful in giving
away a partial giveaway, any other partial of that original

If you are looking to pick up a trip, then you’ll need to rst
double click on the desired day you would like to work on the
calendar at the top of the page, or highlight that day and then
click on the refresh button in the Trip Trade & Give Away
Postings section in the bottom right of the screen. Trips listed
in black are non-password protected giveaways, red are
password-protected giveaways, and trip showing as blue are
trips available for trade. If you notice any trips with a ‘+’ sign in
the furthest left-hand column, these are the partial trip
giveaways. It is a good idea to click on the ‘+’ sign and
expand the trip so to see the exact legs that are in the
giveaway (Figure 3.2)
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Figure 3.4 Partial Giveaway With a LIMO Leg

for ELITT (Figure 3.4). There can also be trips modi ed by
Crew Scheduling which contain non-paid deadheads (NM
instead of DM or DH) which are ineligible for ELITT.
Bottom line: Always look at the whole trip leg by leg and all
pay aspects. To be clear, there is nothing wrong with these
pairings, and if you did not intend to trade them for something
else in ELITT, then there is no problem. Just be mindful not to
limit yourself inadvertently.
TRIP TRADES – POSTING A TRIP

If a trip does not contain enough RIG credit to be ELITT
eligible, you will receive a warning when trying to acquire it,
so be sure to completely read the contents of any pop-up
boxes that appear before hitting OK. On the other hand, if the
trip is not split in domicile you will NOT receive a warning
about the trip’s ineligibility for ELITT while processing the
pickup.
It is important to note that all modi ed or non-original trips
have a ‘P’ as the second letter (like PP12/16 Dec shown in
the 2nd Figure 3.3). Though many of these are still eligible for
ELITT, it is your rst clue to double check the details of the
giveaway before processing it.
Another visual indicator that a trip is ineligible for ELITT is if it
includes non-paid events. For instance, if you look at the trip
and see the word ‘LIMO’ as the ight number, it is not eligible

The trade function of TT/GA works in a similar manner to
giveaway. Simply highlight the trip or group of trips you would
like to trade, enter a PIN since trades require a password, and
click on the icon for trade. It is a good idea to put a remark in
the comment section so other Pilots know what you are willing
to trade for. Most Pilots specify AM/PM, trip length, start day,
pay, etc.
TRIP TRADES – EXECUTING A TRADE
Once you have an agreement with another Pilot for a trade,
either of you can execute the trade. First, populate the TT/GA
inventory for the rst day of the trip that you are trading into
by either double clicking on the calendar day or highlighting
the day and clicking the Refresh button. Find the pairing from
the inventory that you want to trade into (it should be blue)
and highlight it by clicking on it once. Next highlight your trip
that you are trading, enter the posting pin provided by the
other Pilot, and click on the execute icon. If the trade is legal,
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it will be executed, and your new trip or trips will appear on
your board.

Trip Trade, Single and Multiple Trips

If your trade involves more than one of your pairings, the
process is like trip giveaway for multiple pairings as described
above. Instead of highlighting a single pairing, you will need to
use the CTRL key (CMD key on a MAC) to highlight the
multiple pairings, then execute the trade like you would for a
single pairing.
One nal note about TT/GA: Trades and giveaways are
generally considered nal once completed. If plans change,
your trading partner is under no obligation to trade back, nor
is someone you picked up or gave away to obligated to
reverse that transaction. This is not to say that your fellow
Pilot will not consider an honest mistake caught quickly; just
realize that once you commit to it, there’s no ‘Undo’ button!
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Enhanced Line
Improvement Trip Trade
(ELITT)

Enhanced Line Improvement Trip Trade, or ELITT, can be a
powerful tool to improve your schedule as it allows a Pilot to
trade their pairing or pairings with those in the Company’s
inventory of uncovered pairings.

ELITT system also is rst come, rst served and therefore
executed without regard to seniority or the Open Time Cap.
For more information refer to Open Time Section 5.
TIMELINE
ELITT begins with staggered opening times on the 25th of
each month for the following month’s schedule, except for in
December which always opens on the 26th. If Thanksgiving
falls on the 25th, the opening in November is also on the 26th.
The system is initially populated with all non-reserve pairings
in each category (base and seat) that were not awarded

Figure 3.5 Domicile ELITT Open Times

OVERVIEW
ELITT allows a Pilot to trade their pairing(s) with the
Company’s inventory of uncovered pairings real-time. You
may swap one pairing for another in a one-for-one trade or
you can trade your complete line for an entirely new schedule
through multiple simultaneous trades. You can even add to
your schedule by picking up additional duty period, or reduce
your schedule by dropping one or more pairings in
conjunction with picking up a pairing from the available
inventory. To be clear, all activity in ELITT is conducted via
trades. You cannot directly drop ying into ELITT without
picking something up, and you cannot pick up something in
ELITT without dropping something on your schedule. The
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during the MOT process, as well as any additional trips
throughout the month that become uncovered after the MOT
close (military pulls, union pulls, etcetera). So MOT is a kind
of a preview of what will initially be in ELITT. Once ELITT
opens, trips not removed by a Pilot will remain in the open
inventory until midnight Central Time three days prior to
check-in, at which point they migrate to Daily Open Time.

is the number of duty periods available to be added into
ELITT in that category for the current month.

Figure 3.6 ELITT

ELITT trading can only be conducted in the same base/seat,
but if you pick up a pairing in TT/GA or MOT that isn’t in your
current assigned category, you can still trade it in ELITT
based on that base/seat open inventory, subject to some
additional restrictions and within the ELITT limits of that
category that will be outlined in greater detail later. There are
also additional requirements regarding quali cations,
projected legalities, and holidays, all of which can potentially
impact your trading activity.
SCREEN PRESENTATION
Enter ELITT by rst selecting the month in which you wish to
trade, then select the drop-down menu under the header Bid
Input (Figure 3.6) Selecting Line Improvement Trip Trade will
produce a screen similar to Interactive Figure 5.1 on the
following page.
First, notice at the top that, aside from your identifying
information, it also shows your personal duty counter
(accumulated number of duty periods you have dropped or
picked up through ELITT), the base and position currently
being displayed, and the Net Zero for that category. Net Zero

OUT OF CATEGORY PAIRINGS
You will initially be presented with an un ltered view of all
open assignments in your category. To view ELITT trips
available out of your assigned category, you must click on a
trip currently on your board that is out of your assigned
category. For example, if you select a pairing with a single
left-click, it becomes surrounded by a dashed line and the
inventory of trips displayed in the window changes to trips
eligible for trade in MCO (versus DAL). Since this would be
an out-of-category trade, you are restricted to only viewing
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trips with the same or equivalent number of duty periods and
certain TFP range restrictions. You can trade pairings of
equal length or multiple pairings for an equivalent number of
duty periods for the pairing being dropped, all within certain
TFP limits. Please refer to the Section 7.B.5 of the contract for
speci cs. Also keep in mind that none of the other applicable
out of category limits (Net Zero, DTC) are displayed.

This equates to three 3-day trips reporting on the day in
question, with a liability of three duty periods for each pairing,
or two 4-day trips and a turn, or even nine separate turns.
The Company can further restrict 15 Friday and Saturday
weekends at its discretion throughout the calendar year to 2
percent of the number of hard lines, so you apply this rule in
the example above by replacing the 3% limit with 2%. These
weekends are designated ahead of time and listed on the
cover page of the bid line bid packet.

DUTIES TO COVER (DTC)
The contract limits uncovered ying via total uncovered duties
as they relate to the start day of the pairing. The daily value
for DTC is calculated by multiplying the number of hardlines
for each base/seat category by 3 percent, then multiplying
that value by the Average Pairing Length (APL) of that
category’s hard lines. The contract also allows for further
restriction on certain holidays and weekends of the
Company’s choosing with some limitations.

DTC =Hard Lines x 3% Limit x APL DTC = 100 x 2% x 3.00 = 6 DTC

No more than two weekends per month may be restricted,
except December, where only one weekend may be
designated in addition to the holiday restrictions. Likewise, if
one of the holiday restrictions is in effect and that holiday falls
on the Friday and Saturday weekend, it will be counted as
one of the two weekends per month that can be restricted but
will not be considered one of the 15 oating weekends.

For most days, the formula is:
DTC = # Hard Lines x 3% Limit x APL

Figure 3.7 is a summary of the holiday restrictions, which as
you can see include both Easter weekend, July 4th as well as

For example, if there are 100 hard lines in a category with an
APL of 3.0, you’d multiply 100 by 3%, then by 3.0, which
would yield a DTC limit of 9.

Figure 3.7 DTC Holiday Limits

DTC =Hard Lines x 3% Limit x APL DTC = 100 x 3% x 3.00 = 9 DTC

In this example, there could be up to nine duty periods
uncovered on a given day, but again, that is based on the
start day of the duty periods in the pairings are contained.
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days surrounding the CBA’s designated holidays:
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s Day.
Using Figure 3.8 as an example, if the Pilot wanted to trade
out of a 3-day trip on the 25th (DTC=1), it would not be allowed. However, if another Pilot wanted to trade out of a turn

Figure 3.8

The Net Zero and the DTC limits in ELITT are designed to
prevent excessive uncovered ying on any given day to avoid
Junior Assignment (JA) events.
Although not strictly related to the DTC, it is important to
highlight that as part of these holiday restrictions, there is also
a requirement that a Pilot trading a pairing originally
scheduled to y on a designated holiday must also acquire a
pairing which has scheduled ying on the same holiday (gg).
HOW TO EXECUTE TRADES
Within your category, you can trade one trip for another trip or
multiple trips, turn multiple trips into one trip or any
combination of these subject to legality, Net Zero and DTC as
previously described. Trades outside of your category are
much more restricted. For more about out of category trading,
reference the CBA Section 7.

on the 25th for a 2-day on the 27th (DTC=32), and he is legal,
the trade would be processed and DTC for the 25th would
become zero, the 25th would turn red in both the schedule
board calendar and DTC calendar, and the DTC for the 27th
would decrease to 30. Note that pulling a duty period out of
ELITT also increases your duty count by one, so you may
later trade down one additional duty period as well as your
initial quota of 4.
Also notice the calendar days turn yellow on the DTC
Calendar when the DTC drops below 4 as seen on day 25
above.

To execute a trade, rst click on the trip or trips you wish to
remove from your line. To select multiple trips, hold the CTRL
(or CMD for Apple) key while left clicking. Then click on the
trip or trips you wish to place onto your line from the pool of
open trips, again holding down the CTRL or CMD key to
select multiple trips. Then click on the Check Legalities button
to con rm you can make this trade or click on the Process
Trade button to execute the trade (it will automatically check
the legality before processing). A pop-up window will then
display con rming the requested trades. Click Trade to
con rm.
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If your trade involves moving the day your trip starts, make
sure not to trade into a trip on a day with a limited DTC
(visually indicated with yellow or red) if you don’t intend to
keep it, as you may be subsequently restricted from trading
off that day.
You should also proceed with caution if you are considering a
trade that would put you into a holiday with restrictions (i.e.,
Thanksgiving, Christmas, or New Year’s Day). As mentioned
previously, if you have or acquire a pairing that has ying on
any of these three days, you can only trade for ying that also
ies on that holiday. The pairing does not need to start on the
holiday, just contain one duty period on it.
PICKING UP ADDITIONAL FLYING ASSIGNMENTS USING
ELITT
Let’s say you like your schedule the way you have it, but you
wish to pick up a 2-day out of ELITT and leave the rest of your
schedule as is. Unfortunately, you cannot just click on the 2day and add it to your board. Remember ELITT is a trading
system, so every transaction must be a trade. Still, adding an
assignment out of ELITT to your board may be doable, but
there are some risks. To execute a pick up using ELITT, you
will need to trade some other trip off your schedule for an
ELITT inventory trip plus the one you wish to add and then

hopefully, trade the other trip back for your original trip before
someone else has taken it.
To accomplish a pick up, select your trip from your board and
then shift-click or ctrl-click the trip you intend to keep and the
trip you will swap right back out of from the open pool. Now
you are ready to select the Process Trade button. and wait for
ELITT to refresh. Once it refreshes, execute the trade to swap
the temporary trip you “borrowed” from ELITT for your original
assignment. You’ve now picked up the trip out of the ELITT
inventory and added it to your board thus increasing your
personal duty counter by the number of duty periods added to
your schedule, and you’ve helped your category by increasing
the Net Zero by the same number.
REDUCING YOUR FLYING USING ELITT
When Net Zero is positive, the next time you open or refresh
ELITT, you will see the white background on all days open for
trading and not restricted by a zero DTC. You are now eligible
to trade down as many as Net Zero number of duty periods,
not to exceed your trade down counter limit of -4 duty periods.
For example, if you have a 4-day and are interested in a 2day, you need a Net Zero of +2 and your personal counter
must be -2 or greater to execute this trade. The Net Zero can
change rapidly so timing is typically the biggest challenge for
a month with a prevalent Net Zero of zero. Assuming the Net
Zero can accommodate it, trading a 4 day for a 2 day will
change your personal duty count by 2, so if it was at -2 it
would drop to -4.
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If all is well, the screen will automatically refresh, and you will
see your new schedule in the schedule calendar of ELITT and
you are able to continue trading as normal.

ADDITIONAL ELITT RESTRICTIONS

This situation requires further explanation.

Not all assignments are eligible for ELITT. Training events
and reserve blocks cannot be traded in ELITT. Illegal pulls
(Class type I) and charters (Class Type C) are also not
eligible. A trip cannot be traded in ELITT if it contains a must
ride, indicated by a NM on a leg.

In the example below, the day has a rig of 004 TFP (650 TFP
for the three legs and 004 TFP as a Duty Hour Ratio (D) rig. If
the pilot is trying to TTGA the LAS-SAN turn and they elect to
giveaway or keep the rig as part of the TTGA, the un-rigged
pairing might be prohibited from trading in ELITT. To ensure
that a TTGA is eligible for ELITT, choose to Prorate the rig.
This restriction ensures the company is able to cover an
ELITT trip without having to add rigs to make it contractually
legal.

To be eligible to ELITT a trip, it must start and end in the same
base.
If the pairing is not in your category (base and seat), then It

would be subject to out-of-category ELITT restrictions (same
number of duty periods within a TFP range).
Finally, partial pairings picked up in TTGA that have had
rigged stripped as part of the TTGA transaction are also
ineligible for ELITT.
NOTE: The pilot placing the trip in TTGA would receive a
warning about the ELITT restriction, however the pilot picking
up a trip from TTGA would not. Be careful picking a trip from
TTGA that is not rigged if you plan to drop it into ELITT.
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SCREEN TERMS YOU NEED TO KNOW

SCHEDULE CALENDAR
The board view of your schedule shows several important things. As the month progresses, a gray zone indicates the 57 hours
prior to the close of the pairings for a 0900 CT DOT close. The pairings from these grey days have moved from ELITT into the
DOT process; this greyed out period is also referred to as the ELITT “umbra”.
Next, notice that the background color for open days are either pale yellow or white in color – this based on the current Net Zero
count. If the Net zero is currently 0, the background is pale yellow. Whenever Net Zero for the currently viewed category is > 0,
the open trade days are displayed in white.
Also, if one or more of your pairings appear as white, versus blue, the pairing(s) are ineligible for ELITT. This can be because
they are split and do not pay proper contractual rigs (unpaid DHs, or partial giveaways with LIMO legs, Reserve Pairings or Training events).
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SCREEN TERMS YOU NEED TO KNOW

DUTIES TO COVER (DTC)
The Duties to Cover calendar shows the current DTC for each day. DTC is a measure of the total allowable uncovered duty periods that may originate on that day.
Refer to the next section for a discussion of how DTC is calculated for each category. The key to understanding DTC is to remember that it is tied to the start day of
the pairing. Every time a pilot attempts to trade a trip through ELITT, in addition to
legality checks, the start date of the trip they wish to trade out of is checked. For
example, a DTC of 2 on the 22nd means only two duty periods with a start date on
the 22nd maybe dropped into the ELITT inventory. So, you could drop in a 2-day
that begins on the 22nd.
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SCREEN TERMS YOU NEED TO KNOW

DUTY COUNT
Every pilot is permitted to drop a maximum of four duty periods via ELITT in any given month. Since your duty
counter begins at zero, you may drop duty periods until the
point where your duty counter reaches -4. There is no upside restriction for picking up duty periods within your category and picking up duty periods in ELITT will increase your
duty counter correspondingly (trading your turn for a 4 day
would put your duty count at a +3). Please note only ELITT
trades affect this counter, duties picked up or dropped
through other processes, such as trip trade giveaway, have
no impact on the ELITT Duty Count.

NET ZERO
Net Zero is a counter of the net number of duty periods removed by pilots via ELITT. Net Zero starts at
zero and increases for every additional duty period
picked up by a pilot. So, if you pick up two additional
days of ying through an ELITT trade, Net Zero will
now display 2. This would then allow another pilot to
put two duty periods back into the ELITT inventory.
Net Zero is not allowed to decrease below zero. Net
Zero is designed to prohibit the net number of uncovered duty periods from increasing on a whole-month
basis. There are additional protections/restrictions for
preventing excessive uncovered pairings on any calendar day via Duties to Cover (DTC), which is discussed below.

FILTERS AND SORTING
Filters are available for you to narrow the list of open trips with which you are
presented. Sorting is available to change the order in which the list is presented.
Together these can help you focus only on trips in which you are interested OR
can help you to incrementally view all trips on a “screen challenged” device such
as a smartphone. You can lter by the start date of the trips to lie between any
two dates as well as by length and pay total. The presented list can also be
sorted in decreasing or increasing order by clicking once or twice respectively on
any column heading.
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Helpful SRC Products

Your SWAPA SRC strives to produce informative, helpful, and
timely Crew Scheduling related information and tools to help
you manage your schedule and improve your quality of life.
Several tools are available that can be especially helpful
related to ELITT and Trip Trade Giveaway. Brief descriptions
of these are below. They can be accessed through the
Committees Tab or the SRC Toolbox Quick link on the main
SWAPA website page.

LINETUNER CLASSIC
LineTuner Classic is a real-time monitoring service that
continually scans ELITT and TT/GA for changes in both the
pairing inventory and for ELITT, Net Zero, and DTC changes.
Based on user-de ned lters, LineTuner Classic will send you
an email, text message, or both, alerting you to the presence
of a new trip in ELITT, a new entry in TT/GA, a change to the
Net Zero, or change in a DTC value. LineTuner Classic frees
you from having to constantly monitor ELITT throughout the
day waiting for either a suitable trip to enter the ELITT
inventory or for the Net Zero to change.
NOTE: LineTuner will not send out alerts when ELITT rst
begins. The trip inventory changes too rapidly for the
noti cation system to keep up.
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CURRENT BLANK LINE PROJECTION
Although we introduced this report as a schedule planning
tool for projecting the makeup of the blank lines for the next
bid period, it can also serve as a useful tool in determining
how much uncovered ying that could potentially fall into MOT
and ELITT. As a reminder, the projection assesses each week
for every seat and base and measures the number of blank
lines against the expected number of reserve and trips to be
pulled and the difference is represented as a percentage.

any remaining inventory would be expected to fall to MOT and
ELITT.
It is important to remember that while this projection uses
historic averages and usually gives you a rough idea of what
to expect, any individual base and seat results may vary
based on line makeup, seniority of vacation holders, seasonal
schedule changes, the days of the week holidays fall on, and
what individual Pilots bid for lines.
TT/GA INVENTORY

A positive percentage indicates there are more expected trips
and reserve blocks pulled than available blank lines, which
means these weeks can be expected to have inventory
remaining after blank lines are built and therefore
opportunities to pick up additional ying via MOT or trade in
ELITT.

Another tool available that can be especially helpful related to
Trip Trade/ Giveaway is the TT/GA Inventory Report.
Running the TT/GA inventory report will return a list of
pairings currently in TT/GA for the dates selected ltered by
seat, trip length, overnights, and whether international or
reserve should be excluded. If you are an FO looking for STL
overnights and are willing to pick up pairings from different
bases, but only want 2 days, you can lter for this and keep
from having to go manually through each trip in several
different bases.
The report will also indicate whether the giveaway trip is a
partial pairing or not. Here are sample results from the above
scenario:

A negative number means there are projected to be more
blank lines than trips or reserve blocks pulled, therefore little if
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If you are currently logged into CWA, you also can click on the
pairing identi er which will open a new browser window to see the
trip. The report generated will look like this:
This tool is also available on the SWAPA mobile app via the Open
time/TT/GA menu option.

OPEN TIME INVENTORY
The Open Time Inventory report provides a snapshot of the
current uncovered pairings based on the inputs of date range,
seat, and trip length. Any pairing that reports more than 3
days from the current date are not available for bid in open
time because they are still part of the ELITT inventory for Pilot
trading. So, although this report is titled Open Time, it is
useful for the window beyond open time as well to streamline
your ELITT searches. Just keep in mind you may see some
uncovered pairings that are not eligible for ELITT (i.e.,
improperly rigged pairings, reserve blocks). You can lter for
speci c overnights or look for pairings in other domiciles if you
are considering an out-of-category trade.
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Chapter 4

How do I
get Paid?

Basic Self Auditing

The most common inquiry your SWAPA Contract
Administrators and Scheduling Research Committee
members receive is, “Am I being paid correctly?” The issue of
improper audits has been an ongoing struggle with Flight
Operations leadership and your union took steps to address
the problem in 2015 with the launch of SWAPA’s audit team.
The SRC worked with Contract Admin to develop an audit
screening program which helps to ag improperly or never
audited pairings. As of February 2021 SWAPA has recovered
over 8 million dollars in underpayments in relation to audit
errors. This section provides you with a quick rundown on the
basics of pairing pay audits so you can better understand
your pay and recognize errors.
Although we have a process in place to catch most
underpayment scenarios, the system isn’t fool-proof and it
pays to be your own watch dog for discrepancies.

First, you are pay protected for the greater of what you were
originally awarded versus what you complete when you
experience a reassignment. Iterations between your original
and nal pairing are not pay protected. This alone generates
a lot of questions given the high rate of repeated
reassignments at SWA and the failure rates of SkySolver
solutions.
We recommend taking a screenshot of your pairing well
before your check in, and most certainly before being
reassigned, so you have a quick reference point of what your
original assignment paid because you should never receive
less than that if you complete the assignment or any
reassignment(s).
Section 4 of the CBA outlines Daily Reassignment Pay (DRP),
which is the rule set used to audit your pay when Crew
Scheduling changes your pairing. The most common triggers
for pay changes include move-ups, add-ons, reassignments
releasing later than originally scheduled, and unscheduled
overnights (RON’s), which are the most common triggers for
pay changes. Keep in mind that overlap adjustments, jury
duty summons, military leave, vacation pulls, and reserve
assignments all have different rulesets. This guide is mostly
addressing the standard line holder’s reassignment
experience.
Let’s run through the main contractual provisions as well as a
few additional audit tidbits for consideration.
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Starting with move-ups, the rules are different for a move-up
occurring on Day 1 of your pairing, compared to a move-up
on any subsequent days. On Day 1 of your pairing, if your
scheduled departure is reassigned to a departure more than
30 minutes earlier than your originally scheduled push time,
you will receive premium pay on each leg in that duty period.
If you are moved up on any of the remaining days of your
pairing by as little as ONE minute, you receive premium the
whole day. Duty Hour Ratio (DHR) also applies on all
reassigned duty periods and could afford you more TFP than
the premium legs.

There are two scenarios related to changed duty periods
when you get in later than originally scheduled: Add-ons and
Reassignments. Add-ons are where legs are added onto the
end of an originally scheduled duty period. In this case, you
are due premium pay for the legs added on in addition to the
original duty period pay. So, if a 2-leg original duty period
paying 5.0 DPM gets a turn paying 5.79 TFP at premium
added on, you’d get 5.0 + 5.79 (premium add on) paying
10.79 TFP. Also remember, DHR applies and could still trump
the add on pay.

Reassignments into different ying with a later block in trigger
premium for each leg that blocks in past the original nal
block in. Only the legs that are different than the legs
contained in the original duty period get premium pay. Once
again, DHR applies and could absorb the premium pay.

An unscheduled overnight (RON) triggers double time pay as
it’s a JA event, meaning that if you nd yourself scheduled
into a day off you will receive double time (DT) for everything
you do that day but no less than 6.5 TFP. Just keep in mind
the 6.5 isn’t necessarily applied in addition to the rest of the
assignment, meaning ADG/THR is assessed across the
pairing and might absorb some of that 6.5.
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Other instances where you might nd DT on a reassignment
but not on an RON are legs that were contained in a JA done
pairing-meaning it went through open time, there were no
reserves, nobody legal to JA, and Crew Scheduling
proceeded to reassign that ying online. These types of
reassignments are hard to track on your own, but rest
assured, SWAPA has a step in their audit process to account
for these and to ensure you are getting DT when due.

your pairing but rather are only displayed within the CWA
payroll report.
The same goes for holiday premiums if you work on a holiday.
The various pay rates and rules are outlined in Section 4 of
the CBS, but the different line items you might see contained
within the payroll display are as follows:

Other items to watch for are the added pay on engine runs
and ground repositions, as that’s a manual input by Crew

Scheduling. Always make sure you call Crew Scheduling at
the end of the day you conduct these so they can guarantee
the added TFP on top of the duty period pay. You do not get
premium pay for engine runs and repositions – they simply
pay 1 TFP above the value of the duty period.

Non-Domestic Override (includes both the 3% Intl and 5%
SAQ)
• ETOPS Override (5%)

Overrides are another important aspect of your pairing pay.
They are often overlooked because they are not visible within

• Red Eye Override (3%), and
• Holiday Premium Pay (.5x TFP)
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The following audit ow chart has been designed to help you
navigate each day following a reassignment with the
applicable pay rules that coincide with different types of
changes. We encourage you to reference this information the
next time you are subject to a reassignment. Often the trip
remarks can provide you with additional indicators pertaining
to your pay, so we recommend watching these details closely
as well.
Hopefully, this helps you understand the basics of a trip audit.
We recognize there are many more nuances and your trip
audit can often become confusing or seem incorrect. If you
nd that a pairing is agged as ‘Audit Complete’ and you
recognize an error in the pay or simply do not understand the
pay calculation, rst try to seek clari cation and correction
directly with SWA Flight Ops Payroll. You will need to call
Crew Scheduling and select the Payroll option or you can
send a note to Pilot Payroll through CWA. If SWA doesn’t
adjust the pay or disagrees with your assessment, contact our
pay auditors at payaudit@swapa.org so they can verify the
audit and seek recourse, if warranted.
SWAPA also has an Individual Pay Audit tool to review your
pairings after the Company has completed their audit. You
can access the tool here.
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Note:They are broken out under the pairing details.

Figure 4.1 - Reassignment Pay Rules Flowchart
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payroll report shows all the TFP and per diem you earned for
the active month you have selected.

READING THE PAYROLL REPORT
Now that we have covered how to do some basic payroll
auditing in the previous section, we can check those numbers
on the Pilot Payroll Report. The rst step in guring out your
Payroll TFP is where to nd it. On SWACrew.com click on the
Reports menu button at the top to activate the pulldown list.
The 5th selection on the list from top to bottom is Payroll.
That is how you nd the breakdown of your monthly TFP.

The “Pay” column will list the TFP for that speci c leg. The
daily & total TFP displayed is identical to Crew Web Access
and has no decimals. The Duty Period Total will total the
amount for the day. The Trip Total will show below the last
duty period of that trip. Below that section is the trip per diem
breakdown for inside the US and outside the US. Each
section will breakdown the speci c trip, vacation, vacation
overlap, sick pull, reserve guarantee, company convenience,
union pull or any other pay code.
If you refer to trip LA8L on 23, 24 and 25 June, the Trip Total
shows 1950. The 1950 TFP is the Average Daily Guarantee
(ADG) rig for the 3-day trip (3 x 6.5 = 19.50 TFP). Similarly,
Trip LA2R on 04JUN20 is also showing the ADG for a 1-day
pairing at 6.5 TFP even though the legs only add up to 6.4
TFP. The daily & trip rigs will automatically be applied but
may not show the rig label as in CWA until the trip is actually
own.
If you have vacation, the TFP from both the vacation (VA) and
the vacation overlap (VO) will be listed for the days
corresponding to your monthly calendar. Those totals will be
re ected at the bottom of your payroll report under VAC.
LG, or line guarantee, is another item you might see on your
payroll report. If you are awarded a line that pays less than
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Reading the
Payroll Report

schedule. The LG assignment will be added under the REG
category of the payroll totals at the bottom of the report.
In general, the last 2 rows on the pilot payroll report are
showing the totals of each category. The JA total is confusing
because it will not re ect the TOTAL premium you have own,
but only the “half” of “time and a half”. For example, if you got
moved up on both days of a 2-day pairing that normally paid
14 TFP, but now pays 21 TFP it would show 7 TFP under JA,
but there would be 14 TFP in the REG column.

Figure 4.3 - Payroll Report
Example

Other pay buckets you may encounter are as follows:
• OJI = On the Job Injury
• PER = Per Diem
• REG = Straight Pay
• SCK = Sick Pay
• TRN = Training.
• UB = Union Business
• VAC = Vacation and Vacation Overlap.
Buckets listed as CRG, CJA, and CSP are used for Lance
Captains who have their Captain rates broken out of their FO
ying as well as rst year pilots who pick up trips at 2nd year
rates. The bottom right on the payroll report is the Total TFP
from all sources.
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that month’s line guarantee as de ned in section 4.H., you will
be paid the difference via an LG assignment non- y on your
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Reading the Paystub

On the 20th of the month, the pilot’s pay reconciles the ying
completed for the previous month, minus the crew advance
given the previous month.
This appears as a negative amount on the pilot’s Pay
Statement under “Crew Advance Takeback (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.4 Crew Advance Takeback

THE ADVANCE/TAKEBACK SYSTEM
Due to the month to month pay variability of pilots, Southwest
Airlines uses an advance/takeback pay system. On the 5th of
the month, pilots are paid 47.5 TFP (rounded down to the
nearest $100) as an advance on the current month’s ying.
For example, the current TFP rate for this First Of cer is
$149.45, multiplied by 47.5 equals $7098.88, rounded down

As an example: Let us say the Crew Advance paid in Figure 1
was from the pilot’s April 5th paycheck. That pilot then earned
98 TFP during the month of April. The May 20th paycheck
would then be:
98 TFP * $149.45 (pilot’s current pay rate) - $7000 (Crew Advance
given April 5th) = $7646.10 (before all deductions of course!)

Remember, the pay on the 20th always reconciles the ying
from the previous month, minus the advance.

Figure 4.3 Crew Advance

to the nearest $100 is $7000. This appears on the pilot’s Pay
Statement as “Crew Advance” (Figure 4.2).
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the mileage calculations. In all, the TFP formula has been
modi ed multiple times between 1978 and 1989 with the current trip pay formula settled in our 1989 contract. Since then it
has remained essentially unchanged through our current
CBA.

What is a TFP?

CALCULATING TFP

The Trip for Pay (TFP) is the basic unit of pay for Pilots at
SWA. The TFP concept originated with the SWA work rules in
effect prior to our rst Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
in 1978. Under SWA’s initial 1971 work rules, one Trip was
paid for each takeoff and landing regardless of the ight time
involved. In our rst CBA in 1978, the trip concept was
expanded to pay an additional Trip for over ying the
destination or diverting.
Under our 1979 CBA, a mileage of 290 statute miles was
established for the limit of a Standard TFP; beyond that limit
you gained an additional .1 TFP for each 50 additional statute
miles for a Non-Standard TFP. In 1983, the Non-Standard trip
formula was improved to provide a .1 TFP for each additional
40 miles. In the 1985 CBA, the Standard TFP was rede ned
as any leg with a mileage of 243 miles or less. Finally, in the
1989 CBA, Over-Schedule language was added to account
for ights scheduled with block beyond that required under

There are three different components that go into determining
TFP for a ight: The Standard TFP, the Non-Standard TFP,
and Over-Schedule. The airport-to-airport mileage goes into
determining the Standard TFP while the Non-Standard TFP
calculation and the Over-Schedule calculation are determined
by scheduled block. Ultimately, the leg will pay the higher of
these calculations.
Standard TFP: The rst unit of measure is a Standard TFP,
which is de ned in Section 4.F. of the CBA as
‘…any trip for which the nonstop mileage according to
the CAB book of airport-to-airport mileage is two
hundred forty-three (243) miles or less.’

For example, when we operate Lihue to Honolulu which has a
distance 102 sm, the pay would be 1 TFP, since it is less than
243 sm.
The Civil Aeronautics Board’s (CAB) book of airport-to-airport
mileage is used as a reference for mileage. However, since
that agency no longer exists, a more pertinent reference for
airport-to-airport mileage would be the calculated distance
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from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics,
www.transtats.bts.gov/distance.asp.
Non-Standard TFP: What happens when we y farther than
243 sm? The Non-Standard Trip calculation takes over,
providing:
‘one standard trip plus one-tenth (.10) trip for each forty
(40) mile increment over two hundred forty-three (243)
miles, rounded up or down to the nearest forty (40)
mile increment.’

This reference is also from Section 4.F. of the CBA.
Let’s use one of our longer ights in the system as an
example to calculate the TFP for Flight 996, Las Vegas to
Providence.
From the DOT website, we get a mileage of 2,364 sm.

The Non-Standard Trip language results in a 6.3 TFP for the
2,364 miles leg from LAS to PVD which is scheduled to block
5:05 hours.
Now, let’s take a look at the opposite direction leg to see how
Over-Schedule comes into play.
Over-Schedule: An Over-Schedule override will be paid as
de ned in Section 4.G.1 of the CBA:
(1) paid trip, plus one tenth (0.1) trip for each ve (5)
minutes in excess of fty- ve (55) minutes, truncated to
the nearest ve (5) minutes. If this value exceeds the
value under the non- standard trip formula, the ight
will pay the override value.”

Typically, this will occur on a ight westbound in which the
block times can vary based on the seasonal strength of the
head wind.
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Using the reverse ight of the one prior, Flight 852 from
Providence to Las Vegas helps us illustrate this calculation.
Once again, the mileage is the same at 2,364 miles, but the
block is scheduled as 6:00 hours due to historical wind
forecasts.
With the additional block added by the winds when westbound, the leg from PVD to LAS pays 7.1 TFP with the OverSchedule calculation.

length of the leg. This premium of TFP over block is
signi cant on a short leg like DAL to HOU. Second, the longer
the stage length, the better the equivalent hourly pay rate.
Finally, the TFP system incentivizes the conservation of block
and on time performance instead of rewarding the Pilot for
padding his block time.

The Over-Schedule component of our pay adds a signi cant
amount to our monthly bottom line, especially as SWA has
added more long-haul ights with signi cant wind effects
westbound. Routes ying into more congested airports where
extra taxi time is required also contribute to Over-Scheduled
legs. In June 1998, Over-Schedule accounted for just 3.1
percent of our pay versus a pure mileage analysis. This has
increased over time, amounting to 5.5 percent of pay in June
2006 and to 10.4 percent in 2017.
THE BOTTOM LINE
A standard trip is anything less than 243 miles for which we
are paid 1 TFP or Over-Schedule if it exceeds 55 minutes of
block. Anything greater than 243 miles is paid the greater of
the Non-Standard trip calculation based on mileage or the
Over-Schedule calculation based on block time.
This system has several intrinsic advantages over a purely
block hour pay rate. First, the short legs that SWA is
historically known for all pay at least 1 TFP regardless of the
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Rigs

Rigs impact our schedules from both a planning and
execution perspective. In planning, rigs in uence the
Company’s pairing optimizer (DPOS) to generate productive
duty periods as the system seeks to minimize rig costs. Rigs
have a secondary function in execution; they provide a level
of pay protection from extended unproductive duty periods
due to delays.
At the highest level, rigs are contractually de ned weights that
impact the construction of pairings during the planning phase
by acting as cost penalties. The contractual weights, or rigs,
nancially incentivize DPOS to create as many pairings as
possible that do not require the Company to pay the rig costs.
With a well-designed rig package, the resulting planned
pairings should contain suf cient ying so that straight leg pay
meets or exceeds the minimum pay required by the rig
package. The results are productive pairings, which enable
Pilots to earn more pay per workday and duty hour and the

The rigs in Figure 4.4 work together to ensure a minimum
amount of pay per duty period and per trip. Duty Period
Minimum (DPM) and Duty Hour Ratio (DHR) rigs are dutyperiod speci c, meaning they apply to a single duty period
within the pairing. Trip Hour Ratio (THR) and Average Daily
Guarantee (ADG) are trip-based rigs, meaning that they apply
to a pairing in its entirety. ADG is applied last. When a rig has
increased the value of either a duty period or the trip, an
annotation will be made in the credit column in CWA or on the
trip sheet.

Figure 4.5 Rigs

These weights can only in uence outcomes, not determine
them. As a result, some duty periods and trips end up being
heavily rigged. There will always be leftover segments that the
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Company gets the bene t of having more ight time assigned
without incurring a rig cost penalty. The planned average in
2017-2018 was .825 TFP per duty hour.

Notice the legs pay 12.6 TFP (5.5+4.7+2.4), which is below
ADG, so ADG brings this trip up to 13.0 TFP. However,
because the trip time away from base is 39.75 hours, the 1
TFP/ 3-hour rig supersedes both the rst two calculations and
comes out to the paid credit of 13.25. One way to quickly spot
either the DHR or THR rig is that the trip and/or duty period
has a hundredths digit. These trips have either a long duty
period or a lengthy trip footprint, or both.

pairing generator cannot make productive, but rigs provide a
pay oor for Pilots on those planned unproductive days.
Trips that receive THR credit generally have long overnights
and are sometimes called “AM turned PM” trips. An example
of a 2-day pairing that receives THR might best describe how
this rig works in conjunction with the other rigs:
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Chapter 5

Open Time

of-domicile bidders are assessed in seniority order. For
captains the same order of award applies, except out of
domicile Captains are awarded before Lance Captains
bidding on CA open time. That means that all CA’s are
assessed for a CA pairing (or reserve block) before Lance
Captains even if the Lance Captain is numerically senior.
Likewise, in-domicile Lance Captains enjoy domicile seniority
rights over out-of-domicile Lance Captains. Finally, Captain
open time is always processed rst, followed by First Of cer
open time.

The Basics

The Open Time System consists of several different
components, some of which are seniority based and some
non- seniority based. This section will give a brief description
of each, but rst we will take a quick look at some of the
general rules of the open time system.

Speci c to premium open time, Pilots on qualifying non- y
events like vacation (VO, VA, FV) may pick up premium open
time over that non- y footprint following the same order of
award as described above, after all bidders not on non- y
events have been considered.
OUT OF DOMICILE OPEN TIME

ORDER OF OPEN TIME AWARDS
First, straight bidders are assessed and awarded before
premium bidders for open time processes that have both bid
options. Once straight awards are processed, Crew
Scheduling has the option to assign reserves (if available)
either before or after awarding premium open time. This is
true of all the seniority-based awards throughout the open
time system.
For each round of open time, In-category seniority (in
domicile, in seat) trumps all outside bidders, meaning indomicile bidders are assessed in seniority order and then out-

You have the option to bid on open time that is not in your
domicile. Of course, you are responsible for any necessary
commuting if you do as is the case with anything you
voluntarily pick up out of your category. Once you place a bid
on something out of domicile, that bid and any subsequent
bids for the open time round you participate in will be awarded
by your system seniority. This means you will lose your indomicile priority for any open time pairings that are listed after
an out-of-domicile pairing. You will be treated as an out-ofdomicile bidder.
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This contractual provision can be found in Section 6.B.3.b of
the CBA under “Out of Domicile Bidding Subordination”. To
prevent unintentionally lowering your priority for in domicile
bids, you could always reorder your bids so all in-domicile

Figure 5.1 - Out of Domicile Bidding Scenario

in the same category. The trip you are attempting to pick up is
not included in the Cap computation so, for example, if your
domicile’s Cap is 112TFP and you sit at 101 TFP eyeing an
11.5 turn, you will still exercise your full seniority, even though
the trip puts you up to 112.5. Several sources of TFP are NOT
included in the Cap computation such as overrides and pay
from training received. For the long and detailed list of the
order of awards and Cap rules, please see the CBA Section
6.B.11 and 6.B.12. The monthly open time cap can also be
found on the SRC page of SWAPA.org if you do not have the
bid packet information readily available.

bids are ahead of anything out of domicile. The whole point of
this provision is to prevent a logic loop which prevents a bid
from being awarded. For example, who gets awarded AA11 in
this scenario?
In this case, the BWI CA, seniority 1001 is awarded AA11.
The ATL CA listed out-of-domicile trips before listing AA11 (indomicile trip) thus losing his in-domicile priority. The MDW CA
1004 is junior to the BWI CA based on system seniority.
THE CAP
To spread the wealth of our Open Time System we have an
Open Time Cap. This cap is de ned as 118 percent of the
domicile bid line average and is published in each month’s bid
packet. Simply stated, awards are given rst to senior Pilots
under the Cap in each category ahead of Pilots over the Cap
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TRADING RESTRICTIONS
A Pilot may not give away a MOT award to someone more
junior in system seniority, and a Pilot may not trade or
giveaway a DOT, POT, HOT or SNOT award, period. This rule
was implemented to prevent a more junior Pilot under the cap
from bidding a pairing for the purpose of giving it to a more
senior Pilot over the cap. Bottom line – it is advised that you
bid only what you wish to y.
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Monthly Open Time

Monthly Open Time (MOT) is the rst part of the Open Time
System that you would encounter after monthly line bidding is
complete. MOT of cially opens at 1200 CST on the 18th and
stays open for a total of six days, until 1200 CST on the 24th.
MOT consists of uncovered trips that result from the overlap
correction process, left over from blank line construction, or
become uncovered after training and other non- y pulls.
Pairings displayed in blue were present in the inventory when
MOT initially opened, while pairings displayed in red were
added after the opening of MOT. These trips listed in red are
usually a result from blank line overlap corrections. While the
MOT window only allows you to see one domicile at a time
and has no lters for reviewing the inventory, you can always
use the OT Inventory Tool on the SWAPA.org SRC page or
within the SWAPA App to look at a ltered search of multiple
domiciles.

As mentioned in the section titled Open Time Priority (OTP), it
is from this group of pairings that you may select trips if you
are eligible for OTP. Anything not taken by OTP will be
processed via a seniority-based MOT bid. As with all bids, the
order in which you bid pairings determines your preference,
and if you bid for a trip out of your domicile, this bid and all
bids that appear below it on your list will be at system
seniority as explained in the basic rules. You may bid as many
pairings as you like; however, if you only desire to be awarded
a certain number of pairings be sure to select the maximum
number of trips preferred from the drop-down box on the MOT
page. Selecting “max” means that you’d like to be awarded as
many pairings as possible for which you are legal.
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MONTHLY OPEN TIME LEGEND

Red Pairings
were added after
MOT opened

Blue Pairings were
present when MOT
opened

Daily, Hourly &
Premium Open Time

The rst DOT close at 0900 includes all pairings and reserve
blocks for the next day that were placed into Open Time up to
0830. In this way, every pairing in DOT will be visible and
available for bid for a minimum of 30 minutes. Any pairing that
is placed into Open Time at or after 0831 may be visible and
even biddable but will not be awarded until the 1300 close. To
keep it straight, make sure you check out the designated
closing time for each trip as seen in the “Close” column in the
list of available open trips (example below).

DAILY OPEN TIME (DOT)
DOT uses essentially the same mechanics as MOT, but rather
than bidding for open time throughout next the month, you are
bidding for ying which occurs on the next calendar day only.
Charters or reposition ights with show times between
0001-0400 CST are awarded two days before ying. DOT has
three closings daily: 0900, 1300 and 1700 CST. Each closing
contains pairings that were placed into Open Time up to 30
minutes prior to close. The 0900 DOT close is the only other
open time process besides MOT where you can bid for
reserve blocks too, which are only avail- able to bid on at
straight pay.

It is important to note that uncovered pairings do not ow from
one closing to the next. For example, if a pairing remains
open after its designated DOT closing time, it should then be
covered by reserve, Premium Open Time (POT), Voluntary
Premium Fly (VPF), or JA / Reassignment. It should not show
up again in a later DOT or HOT close unless there was an
error with the pairing or it was awarded and subsequently
removed from the awarded Pilot. One caveat is that rather
than awarding a whole pairing at Premium in a DOT close,
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Crew Scheduling may split the pairing or move all or part of
the pairing to a different domicile with deadheads to and from
the original domicile and place part of the original pairing in
the next close, subject to some contractual restrictions. As
with MOT, you can be awarded multiple trips on the same day
in the same domicile if you are legal.

under insuf cient time provisions. SNOT and insuf cient time
provisions will be covered in a later section.

HOURLY OPEN TIME (HOT)
You can think of Hourly Open Time as a continuation of DOT
after the 1700 close. However, instead of closing every four
hours, it now closes on an hourly basis, beginning with the
1800 close. These HOT closings include any pairings
reporting the same day or the next day that are placed into
Open Time from 89 minutes through 30 minutes prior to the
HOT close.
For example, the 2200 HOT close will include any pairings
that are placed into Open Time between 2031 and 2130. As
with DOT, pairings that are available in HOT will be available
for bid for a minimum of 30 minutes and similarly, any pairings
that are placed into Open Time less than 30 minutes before a
HOT closing may be viewable and biddable, but will not be
awarded until the subsequent HOT closing. This HOT process
will continue hourly as needed for uncovered pairings
throughout the night before and the day of the ying unless
there is less than 3 hours and 31 minutes between when a
trip becomes available in open time and when it reports. At
that point, these short-notice uncovered pairings will fall into
the Short Notice Open Time (SNOT) process or reassigned

PREMIUM OPEN TIME (POT)
Premium Open Time isn’t so much a process, as a pay status.
POT runs concurrently with both the DOT and HOT processes
and allows you to bid on any of the available uncovered
parings at premium pay. Premium pay pays at 1.5x leg TFP or
full rigs, whichever is greater. As mentioned in the basic rules,
straight time bidders are awarded rst, then the company has
the option to assign reserves prior to processing premium

Figure 5.2 - DOT / HOT Award Process
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bids. Also, if DOT & HOT have closes on the same hour, HOT
will always be awarded rst, followed by DOT.
BIDDING FOR DAILY OR HOURLY OPEN TIME
Submitting a bid for daily or hourly open time is done in the
same manner. Click on the pairing that you would like to bid
from the inventory, and then click on the plus (+) under either
Straight Pay or Premium Pay as desired. You can continue to
add as many pairings as desired to either column.
Once the trips are listed, you can use the up/down arrows to
reorder them as necessary. When you are satis ed with your
bid list, click on the Submit Bids button to send in your bid.
Remember, the order in which you list the pairings is your
order of preference from top to bottom, so be sure to check
the order before submitting. The last bid submitted before the
close time is the active bid and negates all previous bids. This
includes submitting a bid with no pairings listed, which will
remove all previous bids submitted.
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VPF and SNOT

VOLUNTARY PREMIUM FLYING (VPF)
VPF is the last step prior to reassignment and/or Junior
Assignment events. For all trips that are not short notice in
nature (i.e. there is greater than 3:30 to report) on which there
were no legal bidders through the DOT/ HOT/POT process,
and for which Crew Scheduling either does not have or
chooses not to use a reserve, Crew Scheduling will offer via a
Voluntary Premium Flying bid. This is essentially a second
round of premium open time. Pairings are awarded to the rst
legal bidder without regard for seniority. Crew Scheduling
must wait a minimum of 30 minutes after placing a pairing in
VPF before they can reassign the ying to a pilot on line or JA
the pairing, if applicable. The idea is to give everyone a shot
at Premium time on a voluntary basis before forcing people
into involuntary ying.

Pairing added to open time between 3:30 minutes and 2
hours and 1 minute before report time will be made available
for bid utilizing the Short Notice Open Time (SNOT) process.
The pairing will be made available for bid for a minimum of
fteen (15) minutes. After the bid close time, the pairing will
be awarded randomly rather than in seniority order, but
subject to the order of award rules. This means that indomicile, under-CAP bidders will be considered rst from the
pool of bidders, and those in that rst bucket of bidders will be
awarded at random. If there are no bidders in-domicile and
under CAP, the next bucket is looked at (in-domicile, overCAP), and so on.
SNOT trips are offered at either straight time or Premium time
(1.5x). If a Reserve is available, the trip will normally be
offered at straight pay, SNOT-S. If a Reserve is not available,
the trip will be offered at Premium pay with full rigs, SNOT-P.
At the company’s discretion, the pairing may be offered for
bid/award at premium regardless of reserve availability.
Note: If a pairing becomes uncovered within two hours of
report time this is considered Insuf cient Time. Crew
Scheduling has the option to assign the uncovered pairing
directly to a reserve, bypassing the open time process, or
reassigning online. The pairing may still be acquired via Extra
Fly if assigned to a reserve, subject to extra- y provisions
which we cover here in Chapter 5.
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SHORT NOTICE OPEN TIME (SNOT)

This contractual process can be used when there is shortnotice uncovered ying at an outstation that cannot be
covered with an in-domicile Open Time pairing and stay on
schedule. Scheduling will call local Pilots (based on their
commuter station inputs at CWA -> Displays -> Modify
Commute Station) in seniority order and offer the ying at
premium pay. This is a completely voluntary process and the
awarded pairing will include a paid deadhead back to the
commuter station.
LRF is rarely used. Crew Scheduling typically uses the
SkySolver program to execute a series of cascading
reassignments to recover from disruptions until they have
suf cient time to use the Open Time system within a domicile
to cover any fallout from the reassignments. Cascading
reassignments are both disruptive and damaging to Pilot’s
QOL, and they can potentially cause downline misconnect
problems for customers and crews during aircraft swaps while
Scheduling tries to get Pilots back to their original trips.
Instead of impacting multiple Pilots’ schedules and/or taking a
ight delay, LRF could be utilized. As an example, a fatigue
call during the RON for an originating ight in OKC occurred
when there were not any ights from a base that could
position a Pilot in time for the 0715 push. Scheduling was
able to recover the originator with an OKC commuter via LRF
and this was the outcome:

Currently, LRF is a manual process, and each Pilot is called
individually by Crew Scheduling. SRC believes that a better
option would be to automate and use the existing provisions
for LRF under Section 5.P.3. Our concept would work similarly
to Voluntary Premium Flying (VPF) which uses an automated
message to notify legal Pilots that premium ying is available.
However, the LRF trip would begin and end at the outstation
and just cover the ying for the day or back to a domicile until
the normal Open Time process and/or reserves can catch up
to the uncovered ying.
If you would like to opt in to receiving calls for LRF, be sure to
update your commuter cities in CWA as this is where the list
for LRF is generated.
For more information on LRF:
• Last Resort Flying
• Short-Notice Flying
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LAST RESORT FLYING

each subsequent portion given away must y to the END of
the pairing (i.e. the last portion must be given away rst, then
the middle portion must be given away to what is left of the
pairing, and so on). A reserve may post his reserve
assignment and any partial give-away offers in TT/GA like any
line holder after it has been placed on his board, but Crew
Scheduling will need to manually process any requested
giveaways.

Extra Fly

Finally, while not truly a part of the Open Time System, Pilots
wishing to pick up extra work may acquire a pairing that has
been assigned to a reserve if the reserve Pilot does not have
the “OWN” preference selected. If the own preference is
selected, a Pilot is not permitted to take a pairing from the
reserve starting at 2000 CST the day prior to report, unless
the reserve Pilot has posted it in TT/GA or otherwise agrees
to give away their reserve assignment. You must call Crew
Scheduling to Extra Fly a pairing from a reserve, it cannot be
executed in CWA. Also, once a reserve has reported to the
airport for their assignment, they must agree to relinquish the
pairing to the Pilot wishing to Extra Fly. This also must be
coordinated through Crew Scheduling.

Also remember, an assignment picked up extra- y does not
receive full pay rigs, but each duty period is paid Duty Hour
Ratio (DHR).
Fun Fact: Although not expressly outlined in the contract, a
Pilot can also accept the reserve block in conjunction with the
reserve assignment, thus relieving the reserve of their reserve
status. The accepting Pilot would then be responsible for the
reserve RAP as well as the reserve assignment and would
remain on the reserve block if the reserve assignment was
later removed or given away via Extra Fly (Chapter 5).

Another Extra Fly option involves the reserve giving away a
portion or portions of a reserve assignment. These portioned
out reserve assignments must be split at the reserve’s
domicile. If the pairing passes through domicile multiple times,
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First Year FO / Second
Year Rates

Section 4.D.2 of the CBA incentivizes rst year pilots to pick
up uncovered ying from the Company by paying the pilot
second year FO pay rates, including any applicable premium
associated with the open time, for any ying acquired through
an open time process that exceeds their original line total for
the month. There are a few key points to remember:
• hundred and three (103) TFP. The pilot later gives away ten (10
Open time sources include MOT, DOT, HOT, POT, SNOT, VPF
and JA.

• The original line total is de ned as: the value of all ying
and non- y events on the line after the completion of the
vacation overlap, month to month overlap and recurrent
training adjustments, excluding any MOT, DOT, HOT,
POT, SNOT,VPF, and JA carried in from the previous
month.

total is ninety (90) TFP. A pilot is awarded a POT pairing
that pays thirteen (13.0) TFP (including premium/rigs)
bringing his line total to one) TFP. At the end of the
month, the pilot’s line total is ninety-three (93) TFP. The
pilot would be paid ninety (90) TFP at rst year rates and
three (3) TFP at second year rates.
A great way to increase the value of a MOT award for a rstyear pilot is to ELITT the MOT award into a higher-paying
pairing. Along with the key points from above, there is a rule
speci c to this scenario- a pilot cannot increase the number of
pairings eligible for second year pay through ELITT trading.
EXAMPLES:
• One (1) MOT award traded for two (2) ELITT pairings.
The highest paying pairing will be considered an open
time award.
• Two (2) MOT awards are traded together for two (2)
ELITT pairings. Both pairings will be considered open
time awards.
• Two (2) MOT awards are traded together for three (3)
ELITT pairings. The two (2) highest paying pairings will
be considered open time awards.
• If a MOT award is traded in conjunction with a pairing
paying rst year rates, the pairing(s) acquired in ELITT
will pay rst year rates.

• If a pilot gives away any ying, this reduces the amount
paid at second year rates. For example: the original line
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Open Time
Alert System

Key to the usefulness of the above DOT/HOT/POT processes
is the Open Time Alert (OTA) system. The OTA is used by the
Company to electronically notify you via text message of new
open time events that have been placed into Open Time after
0831 CST the day before the pairing. What this means is that
the OTA will let you know about trips for which you are legal
and that meet your personal parameters that are in DOT/HOT/
VPF/SNOT, other than the 0900 DOT close.
OTA allows a Pilot to receive text messages regarding all trips,
or a smaller list of trips as ltered by the Pilot according to
parameters that include domicile, crew position, check–in/
release times, pairing length, overnight city, minimum pay per
day, and average pay per day.
OTA also gives you the ability to bid via text message for an
event even with no direct access to CWA. In addition, the Open
Time Alert (OTA) System includes an auto-bid feature if a
pairing meets your de ned parameters. This has the potential

to allow you to bid while ying or
otherwise unable to review CWA or
your text message alerts.
Auto Bid is a powerful tool, and
you’ll need to exercise some
judgment when using this feature.
Repeatedly bidding and being
awarded open time that you fail to acknowledge or are
unavailable to actually y could subject you to counseling by your
Chief Pilot and which may result in loss of DOT/POT, HOT/POT,
SNOT of VPF privileges for as long as 30 days.
Please ensure that if you set up an auto bid, or respond to any
OTA, that you can report on time for the pairing.
The OTA system also has a “Do not Disturb” feature which will
inhibit text messages during a Pilot’s selected window of time. If
you have set up a “Do not Disturb” window your auto bids still be
accepted by CWA, but you will not receive a text message
indicating that you submitted an Auto-Bid. The award will be
visible and can be acknowledged in CWA.
If you are awarded a pairing outside of the 0900 close and you
have a phone number in the OTA system, you will receive an
award alert which will allow you to acknowledge the pairing via
text message, or you can log into CWA and acknowledge the
award. Crew Scheduling will call you approximately two hours
prior to report to notify you of the award if you fail to acknowledge
the it. If they are unable to contact you, the trip will be removed
from your board and you may receive counseling from your Chief.
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If the voluntary additional ying and reserve systems fail to
cover an open pairing, Crew Scheduling may begin to assign
that ying on a non-voluntary basis. Flying that is covered in
this means is paid at double time rates in accordance with
Section 4.O of the CBA. The rst option is to assign the ying
to a Pilot already scheduled to y on that day, subject to some
restrictions which are fully outlined in Section 6. The second
option is to assign it to a Pilot who was not originally
scheduled to y on that day; this is considered JA. A Junior
Available (JA) event is de ned as involuntary ying on a
scheduled day off.

If the pairing in question is still uncovered at this point,
scheduling has the option to reassign the ying online or call
and offer it to legal Pilots in seniority order, but on a
completely voluntary basis. Once again, the double time pay
rules will apply to that ying.

Once it’s determined that a pairing needs to be processed as
JA, Crew Scheduling has an automated means of processing
that involuntary assignment. This is where the order of JA
comes into play.

JUNIOR ASSIGNMENTS (JA)
JA event: Any assignment or reassignment which
results in a duty period on a scheduled day off.
Junior Available (JA): The method in which, under
certain circumstances, the Company may assign a
Pilot into a JA event. This ying is paid at double time
or full rigs, whichever is greater.

From the CBA: A JA event is:
Any assignment or reassignment which results in a
duty period on a scheduled day off.
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Non-Voluntary
Additional Flying
(Reassignments & JA)

First, all Pilots online for the base/seat of the pairing are
evaluated for legality in reverse seniority order. During this
rst round of the JA process, only Pilots who have not been
previously junior assigned are considered and only if the JA
doesn’t result in a work block that exceeds 5 days, which is
part of that legality check. The parameters become broader
with each round that the pairing remains uncovered, with the
allowance of a previous JA or work block that exceeds 5 days.
Check airmen are only considered for JA after all other online
Pilots are evaluated and reserves are not eligible for JA
therefore will not be included in the JA process

But not all JA events are the same. You will often hear JA
events referred to as RON JA and Stand-Alone JA.
A Stand-Alone JA is an assignment that begins on a
scheduled day off. For example you end your scheduled
pairing back in domicile and are noti ed about an assignment
reporting the next day.
A RON JA is the result of a re-assignment resulting in an
unscheduled overnight. For example, your are re-routed on
the last day of your trip and scheduling is unable to return you
to domicile.
A Stand-Alone JA results from an open time pairing and is
limited to two duty periods (or fewer). These assignments
have gone through all the voluntary assignment processes
(Open Time, VPF) and have no legal reservers. The JA
assignment process is outlined in 6.C of the CBA.
It is typically done at the end of your pairing via a “Please call
Crew Scheduling” note on the dispatch report, being told by
the Operations Agent when you block into the gate to call
Crew Scheduling or noti ed that Crew Scheduling is on the
jetway phone. You are required to call them if noti ed by
those three methods. You are not required to answer a call on
your cell phone or respond to PA announcements.
As mentioned above, JA events are limited to a maximum of a
2-duty period pairings, and no Pilot may be junior assigned
more than twice within the same bid period unless agreed to
by the Pilot. RON JA’s count towards that two-JA per month

limit, but there are circumstances that could result in a Pilot
being JA’ed more than twice in a month. For example, if
Scheduling is unable to return a Pilot to domicile. If you nd
yourself being JA’d a third time in a month, be sure to validate
with scheduling that it is unavoidable.

If a JA causes result in an illegality the Company will
compensate the Pilot for any lost TFP resulting from the JA.
For example, if you are (RON) JA’d and it results in 7-days in
a row of ying effecting your next trip, Scheduling will pull you
for the required amount of ying and pay protect you for the
lost TFP.
What if you are a Lance Captain and are Ja’d? You may only
be reassigned, including a RON JA, in the position you are
currently ying. However, you could receive a Stand-Alone JA
for First Of cer Flying only.
If you pick up premium ying while on Vacation (VA Block) or
Vacation Overlap (VO Block) you cannot be assigned a
Stand-Alone JA. However, it is possible to be reassigned into
an RON JA.
Finally, if you are a Reserve assignment, you cannot receive a
Stand-Alone JA assignment, but you might be subject to an
RON JA as a last resort at an outstation when you cannot be
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JA PAY
JA events and the applicable double time pay may be given
away to any other legal Pilot; however, for the purpose of
determining order for any future JA as already described, the
originally junior assigned Pilot retains the credit for the JA.
This will be denoted on the Pilot’s board as a small JA (J)
non y event in CWA, meaning they cannot be junior assigned
again in that bid period until all other eligible online Pilots are
considered.
Regardless of which type of JA you experience, you will be
paid 2.0x the straight leg value (double-time) or ADG 6.5 TFP
per day, whichever is greater, on the day you were not
originally scheduled to y, as well as reassignment pay ,if
applicable, on days you were already ying.
If you pick up a JA pairing from another pilot and are
subsequently reassigned, you will receive Double Time credit
for all legs own and this value will be compared to the
original pay at the time it was picked up. You will receive the
greater value of the two for each duty period.
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One nal JA de nition: JA-Done. This is a term used by Flight
Ops to identify open time pairings that have passed through
all voluntary and non-voluntary processes in the contract and
remain uncovered. At that point, Scheduling will reassign that
uncovered ying online and the Pilot will be paid Double Time
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returned to domicile. Scheduling requires you to agree to a
RON JA when you have returned to base.

on those JA-Done legs. This is spelled out in section 6.C3.e of
the CBA. This situation is not always obvious, but Southwest
Payroll or SWAPA Contract Admin will be able to catch it
during an audit.
HOW TO ADD AND REMOVE A GDO
Lastly, any Pilot may designate one “Golden Day Off” (GDO)
in any given month up to eight times a year. JA on a GDO is
considered last resort and voluntary, so if you accept the
assignment, you will receive an additional 6.5 TFP
compensation above the normal JA pay of 2x pay for the day
or full rigs. You must place a GDO on your board before the
rst day of the month and there are certain days you are not
allowed to declare a GDO, so refer to the CBA Section
6.3.C.g. for more details. If you accept JA on a GDO, you can
reuse the GDO later in that month, or save if for a subsequent
month assuming you will not exceed more than one GDO per
month.

Note: A memorandum of understanding (MOU) was signed
regarding a “Flexible GDO”. It allows a Pilot to declare a GDO
prior to the commencement of the Southwest day (0300CST/
CDT) immediately preceding the GDO day. As an example, a
Pilot wishing to declare a GDO on the 15th of the month
would be required to do so no later than 0259CST/ CDT on
the 14th of the month. Once the applicable bid period has
begun the GDO cannot be moved or deleted after it is
declared. The current ability to move or delete a GDO prior to
the start of a bid period remains unchanged. As an example,
a Pilot who declares a March GDO in February can still move
or delete that GDO until the March bid period begins.
However, if a Pilot declares a March GDO once March has
begun, the pilot cannot move or delete that GDO. At this point
declaration of the “Flex GDO” must be through a call to Crew
Scheduling”.

How to add and remove a GDO
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Helpful SRC Products

SRC has created several tools are available that can be
especially helpful related to Voluntary Additional Flying. The
Open Time Inventory, OT-RSV Forecast, and the Open Time
Awards Reports are all tools available to help manage your
schedule and improve your quality of life. They can be
accessed through the SRC Committee page or by using the
Resources drop down menu > SRC tools on the main SWAPA
home page.

Open Time Inventory
The Open Time Inventory provides a snapshot of the current
uncovered pairings and reserve blocks based on the inputs of
date range, seat, and trip length. The user can select whether
to include or omit reserve blocks or international ying, lter
for speci c overnights, or look for pairings that start or end
with a deadhead to/from speci c stations. If you are currently
logged into CWA, you can also click on the pairing identi er
which will open a new browser window to see the trip. The
report generated will look like this:

This tool is also available on the SWAPA app via the Open
Time TT/GA menu option.
OPEN TIME AWARDS
Similar to the version available on CWA, you can use the
Open Time Awards to nd past awards by domicile, seat, and
report date including information on the pairing number,
award type, time of award, and Pilot awarded the pairing. The
difference with the SWAPA report versus what is available on
CWA is we include all awarded pairings and review multiple
categories in one output, both of which are shortfalls with the
CWA version.
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OPEN TIME AND RESERVE FORECAST
This report allows you to review the number of available
(unassigned) reserves each day compared to the open time
inventory for the next 7 days, with separate columns for open
reserve blocks as well as open pairings available for bid.
Required parameters include date, seat, pairing report time,
and a main base input as well as additional bases (defaults to
ALL). The main base forecast will be displayed in the rst
chart while additional bases chosen will display in the second
chart. Keep in mind some of these dates are still available in
ELITT, and the forecasted open time inventory is subject to
change.
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Chapter 6

Reserve

Introduction

Although you can voluntarily change your RAP if prompted by
Crew Scheduling, your RAP cannot be involuntarily changed
except under a few circumstances which are outlined in
section 8.E.4 of the Contract, and only for subsequent RAP’s
after day 1 of the block.

Reserve at Southwest has changed signi cantly since the
rati cation of the last contract. Pilots of all seniority levels may
nd themselves holding reserve and knowing how to manage
your schedule while on reserve will continue to be important
throughout your career. This chapter has been broken down
into reserve introduction and basics, reserve pay rules,
scheduling rules and preferences, giving away a reserve
block or assignment, and nally a description of SRC tools
available to help manage your schedule while on Reserve.
RESERVE AVAILABILITY PERIOD
A Reserve Availability Period (RAP) is the time period when a
reserve Pilot must be available for noti cation and
assignment. Each day of scheduled reserve within a given
month will typically have identical RAP times respective to
their AM or PM status. During a Pilot’s RAP, he is required to
be available by phone for 14 hours of the RAP with an
assignability period of 15 hours. The rst day of the RAP

NOTE: Once on a pairing, the RAP no longer applies
after your rst day. The next day the assignment may
report anytime if you are provided a contractually legal
rest period. That could be rst thing in the morning,
thus your expectation of ying PM as a PM Reserve
shifts to AM after day 1 of the assignment. SWAPA has
coined this experience a “virtual” RAP change.
Although the effect is the same, this is not considered a
RAP change under the CBA. In any case please
remember that you are required to report rested and t
for duty.

RESERVE BLOCKS & LINES
Reserve blocks are one or more subsequent days of a RAP
and can be included in both the rst and second rounds of
monthly bidding. First round reserve lines are always pure,
meaning only reserve blocks are included in the line. Second
round lines or blank lines can contain lines that are all
reserve, mixed by having both reserve and ying pairings, or
no reserve at all. Reserve blocks in the bid lines can be from
two to four days in length, although a month to month overlap
correction can result in a reserve pairing of up to six days in
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fi

fi

dictates what you are legal to be assigned as the report and
release of a reserve assignment must t within the 15-hour
assignability window.

length There are avenues to change a 6-day block into two
smaller blocks if you nd yourself in this position and would
prefer a RON off. For this information click Chapter 2, Section
3 on Month-Month Overlap here.
The maximum number of reserve days allowed in a reserve
line varies between 14 and 16, depending on the number of
days in the bid period. Also, the Contract only speci es the
minimum required number of rst round reserve lines, which
is 8% of the number of hard lines for each bid category.
Reserve lines in the rst round of line bidding are designated
as either AM or PM wherein all reserve blocks will have either
all AM or all PM RAPs. While Crew planning is required to
make every effort to build second round reserve and mixed
lines as pure an AM/PM split, there is no contractual
guarantee that second-round lines will not contain a
combination of AM and PM RAPs.
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Here’s an example of 6 days of unassigned reserve along
with the payroll report output of 36 TFP (6 days X 6 TFP).

Reserve Pay

As for reserve assignments, the pairing display might not
indicate full rigs, but you can always look at the Payroll Report
to see the full rigs are being applied.

Each RAP/day of reserve pays 6 TFP. If the reserve Pilot is
assigned, full rigs apply to the reserve assignment. This new
pay then replaces the underlying reserve RAP credit of 6 TFP.
Any days unassigned will still pay the 6 TFP reserve RAP
credit. The pay for these unassigned days is re ected in a line
item toward the bottom of the payroll report labeled Reserve
Guarantee.
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Here’s an example where the pairing shows only 1.58 TFP
credit on the rst day and 14.34 TFP for total pairing pay, but
the rigged pay is visible in the Payroll Report.
PAYROLL REPORT WITH FULL RIGS
Duty Period Minimum (DPM) rig of 5 TFP applies to the rst
duty period, and the Average Daily Guarantee (ADG) rig of
6.5 TFP (x3 = 19.5 TFP) applies to the entire trip.
DAILY REASSIGNMENT/PREMIUM PAY ON RESERVE
Crew Scheduling has the right to change your reserve
assignment as part of the open time process without pay
implications, meaning a swap in assignments as part of the
reserve call out process does not trigger pay protections. That
said, reserves will receive daily reassignment pay) for the rst
day impacted due to a reassignment or cancellation, while all
future days pay as rescheduled. In other words, reserves get

the same pay protections/premium pay for reassignments that
line holders do, but only for the duty period that the schedule
change rst affected, regardless of the source of the
reassigned ying or when you’re noti ed of the changes.

Also, AM reserves on the last day of their reserve block are
allotted premium pay above any rigs for all legs scheduled to
block in later than 1730 domicile time with a release time of
1800 CST. It is important to understand that this does not
include late block ins due to ights running late. If the ight
was originally scheduled to block in at or before 1730 CST,
you are not sue the reserve premium for a late scheduled
block in on the last day of an AM reserve block.
Holiday Pay is also applicable to reserves, which would be an
additional 3.0 TFP if unused, and the greater of the standard
holiday pay for a line holder (1.5X leg or duty period pay to
include full rigs) or 3.0 if assigned a trip on the designated
holiday.
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Reserve Scheduling
Rules

run the RCO for a base/seat category for today or tomorrow’s
date.

Figure 6.1 Reserve Call-Out Report

RESERVE CALLOUT ORDER
The Reserve Callout Order (RCO) is used to determine the
order of assignment for reserves. RCO is applied within each
bid group or bucket, and is based on the Pilot’s reserve
preferences as entered in CWA, the number of reserve days
remaining in the Pilot’s reserve block, and the number of days
utilized so far in the bid period. Ties on the RCO will be
broken by seniority. Assignments are based on pairing length
and remaining days in the reserve block and are always
matched if available. For example, it is not permissible to
assign a 3-day pairing to a Reserve with four days remaining
in their block unless a Reserve with three days remaining is
not legal/available.
The CWA RCO report is broken into four general sections,
starting with Available (unassigned), Assigned, Returning to
base, and Away from base. There are further indicators for
ETOPS/Non-ETOPS if a base has both. CWA allows you to

The available reserves will be listed based on anticipated
assignment order as described above, in descending order of
remaining reserve days, the month to date utilization totaling
how many days the reserve has already been assigned in
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Figure 6.2 Reserve Preferences

seniority This means a more senior pilot will be higher up on
the list.
I prefer to Pass: Pilots are also ordered from the least
number of duty periods used in the bid period to the most with
ties broken by seniority
I prefer to be called for POT EXTRA Day: For those Pilots
willing to add an additional day of ying at the end of their
reserve block at 1.5x rates and a minimum 6.5 TFP, CWA
provides the POT extra day option. If a 2-day pairing remains
uncovered after the POT process is complete, the trip may be
offered to a reserve Pilot with only one day of reserve
remaining if this option has been selected. This is optional
ying and the pairing may be refused by the Pilot.
This is an additional opportunity to cover a pairing that may
otherwise by assigned JA.

NOTE: Returning Reserves with the least remaining
RAP will be assigned rst; MTD utilization, preference
selection and seniority are not considered.

RESERVE PREFERENCES
I prefer to Fly: Pilots are ordered by least number of duty
periods used in the bid period to the most with ties broken by

I prefer to Pass the last day only: This preference can be
helpful for commuters who want to y to avoid hotel room
costs or sitting unused in a crash pad until the last day, when
they would rather pass to possibly commute home earlier. It
will keep you with a FLY Preference until the last day of your
reserve block, when it will automatically change to a PASS
preference. This option prevents you from having to go to
CWA to change your FLY or PASS preference multiple times
during a reserve block.
I prefer to OWN Assigned Reserve Pairings: This selection
must be made by 2000 CST the day prior and applies to
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ascending order, and designated preferences with FLY
preferences ordered before PASS preferences.

assignments for the next day. It does not prevent Crew
Scheduling from altering your assignment, but it does prevent
another Pilot from extra ying the pairing. A Pilot with an OWN
preference selected may still give away an assigned pairing if
desired, but the pairing must be posted in TT/GA by the Pilot
in order to do so. This is a great tool for the commuting Pilot
who would rather y than sit in a hotel or crash pad and
prevents checking out of your hotel only to nd your trip has
been taken extra y.

Figure 6.3 Short Notice Call Out Example

REPORTING
A Pilot must be able to report to the lounge within two hours of
noti cation. There is no requirement to answer your phone
outside of your RAP, nor is there a requirement to
acknowledge an assignment on CWA prior to being noti ed by
phone. However, if you do acknowledge the assignment, you
have self-noti ed and are now required to make that report
time, even if it is within two hours from the start of the RAP.
SHORT NOTICE RESERVE CALLOUT
A short notice reserve callout is de ned as a callout less than
two hours to report time and is unfortunately becoming more
frequent. Remember, once you are noti ed by Crew
Scheduling of an assignment, you have two hours to report to
the lounge per the contract. If you are noti ed with less than
two hours to report, you have the right to utilize close-in
parking at the airport. You can submit the expense to your
crew base coordinator for reimbursement. To ensure your
close-in parking will be reimbursed without question, make

sure that Crew Scheduling has added a note to your board
authorizing close-in parking (Figure 6.6).
RETURNING TO BASE
According to the contract, a reserve Pilot must contact Crew
Scheduling when he returns domicile at the completion of a
pairing. If there is no other assignment at that time, Crew
Scheduling has the option to immediately release you into
crew rest or keep you contactable until 8 hours from the
report time of that duty period or 7 hours from your report time
on your last day of reserve. If contacted for an assignment
before the assigned release time, the Pilot has a reasonable
amount of time, but not more than two hours, to report back to
the airport.
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RAP CHANGES
Crew Scheduling cannot adjust the rst day of the reserve
block just to make a Pilot legal for a pairing without the Pilot’s
concurrence. Beyond the rst day, Crew Scheduling may
change your RAP without your concurrence for only three
reasons:
1. To provide for required crew rest due to a legality issue
created by operations.
2. To cover red-eye ying. Crew Scheduling cannot exceed
the originally scheduled end of the reserve block to cover
red-eye ying.
3. To avoid a JA after a pairing has run through the
complete Open Time process.

• or, the Maximum Duty Period Actual as de ned in the
contract section 5.D.2.F.
For irregular operations, a reserve may deadhead up to one
hour beyond the 15-hour duty day limit.
LAST DAY OF RESERVE
There are several rules applicable to the last day of reserve to
consider.
1. If assigned, the following apply:
a. An AM reserve Pilot must be assigned a pairing
scheduled to be released by 1800 local domicile time
except:
b. When assigned an original AM pairing (hard or blank
line pairing reporting before 0900 domicile time)

You can reference Section 8.E.4 of the CBA for more details.

c. When reassigned on the last day due to irregular
operations

FIRST DAY OF RESERVE

d. To avoid JA after the POT process is complete

Once assigned on a RAP, your duty day is the most restrictive
of the following:
• 15 hours from the start of the RAP,
• FAR 117 Table B plus 4 hours from the start of your RAP
using your assigned pairing report time and number of ight
segments,
• FAR 117 Table B using the start time of your assigned
pairing report time and number of segments,

2. A Pilot cannot be scheduled with less than 30 minutes
connect time for the last ight to return to domicile
unless it is on the same aircraft. Crew Scheduling
cannot hold a ight to meet the required minimum
connect time.
3. If the last leg of a pairing is a deadhead back to domicile
that arrives at least 9 hours from that day’s report time, a
Pilot can call to be released from the deadhead.
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4. If not assigned, a reserve is automatically released 7
hours from the beginning of their RAP. There is no need
to call Crew Scheduling in this situation to be released.

to give Crew Scheduling a call if there is a particular trip that
interests you.

‘PROFFERING’ TRIPS WHILE ON RESERVE
Currently, unlike other airlines, Southwest does not have a
formal process for requesting a speci c reserve assignment,
other than Pass/Fly, or the ability to volunteer to y an extra
day past their scheduled reserve block. You do have a few
techniques at your disposal that could help in uence what you
are assigned. The rst is to simply call Crew Scheduling and
make a request. They are under no obligation to honor the
request, but if it does not violate the contract, they often will
accommodate. Of course, you can improve your odds of
success by making the request realistic, such as asking for a
pairing that matches the length of your reserve days.
Another technique to in uence your reserve assignment is to
control your Pass/Fly preference at each Open Time close.
This is especially effective if you have a high utilization on
reserve for the month. As each daily and hourly open time
closing time approaches, change your Pass/Fly preference
before the close based on if that close had a trip that you
were either interested in ying or wish to avoid. If you are rst,
with other reserve Pilots below you on the list, you will have
control if you are assigned that pairing. Obviously, if there are
more trips than reserve Pilots of the same length, you may
not have the ability to pass on ying completely but may want
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SECTION 4

Giving Away a Reserve
Block or Assignment

Figure 6.4 is an example of a partial pairing that could be
placed in TT/GA from DM Flight 1070 on day 2 through the
end of the assignment.
Another thing to remember is that all reserve assignments are
fully rigged—in other words, they will pay at least the

Figure 6.4 TTGA Partial
Pairing

A reserve block may only be traded or given away in its
entirety prior to the start of the block. After the RAP has
started on the rst day, only the remaining unassigned days of
reserve can be traded or given away and only after the Pilot
has been released from duty. If a Pilot acquires a reserve
block before or after an existing reserve block, they will be
considered separate and cannot be combined by Crew
Scheduling without the Pilot’s consent.
If a reserve Pilot wishes to give away an assignment, he/she
can post it in TT/GA, which if picked up would be designated
as Extra Fly.
A reserve may place their entire assignment in TT/GA, or if it
passes through its domicile, it may be split and the remainder
of the from the domicile split point through the end may be
placed in TT/GA. It can only be split in the pairing’s domicile.

minimum (see this section on rigs). So, if you give away part
of a reserve trip, the remaining reserve assignment gets rerigged with full rigs. You can actually work less for the same
or close to the same TFP credit (Figure 6.5).

fi
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Figure 6.5 Rigged Reserve Assignment
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Helpful SRC Reserve
Products

reviewing dates beyond tomorrow, you are reviewing the
reserve rosters prior to being assigned open time not just on
that day, but also the days prior. So, for reserve blocks that
started in the day(s) before the day being run, the reserves
available list will more than likely change as the date
approaches. We display the Original Reserve Block length for
reference for this reason.
The following input...

SRC has created tools that can be especially helpful related
to Reserve- the RCO Report and the OT-RSV Forecast. They
can be accessed through the SRC Committee page of
SWAPA.org or by using the Resources drop down menu ->
SRC tools on the main SWAPA home page.
RCO REPORT

...results in the following display:

The RCO report is like the Reserve Call-Out report available
on CWA, but better! First, the report can be generated for
further out than just the next day. In fact, a report can even be
generated for a day in the following month if the lines have
been posted.
This can be a handy tool if a Pilot would like a snapshot of the
reserve coverage on any given day in the future. Also, the
Pilot’s OWN preference is listed, along with a link to view a
pairing already assigned to a reserve, but you must be logged
into CWA for this to open. Just keep in mind that if you are
93

OPEN TIME AND RESERVE FORECAST
This report allows you to review the number of available
reserves each day compared to the open time inventory for
the input date plus the next 7 days, with separate columns for
open reserve blocks as well as open pairings available for bid.
It can be a great tool for gauging when to bid premium versus
straight, as well as whether to pick up reserve, and other
open time bidding decisions. Keep in mind some of these
dates are still available in ELITT and the forecasted open time
inventory is subject to change.
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CHAPTER 7

Schedule
Planning

SECTION 1

per day during the summer and we now maintain well over
15% of our Pilots on reserve. The number of Blank Lines has
also increased and coupled with FAR 117, longer stage
lengths, ETOPS, and the expansion of our network into lowvolume destinations, our operation day now exceeds the duty
day legalities of two crews. We are now operating at or near
the “high season” numbers resulting in fewer opportunities to
pick up extra ying. Although our overall ef ciency has
decreased over the years, SWA still boasts the most
productive Pilot group in the industry.

Staf ng

The success of Southwest Airlines has been attributed to a
superior business model, often described as simple and
straightforward with a low-cost structure. SWA kept their costs
low in large part by operating with fewer, more productive
Pilots. Historically this ef ciency was accomplished by using
no more than two Pilots per aircraft per day and one AM and
one PM crew. Including an average of 8 percent of reserves,
SWA planned the minimum number of Pilots to execute
somewhere between the “high season” (June-August) and
“low season” (February) schedule. As typical aircraft duty day
utilization was higher during the summer, this model allowed
Southwest to keep Pilot costs low by staf ng for the low
points and depending on a robust open time market to ll in
the gaps. This kept the productivity of the Pilot group higher
than SWA competitors.

Figure 7.1 Number of Flights v. Southwest Manning

Today the company operates more than 4,000 weekday
departures to more than 100 destinations using 750 aircraft
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As of September 30, 2019, Southwest had 752 Boeing 737
aircraft in its eet:

reserves and another 15-18 percent based on planned
vacation weeks that month in each domicile in order to staff
the Blank lines.
The current ratio of bidding Pilots to aircraft in service is about
12.5 to 1. This metric does not include management pilots,
new hires in training, or inactive Pilots such as those out on
medical leave, military leave, and OJI to name a few. This
number may uctuate depending on the nuances in the ight
schedule.

THE CONTRACT

Although somewhat simpli ed, this should give you a basic
understanding of how Pilot staf ng requirements are
determined.

Southwest makes the nal decision on the number of Pilots
on our seniority list, however, our current Collective
Bargaining Agreement (CBA) dated September 1, 2012,
outlines the limits within which our Pilots are scheduled.
The current Section 5 of the CBA de nes limits for the
scheduled average number of workdays per Pilot in the Hard
Lines. The contractual Workday Limit is as follows:
Factors that contribute to our monthly staf ng model include
the number of in-service aircraft, crew availability due to
planned absences such as training and vacation, duty periods
to cover, and forecasted schedule. The average number of
block hours in a domicile is limited between 77 to 83 hours
depending on the number of days in the month. Each
individual line is limited to a maximum of 95 hours of block
time per month. These limits establish the number of hard
lines required to operate our schedule. SWA then adds
approximately 15 percent of this number in order to staff
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SECTION 2

Scheduling Legalities

FAR 117 replaced the old Part 121 scheduling limitations on
January 4, 2014. On that day, the old rule of ‘Legal to start,
Legal to nish’ was replaced with absolute hard limits
calculated with rolling windows of days. Due to the absolute
nature of these hard limits, the company and SWAPA came
together to determine how best to protect the operation yet
also maintain the most exibility for our pilots to modify their
schedules. These agreements were codi ed in Side Letter 17
in our previous CBA and were then incorporated as
appropriate into our current CBA.
THE NEED FOR BUFFERS
Hard limits impose operational challenges for both the
company and our pilots because any ground delays, gate
returns, diverts, or over y could potentially push a pilot over
one of the rolling hard limits, making him illegal to complete
the next scheduled segment. In order to protect our operation
against these hard limits, SWA and SWAPA agreed to the use

of schedule planning buffers to create a margin that may
compensate or allow for variations in our schedule execution.
Note: You may see a contractual buffer limit noti cation on
your CWA board such as this:

CWA uses the following identi ers at the beginning of each
legality message to designate the type:
1. (B) CBA Buffer Legalities
2. (C) Contractual Legalities
3. (F) FAR 117 Legalities
(B) CBA Buffer Legalities
CBA buffers, sometimes referred to as SWA Buffers, can
appear when the company modi es your pairing. The (B)
warnings are not FAR or Contractual limits and do not prevent
you from ying the pairing as displayed. These buffers are in
place to prevent the pilot from approaching a FAR 117 legality
limit.
Please realize that contractual buffers may be displayed in
CWA as "B" warnings but they are for planning only and
never signify an illegality on their own.
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(C) Contractual Legalities
These limits are listed in the CBA Section 5D and de ne how
SWA can build pairings. The Contractual Duty Period Chart in
Section 5D.2.f (below) has two columns: Max Duty Period
Scheduled (original pairings) and Max Duty Period Actual.

Figure 7.2 - Contractual Duty Period Chart

There are several contractual buffers used in building our
pairings. One of the buffers that can be dif cult to understand
is the future block liability buffer. If you would like to read more
about how future block liability is calculated and why, click
here. To see a complete list of each buffer applied to your
planned schedule, go to swapa.org>Committees>Schedule
Research>Resources>Education>Contractual Buffers.
OVERVIEW OF 117 SCHEDULING LIMITATIONS

These limits may be exceeded due to operation requirements,
up to the FAR limits. You should not see (C) warnings on your
original pairings, but you will see them once you begin ying
your trip. Pay close attention to (C) warnings and make sure
you are not exceeding ‘max actual.’
(F) FAR 117 Legalities
These limits should not be exceeded except in accordance to
FAR 117.19 Flight Duty Period Extensions. For more details
on FDP Extensions, see this article on the SWAPA website.
Even if you agree to an FDP extension, up to 2 hours, your
duty may not exceed the Maximum Duty Period Actual in the
CBA nor can you exceed cumulative ight duty period limits
of rolling 7-day and rolling 28-day limits.

Our CBA limits and buffers are always more restrictive than
the actual FAA Scheduling Limitation. You can reference the
of cial 14 CFR Parts 117, 119 and 121 Flight Duty Time Rules
by going to swapa.org>Committees>Schedule
Research>Resources>Education> then scroll down to page
288 to see the actual 117 regulation. Documented material
prior to that page is a summary of debate and rationale from
the Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM process and can
be enlightening to read. The following is a summary of these
regulations as they pertain to SWA operations:
Flight Time Limitations – No certi cate holder may schedule
and no ight crew member may accept an assignment or
continue an assigned ight duty period if the total ight time
will exceed the limits speci ed in Table A. Table A refers to
Block time for which there is no provision to extend under any
circumstance. That said, if unforeseen operational
circumstances arise after takeoff that are beyond the
certi cate holder’s control, a ight crew member may exceed
the maximum ight time speci ed in Table A and the
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cumulative ight time limits to the extent necessary to safely
land the aircraft at the next destination airport or alternate, as
appropriate.

Figure 7.4 - Flight Duty Period: Unaugmented
Operations (14 CFR Part 117 Table B)

Figure 7.3 - Maximum Flight Time Limits (14 CFR Part
117 Table A)

Cumulative Block Limits:
The limitations of this section include all ying by ight crew
members on behalf of any certi cate holder or 91K Program
Manager during the applicable periods.
Rolling 672 Hours (28 days)

100 hours

Rolling 365 Days

1,000 hours

Flight Duty Period

pairing. After that, if a crewmember becomes ‘acclimated’ to a
new theater, then those times are used to calculate legalities.
FDP limitations can be extended under certain conditions.
Notes about Table B

No certi cate holder may assign and no ight crew member
may accept an assignment for an un-augmented ight
operation (all SWA ying) if the scheduled ight duty period
will exceed the limits in Table B. Table B refers to Flight Duty
Period, which is based on the local time at the theater in
which the ight crew member was last acclimated. In practice,
SWA uses the trip’s domicile time irrespective of the pilot’s
assigned domicile to calculate legalities prior to starting a

1) The ‘number of ight segments’ is a schedule
planning function and thus is not increased by Gate
Returns, re-routes, or diverts.
2) A deadhead leg(s) preceding a ying leg is
considered FDP but does not count as a ight segment
for purposes of determining the FDP limit.
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Cumulative FDP:
Rolling 168 hours (7 days)

60 hours

Rolling 672 hours (28 days)

190 hours

Extensions: If unforeseen operational circumstances arise
prior to takeoff:
1. The Pilot in Command and the certi cate holder may
extend the maximum ight duty period permitted in Table
B up to 2 hours.
2. An extension in the ight duty period of more than 30
minutes may occur only once prior to receiving a rest
period of at least 30 consecutive hours in any 168
consecutive hour period. The extension cannot exceed
any cumulative ight duty period limits.
3. A ight duty period cannot be extended if it causes a
ight crewmember to exceed the cumulative ight duty
period limits.
Want to learn how FDP limits are communicated to you by
SWA while on the line?
Would you like to see some Scenario Based Q & As regarding
extensions?

Reserves
1. For a ight crewmember who has completed a reserve
availability period, no certi cate holder may schedule
and no ight crewmember may accept an assignment of
a reserve availability period unless the ight
crewmember receives the required rest in § 117.25(e).
(See reprinted below under ‘Rest Requirements’)
2. For an unaugmented operation, the total number of
hours a ight crewmember may spend in a ight duty
period and a reserve availability period may not exceed
the lesser of the maximum applicable ight duty period in
Table B of this part plus 4 hours, or 16 hours, as
measured from the beginning of the reserve availability
period.
Rest Requirements
1. No certi cate holder may assign and no ight
crewmember may accept assignment to any reserve or
duty with the certi cate holder during any required rest
period.
2. Before beginning any reserve or ight duty period a ight
crewmember must be given at least 30 consecutive
hours free from all duty in any 168 consecutive hour
period.
3. If a ight crewmember operating in a new theater has
received 36 consecutive hours of rest, that ight
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3) A deadhead leg with no ying leg after is not
considered FDP for FAR117 purposes, only contractual
duty.

4. If a ight crewmember travels more than 60º longitude
during a ight duty period or a series of ight duty
periods that require him or her to be away from home
base for more than 168 consecutive hours, the ight
crewmember must be given a minimum of 56
consecutive hours rest upon return to home base. This
rest must encompass three physiological nights’ rest
based on local time.
5. No certi cate holder may schedule and no ight
crewmember may accept an assignment for any reserve
or ight duty period unless the ight crewmember is
given a rest period of at least 10 consecutive hours
immediately before beginning the reserve or ight duty
period measured from the time the ight crewmember is
released from duty. The 10-hour rest period must provide
the ight crewmember with a minimum of 8 uninterrupted
hours of sleep opportunity.
6. If a ight crewmember determines that a rest period
under paragraph (5) of this section will not provide eight
uninterrupted hours of sleep opportunity, the ight
crewmember must notify the certi cate holder. The ight
crewmember cannot report for the assigned ight duty
period until he or she receives a rest period speci ed in
paragraph (5) of this section.

7. No certi cate holder may schedule and no ight
crewmember may accept more than three consecutive
ight duty periods that infringe on the window of
circadian low.
MTO/LWU WORKSHEET EXPLANATION
The FAR 117 limitations are a challenge to understand and
keep up with, especially in the midst of operational issues and
priorities. When FAR Part 117 was initially implemented in
January 2014, SWAPA and SWA jointly developed the MTO/
LWU sheet to assist with veri cation of legalities prior to
takeoff. However, the original 117 legality sheet resulted in a
great deal of confusion and many questions on what the info
on the sheet was telling the pilot.
Based on pilot feedback, SWAPA SRC worked with SWA to
improve the MTO/LWU limitations sheet for clarity and
hopefully less confusion. The CWA MTO/LWU display was
also updated with enhancements for better comprehension of
the limitations in CWA. Additionally, SWAPA insisted that
SWA provide a better method for PIC concurrence or nonconcurrence with FDP extensions and this has now been
implemented via ACARS.
By now you should have seen the new format of the MTO/
LWU limitations sheet and hopefully the new format has been
easier for you to decipher. Regardless, we wanted to offer you
an overview of the new format to ensure that the format is
understood.
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crewmember is acclimated and the rest period meets the
requirements of paragraph (2) of this section.

The MTO/LWU sheet that you receive with your load sheet
every ight has been redesigned to make the limits easier to
discern. Also, there are two different versions that you will see
based on the amount of time remaining prior to reaching a
limitation. There’s the normal version that you’ll usually see
and a second version if you are within 60 min of a limitation.
If you are approaching a limitation, the sheet will be
highlighted with a dark boarder and a blocked inverse title to
highlight that you’re close to a limitation and need to play
close attention to the limitations.

The updated sheet provides times in both Central and Zulu.
Finally, the LWU (Latest Wheels Up) time is listed both without
FDP extension and with FDP extension. Take a look at the
example below.
A few important points on the MTO/LWU sheet and how to
use it.
First, it's valid for the next ight leg only—the one that is
listed at the top of the sheet and the limitations are based only
on your day up to the current leg. In this example it’s for the
OAK-LAS ight on 3/16/2016. It should only be used for
verifying legalities for that one leg. The information updates
after every leg for the next scheduled ight and the MTO &
LWU will be recalculated based on the next ight.
Also, it's a crew display and includes the most restrictive limit
for either pilot for the most restrictive FAR or CBA limit and it
indicates which crewmember is the most restrictive or if it’s
limited by both crewmembers.
Notice the question on the sheet: Is your Takeoff time limited
by MTO or LWU for this leg?
You’ll have to determine what is the most restrictive for your
next takeoff.

ENHANCEMENTS TO MTO/LWU SHEET
First we’ll take a look at the Standard Format of the MTO/
LWU sheet that you’ll see on most days. The new MTO/LWU
sheet is written in more of a plain language format to make it
easier to understand what the MTO and LWU times represent.
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Here's a description of each of these times to help you gure
that out:
Max Taxi Out (MTO): MTO is based on your block limitations
for the current duty. MTO tells you "How long after I push can

If you need a FDP extension to complete a leg, you must
either concur via the ACARS FDP extension page or by
contacting crew scheduling. This can be done before, during

Flown Block - Dispatched flight time - Expected Taxi in
time

Latest Wheels Up (LWU): LWU on the other hand is a FDP/
duty limitation. LWU tells you "What time do I have to takeoff
by to not exceed FDP or duty limits?" in Central and/or Zulu
Time. This is the latest time you can takeoff without needing
an extension to your FDP limit and is based on the most
restrictive contractual duty limit or FAR FDP limit for either
pilot. The rst LWU times provided are without an FDP
extension. In the above example the LWU without FDP
extension is 0325C or 0825Z. LWU is calculated as follows:

or even after the ight
per FAA guidance.
Likewise, if you elect
not to take the FDP
extension, then the
PIC is responsible for
informing the Company to have your schedule adjusted. If the

LWU = Crew's Most Restrictive Duty or FDP Time Dispatched flight time - Expected Taxi in time
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Also, on the sheet is a second set of LWU times that include
any allowable FDP extension. The LWU with FDP extension is
based on the most restrictive of Table B, the CBA duty day
limits, or cumulative FDP limits with the reason noted on the
sheet. In the above example the LWU with FDP extension
time is 0455C or 0955Z. Which gives the crew a possible
FDP extension of an hour and half limited by the CBA’s duty
day limits. Note that PIC concurrence is required to use the
FDP extension times.
FDP EXTENSIONS

MTO = Crew's Most Restrictive Block Limit - Current
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I taxi and sit, waiting to takeoff?" in hours and minutes. In this
example, it’s 3 hours and 30 min. MTO is provided in hours
and minutes because it’s calculated before you push. Once
you push, you can add this time to your push time and get a
block limited wheels up time for your block limited latest
takeoff time. MTO tells you the amount of block that you can
accumulate between push time and takeoff before you'll
violate the FAR max block for your crew by taking off and
ying the planned leg. MTO is calculated as follows:

SECTION 3

Buffers and Liabilities

domicile in which the pairing originates. In other words, if you
are bidding on Monday for a trip on Sunday, enter the table at

Figure 7.5 Contractual Buffers

BUFFERS
Buffers are listed in the CBA Section 5 and are summarized
below. This table show both the Actual FAR Part 117 legalities
as well as contractual Crew Scheduling limits (buffers), both
for Block and Flight Duty Period limits.
One section of the chart requires some explanation: rolling 7day and rolling 28-day SWA Buffers. You will notice, your FDP
limit is reduced the further into the future you bid on a trip.
The reason is because all those days between your bid and
the trip represent more opportunities for you to exceed the
FDP limit due to reroutes or reassignments. As the day of the
trip nears, there are fewer opportunities to exceed the FDP
limits.
So how to use that part of the chart? Day 1 is considered the
day of the transaction and is based on the domicile day which
is 0300-0259. The domicile day times are based on the

the 5- 6 days from operation mark. Remember, that buffer will
automatically be reduced as each day passes, so keep an
eye on your buffer limits.
105

Another complexity introduced by FAR 117 was the need to
look both forward and backward to check block and Flight
Duty Period limits. This rolling requirement forced the creation
of the future block liability buffer. This buffer adds daily block
hour placeholders in the following month to insure against
Pilots who are productive in the current month do not become
illegal for a portion of their next month’s line award. Current
liabilities are 2.65 block hours a day for the months of March,
June, July, August, October and December and 2.5 hours per
day in the remaining months. The fact that these buffers are
invisible to our Pilots until the limit is exceeded only adds to
their confusion and frustration. Once the award line is posted
to a Pilot’s board, the synthetic liabilities disappear, and actual
block takes over. It is worth mentioning that these arti cial
limits can restrict reserve Pilots from picking up Open Time.
Block liability is assigned to reserve days at the rate of 5
hours a day for a 4-day block or more and 6 hours for 3-day
blocks and less.

One additional issue regarding buffers. No credit is given for
days on vacation, so a Pilot still accrues 2.5 or 2.65 hours of
future liability block per day even though it is unlikely they will
be ying over vacation. This arti cially limits Pilots from ying
and changing their schedules when they actually are going to
y.
If you want more details on how buffers impact your ability to
trade, please see this article on the SWAPA website.

There are also rest buffers both within and between trips
which might limit your trading activity.
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LIABILITIES

Pairing Construction

There are three building blocks that make up a Pilot’s monthly
schedule: the duty period, the pairing (or trip), and bid line.
The schedule planning process begins months in advance
with Network Planning; they determine which cities we serve
and how often. From this plan, the aircraft schedule takes
shape resulting in an aircraft ow. Aircraft ow refers to how
each of our aircraft are going to be used each day.
Once the aircraft ow is in place, Crew Planning uses a
proprietary application called Duty Period Optimization
System or DPOS (pronounced Dee-Pos) to create duty
periods and pairings simultaneously by dividing up the aircraft
ight schedule.
The pairings generated are typically classi ed as AM or PM.
The optimization system considers multiple inputs including
FAA regulations, work rules associated with our CBA, and
quality of life preferences recommended by the SWAPA Crew

Scheduling Research Committee (SRC). DPOS works
iteratively until every aircraft ight segment is assigned to a
pairing in the most ef cient manner possible.
DPOS operates using three main controls: rules, constraints,
and costs. A rule is something that cannot be violated. A
constraint helps de ne the scope of a desired result. There
are soft constraints that can be exceeded at the expense of a
penalty cost and there are hard constraints that cannot be
exceeded. A cost is a weighted value that encourages DPOS
toward a certain behavior. There are thousands of duty
periods and pairings created for each bid packet, so there will
always be a few outlier duty periods or pairings that are not
optimal, but those few anomalies can keep the rest of the
duties and pairings in the solution closer to our desired
results.
A prime example of a rule is the FAA ight time limitations and
rest requirements as de ned in FAR 117 and our more
restrictive contract limitations. Neither the FAA’s block hour
limits nor our contract’s required rest between duty periods
may be violated in the planned pairings.
Another example of a rule is the maximum scheduled duty
period as de ned in our CBA, varying from 9 to 13 hours
based on the Last Acclimation Point (ACCL/LPA on the Trip
Sheet) report time. However, based on input from the SRC
with agreement from SWA, a lower maximum duty is strongly
encouraged by introducing a cost. This cost encourages a
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SECTION 4

shorter duty period; however, it does not prohibit the use of a
longer duty period if necessary to solve the overall schedule.
DPOS also allows for the input of numerous other variables,
which in total are referred to as Quality of Life parameters.
This includes avoiding plane changes in domicile on the last
day of a trip and avoiding having West Coast AM crews
overnighting on the East Coast. Each time DPOS encounters
one of these it adds a synthetic cost to the nal planned
solution.

lower sit times, and higher pay per duty period. More
productive pairings allow for more productive bid lines and
few workdays scheduled.

Since DPOS is an optimizer, it is always striving to produce
the lowest cost schedule possible, whether those costs are
actual or synthetic.
One of the costliest controls in DPOS are duty rigs. Rigs are
contractual parameters that provide minimum pay protection
and act as signi cant cost penalties for DPOS. While many
airlines use rigs to affect take-home pay, at SWA a main
purpose of rigs is to encourage DPOS to write productive
pairings. With properly set rigs, DPOS can maximize overall
pairing quality while incurring minimal cost. For more
information on Rigs, click here.
Although these are contractual rules, they are technically a
cost item for planning. Their value will be combined with other
parameters, such as those mentioned above, and DPOS will
determine the optimal Crew Scheduling solution.
From both the Crew Planning and Pilot’s perspectives, a
better, more ef cient pairing is one that has higher block,
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Section 5

System wide averages apply across all domiciles which
means the pairing mix between domiciles can vary
signi cantly.

Pairing Mix

Think of one domicile having 1 percent turns and another
domicile 11 percent turns. Individually one does not meet or
exceed 5 per- cent, but together they average 6 percent and
exceed the 5 per- cent requirement. This exibility allows the
company to manage manning requirements between
domiciles resulting from seasonal changes to the schedule.
Our CBA provides System Wide limits on the pairing mix:

Figure 7.6 - CBA Pairing Mix Limits

This is one area where SWAPA and the Southwest work
together to build lines that meet our Pilot’s desires. SRC
advocates for a lower Average Pairing Length (APL) across all
domiciles. This results in more 1 and 2-day pairings and fewer
4-day pairings. Shorter pairings increase exibility and allow
Pilots more control over their schedule.

Even within a domicile, the percentage of pairings can vary
signi cantly over time. While the pairing mix requirement of
the contract is a hard rule for DPOS, when creating pairings
to cover the entire system, DPOS can create whatever
pairing mix is required in individual domiciles. The SRC
provides analytics to the Pilot group as well as the company
to optimize our quality of life while ensuring the ef ciency and
productivity of the schedule.
For more information, please see this article, ‘What is the
Pairing Mix and Why is it important?’
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Section 6

TFP hard line minimum of 85, 87 and 89 TFP for a 28/29, 30,
and 31-day months, respectively.

Bid Line Construction

If a line is constructed below the guarantee, the Company will
add line guarantee pay (LG) to the Pilot’s schedule (Figure
7.8).

Figure 7.7 Example of LG Pay

The third and nal building block that makes up a Pilot’s
schedule is the bid line. As you may recall, both Pilot staf ng
and aircraft schedules have a direct effect on bid line
characteristics. Additionally, workday limits, line guarantees,
block hour limits, and even the weekday/weekend
construction of the calendar month also dictate the distribution
of line types.
Hard lines may contain no more than 15 workdays per month,
and typically we see lines consisting of between 11 and 15
days. Reserve lines may have up to 16 workdays, but only in
months with 31 days. Line writing parameters are linked to
these various line types. Some line writing parameters are
contractual, while others are SRC recommendations based
on Pilot surveying and polling.
The most basic line writing parameters are the line minimums
and line maximums. Currently the CBA contract establishes a

This LG pay is based on the originally awarded line and will
be paid regardless of whether the Pilot subsequently trades
for or picks up additional ying.
On the other side of the equation, the maximum contractual
line TFP is 15 times the average daily density (Density = TFP/
day) calculated independently for each domicile. For instance,
if the Orlando pairings averaged 7.0 TFP per day in May, then
the maximum number of TFP that could be in a May MCO line
would be: 15 X 7 = 105 TFP. Additionally, to help maintain line
equality between domiciles, line averages between all
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domiciles must be within 3.0 TFP and average daily trip pay
density must be within 5 percent.

the pairing inventory and assemble the best possible
combination of trips that meet these restrictions.

The number of each type of line is further affected by both
Workday Limits and Block Limits as seen in the table below:

Some of the considerations for assembling hard lines are:

Figure 7.8 - Workday Limits and Block Limits

• Separation of AM and PM pairings.
• At least three (3) days off between pairings.
• Work block lengths no longer than four (4) days

In addition to the above contractual parameters, the SRC
offers further quality of life recommendations garnered from
pilot surveys and polling. One of the most desired line
characteristics is one that has a repetitive 3-on/4-off sequence
ensuring that the pairings begin on the same day of the week.
Conversely, 3-on/3-off sequences have consistently been
rated as least desirable by the Pilot group.
Although these limits may be exceeded contractually four
times per year, the workday limits can never exceed an
additional 0.075 workdays and half hour of block on top of the
respective limit.
How the workday limits affect the number and types of line
can be illustrated as follows:
In a 30-day month, for each 14-day line that is written a
corresponding 12-day line must be written in order to average
no more than 13.0 workdays.
Crew Planning has the task of assembling hard lines that take
all these factors into consideration. They must sort through

The calendar month also plays into the equation. Some
months have four Mondays while others have ve. This
affects how lines with Monday starts can be constructed given
the other constraints.
Reserve lines are constructed using no more than four (4) day
reserve blocks assembled throughout the month, and do not
exceed 16 workdays. During Month to Month overlap
correction (Chapter 4), a reserve block could be up to six 6
days.
The remainder of the lines available for bidding are called
Blank Lines, which place a Pilot in a second round of bidding.
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After the rst-round hard lines have been awarded, Crew
Scheduling addresses con icts that arise from month to
month overlap, while Crew Planning handles vacation
overlap, and Training Scheduling assigns training. Pairings
removed due to these con icts are then assembled into the
blank lines. Blank lines may consist of ying pairings, reserve
blocks, or a combination referred to as a Mixed Line.
Once the blank lines are awarded, Crew Scheduling,
Planning, and Training resolve overlap con icts and place the
remaining unassigned pairings into Open Time.
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Chapter 8

Deadheading
& Commuting

If you are a either a commuter or physically not in the pairing’s
base, you have the option to be released from a deadhead
that originates your pairing which would then afford you the
ability to commute to the station that originates the ying.
However, Crew Scheduling will not release more than 12
hours prior to the pairing’s check-in. Please reference section
8 on Commuter Rules for additional considerations when
utilizing the commuter policy to report for a pairing.

DEADHEADING BASICS
Deadheading, aka must-ride transportation, is a tool used to
get from point A to point B without operating the ight(s)
involved. Deadheading can occur at any point in a pairing as
well as for traveling to training.
From a legality standpoint, deadheads are not considered a
‘segment’ for FAR117 purposes but deadheading is counted
in the length of your duty day. Reference the Quick Notes
About Table B for additional details.
There are also a few contractual details to consider if you nd
a deadhead on your schedule.
LINE FLYING
First, as a deadheading crew member, you have the right to
pre-board and are guaranteed a cabin seat including if the
ight is oversold. If you ever nd yourself in a position where

If your pairing ends with one or more deadheads, you likewise
may request release from the deadhead(s) if there are no
operational problems in the cities you pass through. Crew
Scheduling has 30 minutes to either reassign or release you if
they cite speci c operational problems. This provision won’t
be found in the current contract as it was part of an arbitration
settlement (2018-015), which served as a clari cation of
vague contractual language as to whether or not Crew
Scheduling is required to honor a deadhead release request
at the end of a pairing.
The Company may also deadhead you on other carriers, or
of ine, based on any established agreements with SWAPA on
approved off-line carriers, with additional provisions based on
the length of the deadhead ight.
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Deadheading Basics

you are denied the right to preboard, you could be due 1 TFP
as well for the contractual violation, per an arbitration
settlement (2018-006). Contact the Contract Administration
committee for more information if this occurs.

RESERVE
See Reserve Scheduling Rules and Preferences for
additional information speci c to deadheading while on a
reserve assignment.
TRAINING
Deadhead travel to training involves a much different process
than line pairings and is coordinated with the training
scheduling department, referred to as LEAD Operations.
Please visit the Training Scheduling portion (Chapter 11) of
the book for those details.
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The purpose of the commuter policy is to protect the Pilot
from receiving a No Show (NS) and therefore discipline if
unable to report for their pairing on time due to a commuting
issue. However, it does not pay protect you from missed
ying. In most cases you will be deadheaded with no pay to
rejoin your pairing.

The Company will work with you to get you back on your trip
as quickly and ef ciently as possible, or you may be offered
another assignment. If you accept another assignment, the
pay for the newly assigned pairing will serve as the original
pay calculation for any subsequent reassignment. You will
not be paid for the scheduled TFP lost or deadhead to rejoin
the original (not newly assigned) pairing.
Keep in mind that you should be prepared to verify that you
were present for the required commuter ights.

There are a few rules you must follow for protection under the
commuter policy:
• You must attempt to commute on a minimum of two
(2) consecutive scheduled ights on Southwest or offline from the designated commuter city. Alternatively,
the second scheduled ight is not required if the
primary ight on Southwest is scheduled to arrive in
domicile at least one (1) hour prior to check-in.
• If, because of ight cancellations, delays, lack of
available seating (cabin or jump seat), or delays
beyond the commuter’s control (diversion, etc.), you
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Using the Commuter
Policy

will be unable to arrive prior to the scheduled report
time, the Company will be noti ed immediately.

Designating Commuter
Cities

Next, select the city or cities (up to ve) that you would like to
designate as your commuter cities from the Stations drop
down list and >>Add>> them to the Commuter Cities list.
When you are satis ed with your list make sure that you click
the

oppy disk execute button to save your request.

A Pilot may designate up to ve (5) commuter cities. The rst
city listed will be considered the primary city, and at least one
city must be listed to be considered a “commuter” to be
afforded the CBA rights of a commuter. To designate
commuter city or cities in CWA go to Displays> Modify
Commute Station (Figure 8.1).

Figure 8.1 Modify Commute Station
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Jetway Trades and
Deadheading

Many commuters may nd themselves in a position to
potentially y their commuter ight on their way to or from
their trip. There are several rules related to jetway trades and
it is important to understand them prior to attempting this type
of trade. CBA Section 7.2.d is the key reference point on
jetway trades.

iii. One (1) hour less than Table B FDP limits established
in Section 5.D.2.f.
iv. Scheduled block time limitations may be reduced to
ten (10) minutes less than the applicable FAR 117 block
hour (daily and cumulative block) legalities in Section
5.D.2.m., operational conditions permitting.
The key thing to remember about jetway trade, is Crew
Scheduling can approve or deny the trade at their discretion.
It is not guaranteed that you will be allowed to jetway trade,
but if you have a question as to whether the option is
available to you, contact Crew Scheduling.

This section states:
Time permitting, the Company will accept jetway trades via
telephone. For jetway trades of a single ight at the end of a
duty period, in lieu of Section 5.D.2.l., the following rules
apply:
i. A maximum of fty-nine (59) FDP hours per rolling one
hundred sixty-eight (168) hours.
ii. A maximum of one hundred eighty-nine (189) FDP
hours per rolling six hundred seventy-two (672) hours.
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Helpful SRC Products

Figure 8.2 SWAPA App

SRC has created the Flight Routes that can be especially
helpful for commuting pilots. The Flight Routes report
available on the SWAPA app.
Flight Routes will display all available Southwest routes
between the city pairs speci ed within the dates requested.
You also can specify a minimum connect time between ights
and a maximum number of legs. This can be a useful tool for
the commuter and for non-rev travel
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Chapter 9

Vacancy

Vacancy Bid

A vacancy bid occurs when there is an increase or decrease
of Captains and/or First Of cers (FO) in one or more
categories of domicile, seat, and the ETOPS Bid Group
(EBG). This means the staf ng requirements have changed
based on the company’s needs. The vacancy bid is published
as a table listing the increase or decrease in the number of
Captains and/or First Of cer’s for each category.
When the Company is growing Pilot staf ng, positive
vacancies will be listed. Stagnant staf ng will have no overall
increases, although shuf ing can occur between domiciles or
seat positions. Contraction will result in negative values for
the shrinking domicile or seat position.

The Company provides two notices to the Pilots including an
Initial Vacancy posting and a Revised or Final Vacancy
posting. No less than 30 days prior to closing, an Initial
Vacancy notice is posted on SWALife (see screenshot)
advising Pilots that a vacancy bid will occur as well as the
time and dates for the bid closing and protest period, but it
does not include any details regarding the actual changes to
domicile staf ng.
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There are a few things to keep in mind about the vacancy
award:
1. Vacancies are processed in system seniority order. Your
seniority number is displayed under your name in CWA.
The rst Pilot in seniority has his bids considered rst. If
he has bids for positions above his current one, he will
be awarded the rst vacancy which still has new
positions available.

Approximately one week before the vacancy bid closes, the
Company releases a Revised Vacancy posting featuring a
table with overall staf ng changes for each domicile.

2. A Pilot cannot displace another Pilot out of a base/ seat
unless they have been displaced themselves. This
means a senior Pilot cannot bump a more junior Pilot
just because they decide they want a particular base/
seat.
3. Once the total number of captains in a vacancy have
been reached, no further FO’s can be awarded a captain
(CA) seat. This might result in a more junior Pilot who
already holds a CA seat being awarded a different base
as a CA before a more senior FO. This again goes back
to not being able to displace another Pilot out of a base/
seat.
After the processing of the bids, the Company will post the
awards as well as an updated seniority list for each base and
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seat. Pilots then have 24 hours to submit a protest if they
believe there is an error with their award.
These postings are all available through company email or by
navigating to SWALife > My Work > Flight Ops >My Schedule
> Vacancy in CWA. We recommend visiting this vacancy
information regularly so you maintain visibility of potential
displacements or upgrade opportunities every bid period.

Figure 9.1 Vacancy Bid

THE BID ITSELF
Pilots can enter their vacancy bid under Bid Input > Vacancy
Bid.
When bidding, each Pilot must enter a vacancy bid to include
each seat position and domicile without contingencies. In
other words, every category needs an entry at 100 percent.
A standard vacancy bid should result in at least 24
preferences entered with one CA and one FO entry per each
category bid at 100%. Additional preference entries may be
added as contingency bids (less than 100%), should the Pilot
desire. The bid system allows one contingency bid per
category for a maximum of 48 preferences total.
For more information please see the section on Contingency
Bidding.

Vacancy Bidding
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Vacancy Locks

and OAK domiciles, and the LAS embedded EBG which
would trigger the six-month bid lock if you were awarded one
of these categories. ETOPS awards also require multi-day
ETOPS training. See CBA Section 9 for detailed language on
the training aspects associated with each of these locks.
Keep in mind the six-month lock pertains to the EBG or
international status, not the speci c category, so if more than
one category exists for each applicable lock type, you have
the freedom to move between them as vacancies become
available.

The contract language currently outlines three types of
vacancy locks which limit your options for vacancy changes
over a speci ed time period:
1. ETOPS Lock
2. Seat Lock
3. International Domicile Lock (as of 2022 we do not have any
designated)

When discussing the nuances of vacancy planning and your
bidding strategy, make sure you take into consideration these
various locks or commitment timeframes that are tied to
certain vacancy awards.
The rst lock you could potentially face would be the ETOPS
lock. There is currently a six-month bid period lock involved
when voluntarily bidding into an ETOPS Bid Group (EBG) or
an international domicile. As it stands now, we have the LAX

For example, if you’re awarded LAX and trigger a lock, you
can still bid and be awarded the OAK domicile or the LASEBG within the six-month lock without the lock being reset.
The other vacancy lock applies when a CA voluntarily bids
back to FO. In this case the seat lock is four months during
which the Pilot cannot bid to any CA category. Pilots have the
freedom to move about the system as an FO should
vacancies become available and can opt into a Lance Captain
position should they still meet the Lance Captain eligibility
requirements. To learn more about the Lance Captain
program click here to go to Chapter 12.
New hires will not be locked into an ETOPS base, EBG, or
international domicile if all those categories were their lowest/
last FO vacancy preference(s). Likewise, a lock will not
prohibit a rst of cer from being awarded a CA vacancy. The
company also maintains the right to remove international and
ETOPS locks before their expiration date. Most importantly, a
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displacement into one of these categories will NOT trigger a
lock. To identify a lock, reference the vacancy award PDF
available on SWALife (Figure 9.2). The “Key” for the lock is at
the top of each page, and the column “Locked” will display
them appropriately.

Figure 9.2 Vacancy Award
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The DAL CA category is announced as being reduced by two
Pilots (see image to right). Unless two DAL CA Pilots
voluntarily bid to another category (or retire), the bottom two
CA’s are at risk of being displaced. In this instance, one
displacement did occur which and was identi ed in the award
PDF on SWALife under the ‘Displaced’ column (Figure 9.3).

Displacements

Figure 9.3 Displaced Example

Ideally, all movement between bases and seats would be
deliberate and voluntary. However, the Company has dynamic
and ever-changing seat and base manning needs that do not
always allow for every Pilot to remain in their awarded
category. An involuntary displacement occurs when a Pilot is
forced out of their base and/or seat.
The CBA speci cally addresses two speci c scenarios of
involuntary displacements.
The rst scenario is a full elimination of a bid status like a
domicile or elimination of an ETOPS bid group. The second,
and more likely scenario, is a reduction in a bid status (base
and seat) to the point where the system can no longer
accommodate the number of Pilots actively bidding in that
status in the future month.
A reduction in a bid status may look like the following
example:

The CBA provides a pilot with two days for travel time prior to
the rst assignment in your new domicile. If this time does not
occur naturally on your schedule when your line is loaded,
make sure you contact Crew Scheduling before the end of the
overlap adjustment period to have them build your required
days off. These days will not necessarily be pulled with pay,
so make sure you evaluate your individual situation carefully.
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Domicile Right of Return (DRR) will provide some relief in
the event you nd yourself displaced and is explained in detail
here in Chapter 9. There are also some nancial remedies
tied to an involuntary displacement. If you don’t plan to pursue
DRR protection, you can opt for a paid Company move or
hotel reimbursement if you plan to commute. Just make sure
you read the details in CBA Section 10 as there are several
stipulations involved.
We hope this brief discussion of displacement information
was helpful. Check the vacancy notices every month to
ensure you are not caught off guard and visit our SRC Tools
to learn more about how to better prepare yourself for a
potential displacement.
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Domicile Right of Return

previously have been displaced back to their previous base
and seat.

An important difference in the vacancy bid language is that of
primary versus secondary vacancy. The vacancy chart
featured in the revised vacancy announcement represents the
primary vacancies – the new positions that need to be lled.
Once the shuf ing of Pilots between bases begins, new
vacancies can be created as a result of a Pilot leaving one
category to go to another. For example, using the values in
the chart on the left (Figure 9.6), OAK ETOPS has 4
vacancies for Captains. If all 4 slots were lled with PHX CA’s,
4 newly created slots in PHX CA would be available. These
newly created PHX CA slots are considered secondary
vacancies.
These separately de ned steps of vacancy awards become
particularly important when utilizing Domicile Right of Return
(DRR). DRR is an additional process that will precede the
primary vacancy award and is meant to return Pilots who

Here are the key points to remember:
• You only qualify for DRR if you are assigned to and
subsequently (after at least one bid period) displaced from
your number-one vacancy bid, and that is ONLY if your bid
for that position is at 100%. Contingencies (bidding less
than 100%) do not trigger a right-of-return privilege.
• Before the vacancy award process, each category in the
vacancy is evaluated and up to half (rounded down) of the
published vacancies will be lled with any right of return
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Pilots, in seniority order. The remaining slots (and the slots
left behind by the returned ROR Pilots) are then lled by the
normal vacancy process.
• Other than those slots awarded under DRR provisions, all
new vacancies in the primary round, and those created in
the secondary round, are available to the entire system.

When someone exercises DRR, it is annotated in the
published vacancy awards (Figure 9.4).

Figure 9.4 Domicile Right of Return Example

Even with this protection, there is a possibility of being
displaced again in the secondary vacancy even after
exercising DRR in the primary vacancy. So, while DRR serves
as an important quality of life provision to restore your
preferred category, there is no guarantee your displacement
experience will only last one bid period. And that said, you will
relinquish any DRR eligibility if you modify your vacancy bid
ordering in any way (even below your current position) or if
you take advantage of the displaced Pilot paid move
opportunity.
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will not allow you to submit your preferences without a
complete set of 100% bids.

Contingency Bid

There are currently 24 bid categories - 11 domiciles + ETOPS
Bid Group x 2 seats - so your vacancy bid must include at
least 24 base/seat entries of 100%.
Some things to remember about bidding contingencies:

A Contingency Bid allows you to bid into a category if you
would be within a certain seniority percentage within the
category. For example, you may be willing to commute to a
domicile if you can be reasonably assured not to sit reserve.
You could bid that domicile perhaps at % seniority because
you will likely be able to avoid being awarded a reserve line if
you are not in the bottom 20% of the seniority list. (As of
2022, reserve made up approximately 15-25% of rst round
bid lines.) Or, if you want to be reasonably assured to hold
weekday line ying, then you may adjust your contingency so
you would only be awarded a particular category if you would
be in the top 30%-40%.
Before discussing contingency bids further, it is important to
remember that each Pilot must, at a minimum, have one bid
for each category at 100% somewhere in their ordering to allow for the process to nd you a position. In fact, the system

First, if a Pilot holding a position falls below their contingency
by any amount (even by only .01 — there is no rounding past
the rst tenth), then the award system will move to the next
lower bid. Such progression, or falling out of a contingency
bid, is not considered a displacement since it was not from a
100% bid.
Second, assuming that the system-wide number of captains is
not being reduced, a seniority- junior captain cannot be forced
out of their seat by a more seniority-senior FO upgrading to
CA as long as that junior CA maintains a vacancy bid for all 11
domiciles + ETOP Bid Group in the CA seat without
contingencies (100%) and are all above any FO bid.
The other big ‘gotcha’ bidding contingencies happens to
involve junior Captains who retain FO contingency bids with
Lance Captain in mind.
If you are a Captain and you have a Lance Captain
contingency bid above any of your twelve 100% CA bid,
beware! If for some reason you are displaced out of your
Captain domicile to that Lance Captain contingency, you are
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considered to have voluntarily downgraded to FO because
you did not attempt to maintain Captain at all costs. You will
also incur the standard four bid cycle vacancy lock in your
new FO seat position.
Contingency bids are straight-forward, but they can get
complicated when you are trying to use them to bid for Lance
Captain due to the dynamic nature of the required
contingency. If you are willing to spend a little time making the
calculations, you can come close, but it is more of an art than
a science. More information on methodologies to develop a
Lance Captain vacancy bid are available in the Lance Captain
section.
Let’s work through some contingency bid examples:
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1. You are a junior FO holding reserve lines in LAS. Your rst
choice would be to have a hard line in LAS, but you are willing to
commute to OAK if you can be off reserve. Reserve lines vary
from 15-20%, so if you bid FO OAK at 80% you are likely to get a
blank line or a hard line. You could try to out guess this to 82% if
you are convinced there will be less than 18% reserves or even
to 85+% if you think a lot of Pilots senior to you will be bidding
reserve on purpose. You will have to determine your risk/reward
calculus for that. So, a contingency bid (simpli ed to just LAS
and OAK FO) re ecting your preferences would be look like this:

2. You are a DEN FO close to upgrade. You do not mind
commuting to a CA position if you do not have to commute sit
reserve. Your bid may look like this:
2.1. 100% DEN CA
2.2. 80% CA in all remaining domiciles (should prevent reserve)
2.3. 100% DEN FO to remain in Denver
2.4. 100% CA in remaining domiciles (assuming you would rather
commute to reserve as a CA)
2.5. 100% FO in all remaining domiciles
3. A more complex example. You are an ATL CA and want to stay in
ATL as a CA if not on reserve. If this is not possible, you would
prefer to be a Lance CA in ATL. Your bid may look like this:
3.1. 80% ATL CA (should prevent reserve)
3.2. 4% ATL FO to hold Lance (*again, the 4% varies by base
and month)
3.3. 100% ATL CA
3.4. 100% ATL FO
3.5. 100% in all remaining categories and domiciles

Inserting the ATL at 100% as a CA and FO makes sure that
you are not involuntarily displaced. This is an important point.
If you did not include the 100% ATL CA entry, then it would be
possible to end up out of ATL even though you had 100% ATL
FO and it would NOT be considered a displacement. How? If
you could not hold CA or Lance and if there is no ATL FO
vacancy, you will end up at your next bid. You will not be able
to bump a junior ATL FO and would only be assigned ATL FO
if there is a primary or secondary vacancy still available.

SWAPA has several tools available to you if you are thinking
about structuring your vacancy bid to include contingencies.
First, our vacancy projection will help you navigate the
seniority standings of the next vacancy, which you can read
more about here.
Also, you can check your seniority standing to validate
general trend lines with our seniority snapshot available on
the SWAPA app or on the SWAPA website under Resources
-> SRC Tools -> Your Seniority Snapshot.
While it may seem a little complicated, contingency bidding is
a great tool to manage what seniority you are willing to bid to
a domicile based on the relative schedule you can hold at the
various domiciles. However, always be mindful of the above
limitations if you plan to utilize contingency bidding.
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Helpful SRC Products

Planning typically three or four days prior to a vacancy bid
closing. This report is executed using a snapshot of all Pilot’s
vacancy preferences as selected in CWA at that time. We
consolidate and summarize these results for you in our
Vacancy Projection (Figure 9.5). Each Base and Seat features
the system seniority number (as it appears on your CWA
screen) for the most Junior Pilot currently in that category, and
also the rst three digits for the most Junior Pilot projected to
successfully bid into that Base/Seat. Other information
including Lance Captain and New Hire information is also
included.

A couple of tools available that can be especially helpful
related to Vacancy are the Vacancy Projection and Individual
Vacancy View reports. They can be accessed through the
Committees Tab -> SRC or the SRC Tools Menu under the
Resources drop down menu on the main SWAPA website
page.

A potential displacement is identi ed with “D” and the number
of affected Pilots plugged in so the most junior Pilot(s)
currently in that category can pro- actively plan their bid.
Similarly, and Right-of-Return awards will be indicated with an
“R” along with the regular awards. Remember, these gures
are a projection, meaning they are subject to change as
Pilot’s change their vacancy bid after the report was run and
prior to the bid close, but still serve as a helpful base point so
the Membership can prepare accordingly.

The SRC receives a mock Vacancy award from SWA Crew

Meanwhile, the Individual Vacancy View (Figure 9.6) re ects
the total number of pilots senior to you systemwide who are
bidding a different category than what they currently hold. It
also has other breakdowns to help inform you of upgrade
potential and tailor your vacancy bid. Keep in mind that these
are the other Pilots’ number one vacancy bids, so there could
(will) be more Pilots who could possibly be awarded that
position ahead of you.
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Figure 9.5 Vacancy Projections

The SRC is actively brainstorming potential tools to further
assist you with your vacancy bidding, so we encourage you to
stay engaged and submit your ideas and feedback.

Figure 9.6 Individual Vacancy View

As always, if you have further questions, please contact us at
Crew Scheduling@swapa.org.
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HOW TO READ THE ONLINE VACANCY PROJECTION

Chapter 10

Vacation

staf ng and a formula outlined in the CBA, Section 11.A.2.
Weeks start with the rst Sunday of January and continue for
52 weeks. As the rounds of bidding progress, CWA is updated
to re ect your individual awards and remaining vacation
weeks.

Vacation

Upon retirement, you will receive pay in lieu of all your unused
accrued vacation days.

This section discusses vacation accrual, bidding, trading, and
adjusting. We’ll nish up with a discussion about ying over
vacation.
Other than New Hires, you will start out with two weeks of
vacation per year and earn one additional week after the 5year, 10-year, and 18-year points; maxing out at ve weeks of
vacation. New Hire Pilots are credited with 1-1/6 days of
vacation for each month of credited service of vacation the
following year. It should be noted any month in which you are
active for 15 days or more is considered as credited service.
Beginning in August, the Company posts all vacation weeks
available in the subsequent calendar year for bid in CWA.
After navigating to the vacation bid page, you will see the
number of vacation weeks available for each of the 52
vacation weeks per year for your seat and domicile. The
number of vacations in each week is based upon domicile
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Vacation Bidding

There are ve rounds of bidding. You may bid in every round
in which you still have at least one week of vacation
remaining to bid. The bidding schedule is categorized in the
CBA as shown in Figure 10.1:

Figure 10.1 Vacation Bidding Schedule

Figure 10.2 CWA Vacation

A Pilot’s vacation bidding
status will be based upon the
domicile assignment they are
in when bidding closes
According to the CBA 11.C.2
“A pilot will bid for vacation
with respect to position and
base held at the time the rst
vacation round is posted.”

The mechanics of bidding
vacation are very similar to
setting up your vacancy bid or your monthly and daily open
time bids. Enter Vacation Bidding by selecting Bid
Input>Vacation.
You are presented with a calendar of available weeks of
vacation for your category. You may click on any week or
shift-click on any block of consecutive weeks that are
available in the current round. You may select as many
adjoining weeks as you have weeks of accrued vacation.
Weeks bid in blocks may also be bid individually in the same
round of bidding either prior to or after your block bid.
However, if any of the weeks in the block you bid is
unavailable, you will not receive this block award and the
system will look at your next bid.

*All bidding open and close times are 1200 Central Standard
Time.

After adding all desired vacation weeks and blocks to the list
and adjusting the order as desired, click Submit Bids to
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ensure the bid is recorded. From this point until the round
closes, you will see the weeks you have already bid
highlighted on the calendar grid. You may enter as many bids
per round as you like. Remember, only the last bid submitted
before the round closes will be considered.

Type to enter textFigure 10.3 Vacation Awards

If you do not bid for vacation or do not bid for available
vacation weeks (or blocks thereof), you will not be awarded
any vacation in that round. If you go through all ve bidding
rounds without being awarded your full allotment of vacation,
then your remaining vacation will be assigned by Crew
Planning.
They start with the most senior Pilot still needing to ll their
vacation awards and assign the earliest vacation week(s) still
un-awarded. This process is continued until all pilots have
vacation assigned. A list of awards by round can be found on
SWALife under Flight Ops> My Schedule> Annual Vacation
as shown in Figure 10.3.
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Vaca on Trading page. Highlighted weeks are your current vaca on
weeks. (Figure 10.4)

Trading Vacation

Figure 10.4 Vacation Trading

Vacation trading for next year begins on November 1st at
noon central standard time. Vacation trades are seat speci c,
but not domicile speci c. Trades are allowed between
vacation weeks of the same calendar year. Your vacation may
not be deferred. You may only trade within the seat from
which the vacation was awarded.
For example, a rst of cer bids two weeks of vacation in
round one and two, and then is awarded a captain vacancy,
his subsequent round(s) of bidding will be
among captains in his assigned domicile.
This Pilot may only trade the weeks
awarded in the rst rounds with FOs and
the weeks awarded in the later round(s)
with CAs.
Trades may be made between Pilots, in a manner
like TT/GA, and with the Company’s pool of uncovered vaca ons in a manner like ELITT. Select Vaca on Trading to open
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HOW TO POST YOUR VACATION WEEK FOR TRADE
To post your vacation for trade select Bid Input>Vacation
Trading. Your current vacation weeks will populate in the
bottom left hand corner under My Vacation. Highlight the
week that you are looking to trade, enter an alphanumeric
posting pin as this will be required to execute the trade, and
any comments desired. It is recommended to enter your
contact information and for what week(s) you are willing to
trade. When ready click on the Trade Vacation (Posting Pin
Required) icon. (Figure 10.5)

Figure 10.5 Posting a Vacation Trade

Figure 10.6 Vacation Trading with the Company

Company’s Open Inventory. click the execute icon ( oppy
disk), and the trade will be processed. Your new highlighted
vacation week should appear on your My Assignments
calendar on the Vacation Trading page. (Figure 10.6)
Note: A Pickup Pin is not required for a trade with the Open
Inventory.
HOW TO EXECUTE A VACATION TRADE WITH ANOTHER
PILOT

HOW TO EXECUTE A VACATION TRADE WITH OPEN TIME
(THE COMPANY’S OPEN INVENTORY)
Enter the Vacation Trading Page by clicking Bid
Input>Vacation Trading. Select the seat and month desired or
leave all to search all remaining months available, then click
on the refresh icon. This will populate all available weeks of
vacation in the Company’s inventory. Next, highlight your
vacation week that you would like to trade under the My
Vacation section in the bottom left corner of the screen. Then
highlight the week you would like to trade for in the

Trading a vacation week with another Pilot is accomplished in
a similar way to trading with the Company’s Open Inventory.
Obviously, you will rst need to nd a Pilot willing to trade.
This can be done by scanning through the posted comments
entered by Pilots or by looking through postings on the
SWAPA forum under Vacation Trading.
Enter the Vacation Trading Page by clicking Bid
Input>Vacation Trading. Select the seat and month desired or
leave all to search all remaining months available and select
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Pilot to Pilot Trade from the drop-down menu. This will
populate all weeks posted by Pilots for trade. Clicking on a
row will populate the View Comments dialogue box. Next,
highlight your vacation week that you are trading under the
My Vacation section in the bottom left corner of the screen
and the week you are trading for in the populated list of
vacation weeks. Enter the Pickup Pin given to you by your
trading partner and Click the execute icon ( oppy disk). Your
new highlighted vacation week should appear on your My
Assignments calendar on the Vacation Trading page. (Figure
10.7)

Figure 10.7 Vacation Pilot to Pilot Trading

Vacation Trading
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features to maximize pay and time off when line bidding for
vacation months.

Line Bidding with
Vacation and Pay

There are several important rules to remember pertaining to
vacation pay when bidding in a month that you have vacation.
First, any ying that is entirely within your vacation will be
pulled and you will be paid the greater of either 26.25 TFP or
the TFP value of the ying that was pulled. If 26.25 TFP is
greater than your dropped trip value, that difference will be
added to your line value.
Flying that overlaps a vacation week is handled differently.
The basic rule is that any pairing that overlaps into the
beginning or the end of your vacation will be split, and you will
be paid for TFP pulled by the Company outside of your
vacation to or from the split point. This is in addition to the
greater of 26.25 TFP or actual ying pulled that falls within
your vacation. Where these splits occur is governed by
complex rules and can be found in Section 11.E.3 of the CBA.
Several third- party Vacation Bidding programs offer sorting

Deadheads may be added by Crew Planning to the remaining
portion of your trip to get you from your trip to your domicile
before the start of vacation, and from your domicile to your
trip at the end of vacation. These DHs will be unpaid (labeled
NM); however, you will be paid the Duty Hour Ratio (DHR) rig
for time spent on duty, including these deadheads. Please
note that the TFP resulting from any DHR in excess of the
TFP of legs actually own will not appear in the pairing until
after that duty has been completed.
To calculate what that day will pay, simply multiply the total
planned duty day by .74. You will be paid the greater of this
number or the TFP displayed on that day of the pairing.

Figure 10.8 Vacation Overlap Election

Another option is to drop these remaining pieces of pairings
without pay. You may elect, via CWA->Bid Input->Preferences
and Elections (see Figure 10.8 above), to drop either the rst,
last, or both remaining pairings including contiguous blocks of
reserve for no pay. You may not drop pairings that y up to but
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There is a small window of time to see where Crew Planning
is going to split your trip. See the notes on Vacation
Preferences for the times. During this time, your trip and the
Vacation Overlap (VO) will appear on your CWA Board
simultaneously. You will be able to determine where your trip
is going to split. This will let you
make a more informed decision
on FLY ALL or DROP ALL/
BEFORE/AFTER on Vacation
Preferences.

number of days of vacation in this month. If you have a 3-day
that pays 20 TFP contained within the vacation days of the
rst month, then you will receive 20 TFP for that month’s
portion of your vacation. In both cases, the amount of TFP
within the rst month is subtracted from 26.25 and this
becomes your vacation guarantee for the second month. In
the case of this example, 6.25 TFP is the guarantee due in
the second month.
In the rst month, trips are adjusted for all month to month
virtual legalities as part of the vacation overlap process, and
then (for actual vacation days only) you are paid the value of
the remaining guarantee regardless of the TFP pulled in the
second month, unless you have a trip wholly contained within
the vacation days that also spans both months.

The key to understanding what will happen when you have a
vacation that spans two months is to know a couple of rules.
The rst rule is that your vacation pay will be split between the
months. For the rst month this is accomplished at a rate of
3.75 TFP per vacation day or the amount of TFP lost by trip
drop, whichever is greater.

For pairings that are wholly contained within a vacation, but
overlap the month, TFP from that pairing is credited to the
corresponding month on a daily basis. For example, if you
have a 3-day pairing that pays 21 TFP at exactly 7.0 TFP per
day, and two days of this trip are in the rst month and one is
in the second month, then you will receive 14 TFP or 3.75
TFP times the number of days of vacation in the rst month,
whichever is greater, and 7.0 TFP or 3.75 TFP per day,
whichever is greater, in the second month. Days outside of
your actual vacation days will be paid according to the
vacation overlap rules as stated above.

For example, if you have no trips contained within the portion
of vacation in the rst month, you will be paid 3.75 times the

If a pairing overlaps a vacation which is entirely in the next bid
period the same overlap rules apply. Let’s look at a February

MONTH TO MONTH OVERLAP
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do not encroach into your vacation unless you elect to shift
the vacation. Make sure you have your vacation overlap drop
preference set before noon CST on the 11th or the 22nd if you
are a blank line holder. For a detailed description of the rules
determining how ying will get pulled for pay during the
vacation overlap resolution process, see CBA 11.E.3.

pairing overlapping into a March 2-8 vacation Normally, the
pairing will not be pulled until the March bid period’s line
awards and overlap corrections are made in case there are
any con icts between the February line award and the March
line award which require month to month overlap correction
before determining the vacation overlap. A Pilot may contact
Crew Scheduling to have the February pairing removed to
facilitate trades and open time, however, the vacation overlap
will still be computed as if that pairing had remained on their
schedule and been subject to month to month overlap
correction.
SHIFTING VACATION
Before vacation overlap corrections are nalized by Crew
Scheduling, you may elect to slide your vacation up to three
days – in either direction – with a simple call to Crew
Scheduling. This shifting of vacation must not leave any
remaining overlap, nor may it cause any more TFP to be
dropped – unless Crew Planning concurs. Also, you may not
shift your vacation to cause a drop over New Years, Easter,
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving,
or Christmas – again, unless Crew Planning concurs.
For example, if you are awarded a pure line of Sunday
starting three days, you may not slide your vacation one or
two days to the right in order to also cause the pairing
immediately after your vacation to be dropped in addition to
the pairing that was already covered by your vacation block.
You may, however, move your vacation three days to the right

to drop the second pairing versus the rst one provided it
does not result in greater TFP drop.
FLYING OVER VACATION
Normally, you may not be assigned ying that con icts with
any portion of your vacation or vacation overlap periods.
There are three exceptions – POT (either daily or hourly),
VPF, and SNOT-P. You will receive OTA messages and you
may bid either via CWA or OTA message. Only your Premium
bids will be considered for award. If you are on vacation, your
bidding status for order of award is below all categories of
Pilots (in domicile, out of domicile, and then lance) who are
not on vacation. The order of Pilots who are on vacation is
then in domicile below/above the cap, out of domicile below/
above, and lance below/above the cap.
VACATION EARLY IN A BID PERIOD OVERLAPPING WITH
A PAIRING FROM THE PREVIOUS MONTH
Occasionally, when you have a vacation week early in a
month it can overlap with a pairing in the previous month. For
example, if you have a 3-day pairing starting 31 December
and you have vacation starting 2 January there will be
overlap. If you have “DROP ALL pairings that remain from the
vacation overlap adjustment” selected in “Vacation Overlap
Corrections” Crew Planning will not automatically make the
appropriate adjustments on the 11th.
Why? Because you can trade a vacation, either with the
company or another pilot, until 1200 CT on the 1st of the
month prior. So, the deadline to trade a vacation week in
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January is December 1st at noon. Therefore, on November
11th when the overlap process for December begins, you are
still able to move the vacation, so the pairing at the end of
December that overlaps the vacation in January will not be
pulled or adjusted like normal.
If you do want the pairing to be pulled, you can call Crew
Planning and they will pull it, but it will lock you into that week
of vacation and it can no longer be moved. Your vacation will
then be hashed on your board to indicate this:

hire pilot can trade for another week, either with another pilot
or with the company’s open vacation inventory, but they would
only get the same number of vacation days, starting with the
Sunday of that week. For example, a pilot has one vacation
day, September 18th. If this day is traded for the “week” of
September 11-17, the pilot would only have September 11th
for vacation. The pilot who the new hire traded with would be
awarded the entire week though, in this example September
18-24th. CWA automation supports these processes so the
trading can be accomplished in CWA.

MORE THAN A 7 DAY BLOCK VACATION

PARTIAL VACATION WEEKS
Whether it is a New Hire or a pilot returning from a leave of
absence (LOA), there are situations that result in vacation
blocks that are not seven days in length. These “partial
blocks” have their own set of rules. We will discuss two
common partial block situations below: having vacation less
than seven days and having a vacation over seven days, and
the trading rules unique to each.
LESS THAN 7 DAYS OF VACATION
New hires often will have less than a seven-day vacation, but
this does not mean that the vacation cannot be traded. A new
146

A pilot returning from a leave of absence, like medical, can
also end up with partial weeks of vacation (not a multiple of
seven). These are handled by adding the extra days on to
one of the pilot’s other vacation weeks resulting in a vacation
“week” greater than seven days. Similar to above, the pilot
still can trade the vacation, the additional days simply follow
to the new week. For example, a pilot returning from a
medical LOA ends up with two weeks plus six days of
vacation, let us say December 18th -24th (7 days) and
December 25th -Jan 6th (13 days). If he/she trades the
December 25th week for the week of July 24th, the new
vacation “week” is July 24th – August 5th, the extra six days
moved with the week. The week of December 25th -January 1st
would go to the pilot he/she traded with or the open inventory
pool as appropriate. The extra days added on to a vacation

cannot be broken off to make a separate week. Again, CWA
automation supports these processes so the trading can be
accomplished in CWA.
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Floating Vacation

If you have at least two weeks of vacation, you may, during
any or every round of annual vacation bidding in which you
are eligible, choose to bid for one or more oating vacations.
A oating vacation is awarded to you for use at some point (a
bid month) in the following year. The Company will list all
available oating vacations in SWALife under Flight ops-> My
Schedule -> Floating Vacation. They are required to publish
no less than one oating vacation per each week of the month
per seat per domicile if the domicile has less than 200 hard
lines, or no less than 2 if 200 or more hard lines, except for
the week including Thanksgiving and the last two vacation
weeks of December.
At any point prior to 1200 CST on the rst of the month prior
to bidding the oating vacation, you may bid for one of the
designated oating vacation weeks corresponding to the bid
month for which bidding is open. You do not need to bid every
week, and if your oating vacation goes unassigned, it will be

available for use in the next bid period within that calendar
year.
If you are awarded a oating vacation week, it may be used
like a normal vacation with a few important differences. First,
you are always paid 26.25 TFP regardless of how much is
pulled. Second, pairings are never split – the vacation week is
always slipped one way or the other to cover the lowest TFP
value trip of the two it initially might cover. A oating vacation
may be also cashed in for 26.25 TFP in any paycheck. The
cash-in request received by Crew Planning no later than ten
(10) calendar days prior to the next pay day (5th and 20th) will
be paid on the next payday. Unused oating vacations will
automatically be cashed out and paid on the December 20
paycheck.
A regular vacation may also be converted into a oating
vacation provided you call Crew Planning or request this via
SWALife. This request must be made or input by noon CST
on the rst day of the month prior to vacation. Finally, make
sure to input your bid for a oating vacation week prior to
noon CST on the rst day of the month prior to the vacation.
See SWALife-> Flight ops-> My Schedule -> Floating
Vacation for more detailed information about oating
vacations and to how bid electronically.
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Partial Vacation Weeks

with the Sunday of that week. For example, a pilot has one
vacation day, September 18th. If this day is traded for the
“week” of September 11-17, the pilot would only have
September 11th for vacation. The pilot who the new hire
traded with would be awarded the entire week though, in this
example September 18-24th. CWA automation supports
these processes so the trading can be accomplished in
CWA.
MORE THAN A 7 DAY BLOCK OF VACATION

Whether it is a New Hire or a pilot returning from a leave of
absence (LOA), there are situations that result in vacation
blocks that are not seven days in length. These “partial
blocks” have their own set of rules. We will discuss two
common partial block situations below: having vacation less
than seven days and having a vacation over seven days,
and the trading rules unique to each.
LESS THAN 7 DAYS OF VACATION
New hires often will have less than a seven-day vacation,
but this does not mean that the vacation cannot be traded. A
new hire pilot can trade for another week, either with another
pilot or with the company’s open vacation inventory, but they
would only get the same number of vacation days, starting

A pilot returning from a leave of absence, like medical, can
also end up with partial weeks of vacation (not a multiple of
seven). These are handled by adding the extra days on to
one of the pilot’s other vacation weeks resulting in a vacation
“week” greater than seven days. Similar to above, the pilot
still can trade the vacation, the additional days simply follow
to the new week. For example, a pilot returning from a
medical LOA ends up with two weeks plus six days of
vacation, let us say December 18th -24th (7 days) and
December 25th -Jan 6th (13 days). If he/she trades the
December 25th week for the week of July 24th, the new
vacation “week” is July 24th – August 5th, the extra six days
moved with the week. The week of December 25th -January
1st would go to the pilot he/she traded with or the open
inventory pool as appropriate. The extra days added on to a
vacation week cannot be broken off to make a separate
week. Again, CWA automation supports these processes so
the trading can be accomplished in CWA.
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Chapter 11

Training
Scheduling

Noti cation &
Scheduling Timeline

Two messages are sent. The rst is a general reminder that
you are due training the following month and to input your
Preferences and TGDOs by 1200 CST on the 11th. The
second is the path to nd the CQT Study Guide and other
training resources to help prepare for your event.
In the event your training is not going to be in your due month
but pushed into your grace month or done a month early, you
should also receive a noti cation (see below).

NOTIFICATIONS
The year has gone by quickly and it is once again time to go
to Dallas for annual CQT training! Most likely you aware of
your upcoming training, but if you have forgotten you should
receive several noti cations from training the month prior
(Figure 11.1)

Figure 11.1 Transaction Report

SCHEDULING TIMELINE
There are several important dates related to training in the
Timeline of Crew Scheduling Events in the CBA (see Figure
8.2). On the 4th of every month, Lead Ops will publish an
initial Training Schedule for the following month, this is also
your rst opportunity to input Training Golden Days Off
(TGDOs). The window for TGDO and training Preference
inputs closes on the 11th at 12:00 central time for those
awarded a hard or reserve line in the rst round of monthly
bidding.
If you were awarded a hard or reserve line in the rst round,
your board will be locked until the 17th, not allowing any trip
trade or giveaway activity. You will be allowed to post a trade
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or giveaway, but it will not allow it to be executed until noon on
the 17th. This is because Lead Ops is working the training
schedule and it would be impossible if pilots were able to alter
their schedules during this period. At some point between the
11th and the 17th you will likely be noti ed on CWA of your
training assignment. This can be acknowledged in the same
fashion as you would any other revised assignment.

Figure 11.2 Scheduling Timeline

If you were awarded a blank line in the rst round of bidding
your window for submitting TGDOs will open at 1200 CST on
the 17th. It will close at 1200 CST on the 21st along with your
ability to change your training preferences.
Your board will likewise be locked until the 23rd at 1200 CST
to allow Lead Ops to assign your training.
On the 23rd, Lead Ops will post the Final Training Awards
report for the following month.
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Trading Trading Slots

Figure 11.3 SWAPA Trip Trade Links

Currently, there is no means of trading training assignments
with other Pilots via CWA, but trades can be executed with a
call to Lead Ops. If it does not incur a higher TFP cost, and
after verifying the trade with both Pilots, they will execute the
swap. You can attempt to nd a trading partner by visiting the
SWAPA Forum>CA or FO Training Trades (Figure 11.3)
pulling up the Final Training Award report on SWALife (see
below), or by posting a request on social media.
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Training Preferences &
TGDOs

TRAINING PREFERENCES
Training preferences can be entered in CWA under Bid Input> Preferences and Elections (Figure 11.4).

The most important preferences are Quality of Life and
Maximum Pay. The Quality of Life Preference is the only
election the company must contractually honor. If you select
Quality of Life, recovery days will be pulled according to the
CBA Section 23.K. If you select the Maximum Pay preference,
training will be scheduled during days off, if it can be legally t
in to your existing schedule. Please be advised that if you fail
to enter a preference for Quality of Life or Maximum Pay, your
preference will default to Maximum Pay. So, it is imperative
that you update your training preferences, or your last entry
will stand. And remember to click on
the Save Preferences button at the
bottom of the page!

Training Preferences
Figure 11.4 Training Preferences
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You can also input preferences for which week in the month
you would like training and which simulator period you desire.
These are only preferences and do not take seniority into
account. Also, if you choose to bid C or D period and incur an
additional overnight, no additional recovery days or pay
compensations will be made, although a hotel will be
provided.

round hard line and reserve line
holders, and from the 17th to the
21st for second round or blank line
holders.

TRAINING GOLDEN DAYS OFF
Training Golden Days Off (TGDO) allow a Pilot to block out or
protect up to four (4) consecutive days in which no training or
travel to training can be scheduled. TGDOs only protect you
from being scheduled for training on those days.

Add and Remove a TGDO

A trip scheduled the same days as TGDOs may be pulled for
training recovery days, and they do not protect you from being
used by Crew Scheduling (the purpose of GDOs). Also, there
is currently no option for placing TGDOs across months. In
order to protect overlapping dates for month to month training,
place your TGDOs on the rst day of the second month.
TGDOs can be entered in CWA by following Bid Input ->Add
or Remove TGDO.
Next, while holding down the shift key click on up to four
consecutive days (they will appear shaded).
Save your selection by clicking the disk icon at the top right
corner of the selection box. The screen will refresh and your
TGDO(s) will appear in red on your board. Remember, the
window for inputting TGDOs is from the 4th to the 11th for rst
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Travel and Hotels

Figure 11.5 EFB Flight Ops Request

Training Deadheads
Reservations for travel to and from training may be made
from any domicile or Southwest commuter city. You will need
to select the ights you wish to take and make Must Ride
Reservations by one of these methods:
1. Using your EFB My Mobile 365- My Forms>Flight Ops>DH
Training Flight Request. (Preferred Method, Figure 11.6)
2. Call Customer Support and Services (reservations) at
(866)359-7967 to make a reservation. Make sure that you
specify this is a Must Ride reservation for a Pilot traveling
to/from Dallas for training, and the travel reason is
Business.
3. Call Lead Ops with your ight requests (214)792-1475.

ARRIVAL DAY TRANSPORTATION
Oftentimes you will have ground school the same day you
arrive in Dallas. If this is the case, you will have to travel from
the airport to the TOPS training building. You should have a
minimum of 45 minutes scheduled between block in time and
start of training. The Employee Shuttle West leaves the airport
at approximately :15 and :45 min after every hour from the
upper level between Valet and Garage C, and will travel to
TOPS, Wings, and the airport. The shuttles will have signage
to differentiate between traveling to/from the east and west
side of campus, so when boarding please make sure to get
on the right one!
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HOTELS
At some point after your training has been placed on your
board, Training Scheduling will place the hotel information
including name and phone number of the hotel, as well as
your con rmation number in the trip remarks section of your
training pairing. It is advised that if there is no hotel
information on the pairing two days prior to your scheduled
travel day, call Lead Ops and advise them (214)792-1475.
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Detailed Training
Information

If you are looking for more detailed information on your
upcoming training, it can be found on SWALife-> My Work->
Flight Ops-> My Training and Standards-> Training Awards
(Figure 11.6).
Click Schedule (posted on the 23rd every month) under CQT.
This report will display your speci c time, location, fellow crew
member and Instructor/Check Airman for each day of training

Figure 11.6 Training Schedule
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Chapter 12

Lance Captain

Preferences button at the bottom of the screen. Make sure to
read all the notes in their entirety!

Introduction

Figure 12.1 Lance Captain Preferences

A Lance Captain is a captain quali ed rst of cer, who bids
and receives a rst of cer line, but is also eligible to pick up
captain ying and be paid at captain rates through TT/GA or
the Open Time System. Lance Captains are designated on
the seniority list by an asterisk (*). The lance program is
completely voluntary and not required as part of your career
transition from First Of cer to Captain, but it is an option that
makes Southwest unique among airlines.
SETTING YOU PREFERENCES
In order to be offered an upgrade as a Lance Captain you
must indicate your willingness to participate in the Lance
Captain Program in CWA. To do this, go to Bid Input ->
Preferences and Elections and in the window that pops up,
scroll down to the Lance Captain election and choose the
radio button next to Remain / Become Eligible for the Lance
Captain Program. then make sure you click the Save

The CBA speci es that a minimum of 3.2 percent of the total
number of FOs at each domicile (rounded up to a whole Pilot)
shall be designated as Lance Captains. In order to generate
an upgrade offer (or retain your star), you must, after
vacancies have been awarded, be among the most senior 3.2
percent (rounded up) of FOs who are both opting into the
program and eligible to attend upgrade training (e.g. not on
long-term leave). Additionally, the company is not required to
offer Lance Captain designations to greater than the rst ten
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(10) percent of the First Of cer seniority list in each domicile,
but in no case fewer than fty (50), to ful ll the 3.2 percent
Lance Captain requirement.
LANCE CAPTAIN DESIGNATION LIMITS
A Lance Captain will remain eligible for the LC program for 12
full consecutive bid periods from the Pilot’s initial Lance
Captain designation regardless of whether he remains a
designated Lance Captain during that period. At the
completion of the 12 bid periods, if there is a Captain slot
available at any domicile in the system, the Lance must either
be awarded Captain or lose his Lance Captain designation
and is no longer eligible for the program. If in the bid period
immediately following the 12th bid period, should there be no
system wide Captain vacancies the Lance Captain can hold,
the Pilot will be allowed to retain the LC designation until such
a Captain vacancy becomes available in any domicile

How to set LC Preferences
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Bidding for Lance
Captain

and willing to take. This is not true and will guarantee that you
will miss at least one junior Lance Captain seat in any given
domicile – maybe more! To understand this, remember that
3.2 percent is the minimum number of Pilots designated
Lance Captains in each domicile, which is NOT equivalent to
a contingency bid percentage.
So, if your objective is to make sure that you target the most
junior Lance Captain seat in a certain or all domiciles, how do
you set up your vacancy bid contingencies to get this seat?

Crew Planning assesses the Lance Captain opt-ins monthly.
At that time, if you meet the required percentage and are not
already Captain quali ed, the Company will have two months
from the date the nal vacancy result is posted to qualify you
as Captain. If Upgrade Training is not scheduled to be
completed within two months, all events will be paid at
captain’s rate until you are upgraded, trained, or fall out of 3.2
percent.
Please note that due to the vagaries of vacancy bidding you
may fall out of the 3.2 percent within the allotted two months
and you will not be eligible for, nor sent to upgrade training
until the next vacancy bid that places you back within the 3.2
percent.
A common misconception is that as long as you select a 3.2
percent contingency bid in any (or every) given domicile, you
will be offered the rst upgrade that you are both entitled to

Let’s use a BWI example from the December 2011 Final
Vacancy Posting where it indicates that there are going to be
411 FOs in BWI. Since you know that BWI will have 411 FOs,
the 3.2 percent will require that BWI have 14 Lance Captains.
411 x 3.2% = 13.152 13.152 rounds up to 14 lances

In order to turn the 14th FO/Lance position into a contingency
bid percentage, divide the number of authorized lance
captains in the domicile by the number of FOs and multiply by
100:
(14 LCs / 411 FOs) x 100 = 3.406 equals a 3.406%
contingency bid

The vacancy bidding system only takes one decimal point;
you cannot input a contingency bid of 3.406 percent. Although
it is natural to assume that inputting 3.4 percent will cover
you, doing so will NOT result in a contingency bid for all
available lance positions because our vacancy system always
rounds your contingency down after it computes the seat.
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A bid of 3.4 percent will translate into a bid for the 13.974th
position:
411 x 3.4% = 13.974 rounds down to 13 in vacancy
bid software

Since the vacancy bid program will round 13.974 to down to
13, you will be placing a contingency bid only for the 13th
position and will have taken yourself out of the running for the
14th position. The moral of this story is that you need to
compute your contingency for the speci c seat and round UP.
In this example you would have to input a contingency bid of
3.5 percent to bid for all 14 lance/FO positions:
411 x 3.5% = 14.385 positions rounds down to the
14th FO position

Please remember that in this example we are assuming that
all eligible FOs have elected to become Lances. If there is
one or more FOs who have previously elected NOT to be a
Lance, then you must add these individuals into your
calculations. So, if there is one non-lance designated FO
occupying one of the top 14 FO positions, you will need to
calculate your contingency bid for the 15th position.
Even then you are not guaranteed to be offered upgrade if
that individual decides at the last minute, they now wants to
become a Lance. Unfortunately, you have no way of knowing
this until after the vacancy bid closes.
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think you will have dif culty obtaining enough Captain ying to
remain pro cient, you may want to reconsider bidding into the
Lance Captain Program.

Additional Lance
Captain Items

LANCE CAPTAIN ELITT LIMITATIONS

CHECK RIDES
Captain quali ed First Of cers (CQFO) will be paid at Captain
rates for the Maneuvers Observation, Line Oriented
Evaluation, and any other simulator training taken as a
Captain. Recurrent ground school, all other training, and all
deadheads to and from training will be paid at First Of cer
rates. As a CQFO, annual CQT training will be taken from the
left seat. You will also be required to maintain a rst class
medical.
Obviously, if you are going to be evaluated as a Captain, you
ought to maintain pro ciency as a Captain so you should plan
to y as a Captain enough to remain comfortable in the seat.
However, you will also be evaluated as a First Of cer,
meaning that you will need to maintain your pro ciency in the
right seat as well. If you view swapping seats and maintaining
pro ciency in both as an excessive complication or if you

All out-of-category trades are limited to same number of duty
periods exchanges only. This applies to Lance Captains trying
to trade for Captain ying just as it applies to trading pairings
outside of your assigned domicile. Therefore, as a Lance you
will not be allowed to add to your duty periods (no trading a 3day CA trip for a 4-day CA trip), and you will not be allowed to
take advantage of a positive Net Zero to trade down to a
better trip. In fact, the ELITT system will lter out all the trips
for which you are not eligible, and you will not even be able to
see them on your own ELITT board. For more on this please
reference the CBA 7.B.5 for the out-of-category trade
restrictions.
OPEN TIME BIDDING
Lance Captains may bid on Open Time as First Of cers or as
Captains. Captain Open Time is awarded to Lance Captains
only after all in-domicile captains (below then above the CAP)
followed by all out-of-domicile captains (below then above the
CAP) have been considered. Order among Lance Captains
then is analogous to order among captains: In-domicile below
the CAP, then above the CAP followed by out-of-domicile
below the CAP and above the CAP. Your Cap computation is
based solely upon the applicable TFP total on your board
regardless of which seat you are bidding for in the Open Time
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assignment. You may also mix CA and FO bids in your Open
Time bid list and not lose your domicile seniority until the point
at which you place an out of domicile bid. Any bid out of
domicile and all subsequent bids will be in system seniority.
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Helpful SRC Products

Two tools available that can be especially helpful related to
the Lance Captain Program are the Current Lance Captain
Information and Your Lance Captain Snapshot reports. They
can be accessed through the Committees Tab -> SRC or by
selecting SRC Tools from the Resources drop down menu on
the main SWAPA.org page.
CURRENT LANCE CAPTAIN INFORMATION
This report gives you a quick overview of each base’s Lance
participation by bid period, including the number of paper
bidders, number of contractual Lance Captains allowed,
current number of lances in the base, and the seniority of the
most junior Lance currently (Figure 12.2). Please make sure
to read the column information below the table for pertinent
information.

Figure 12.2 Current Lance Captain Information

YOUR LANCE CAPTAIN SNAPSHOT
This report is individualized for you so you can see where you
might be able to hold a Lance Captain position. Our report
assesses what your domicile seniority would be in each base
as well as the number of senior Lances, opt-ins, opt-outs,
paper bidders, and sunset FOs which is meant to give you the
information you need to gauge the competition ahead of you
and measure your seniority for purposes of holding a slot
(Figure 12.3).
Again, this is not to say that you will not be given an
opportunity to Lance in any of the other bases — especially if
166

you are already Captain quali ed. It also does not guarantee
you will be able to Lance in the bases where you meet all the
credentials if other Pilots senior to you with Lance eligibility
bid in/opt in. We just want to give you a conservative estimate
based on the current state of each base’s Lance activity.
Again, please read all the notes that accompany the report as
they contain pertinent information.

Figure 12.3 Lance Captain Snapshot
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Chapter 14

Appendix
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Cap - The TFP limit equal to 118 percent (118%) of the
domicile bid line average, above which seniority for awards in
DOT/POT/, HOT/POT, and SNOT- S/P will be subordinated.

Glossary of Terms

Check-In Time - A report time when a Pilot is required to
check-in via an agreed upon method when originating a
pairing.
Commuter City - A declared start and end point for Pilots who
do not live in-domicile. References to a commuter city will
mean a speci c Southwest station for travel on Southwest
station for travel on Southwest Airlines.

Bid Category - A crew position, domicile, operation type, and
aircraft type (e.g. LAS EBG CA, BWI FO)

Crew Management System (CMS) - The electronic system
used to manage Pilots’ work rules and pay.

Bid Period - The time beginning with the rst Southwest day
of a calendar month and extending through the last
Southwest day of the month.
Blank Lines - A line if time having no ying or reserve days
assigned at the time of the rst round bid. Also, a line built
from ying removed from the rst round hard and reserve line
awards and subsequently awarded in second round line
bidding.
Bucket - For the purposes of Reserve Call-Out, a grouping of
reserves in the same domicile, seat, RAP, and number of
RAPs remaining. When referring to uncovered pairings, a
grouping of uncovered AM or PM pairings in the same
domicile, seat, and trip length in duty periods.
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Crew Rest - The period of time during which a Pilot is relieved
of all Crewmember duties. Rest begins thirty (30) minutes
after block-in of the last ight in a duty required when there is
no additional duty required, or when released from
Scheduling, whichever occurs later. Rest ends at the
scheduled report time, or at the modi ed report time if
reassigned by Crew Scheduling.
Crew Scheduling - The interface used by Pilots to interact with
the Crew Management System (CMS).
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Crew Planning - The department at Southwest Airlines
responsible for creating line and pairing construction as well
as managing Pilot manning requirements

CT - Central Time, or the time of day at SWA’s Dallas
Headquarters; also known as Herb Time.
Domicile Right of Return (DRR) - The rules governing a Pilot’s
ability to return to a domicile after being displaced due to a
vacancy.
Double Time - Pay equal to 200 percent (200%) of leg credit
or of duty period rigs, whichever is greater. “JA rates” are
double time.
Duty Count - A measure used for ELITT to account for an
individual Pilot’s net reduction of duty periods using ELITT in
a bid period.
Duty Period Rigs - Duty Hour Ratio (DHR) and Duty Period
Minimum (DPM) rigs.
Embedded Reserve - A Pilot with a RAP embedded within a
pairing.
ETOPS - Extended Range Twin Engine Operational
Performance Standard
ETOPS Bid Group (EBG) - A category of Pilots designated for
ETOPS quali cation and bidding ETOPS bid lines. An EBG
may consist of part or all of a domicile. An EBG has a
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Daily Open Time - An Open Time process used to cover
duties which become uncovered as of 0829 and 1229 the day
prior to report time.

separate vacancy and monthly bid. In an ETOPS domicile,
any references to EBG will apply to the entire domicile.
ETOPS Domicile - A domicile that is fully (100%) comprised of
an EBG.
Exchange of Flying - A transaction (trade, drop, or pick-up) of
a duty or partial duty via TT/GA, ELITT, or jetway trade.
Final Vacancy - A report published by Crew Planning listing
the nal vacancy numbers for an upcoming vacancy bid.
Flight Duty Period (FDP) - A period that begins when a Pilot is
required to report for duty with the intention of conducting a
ight, a series of ights, or positioning or ferrying ights, and
ends when the aircraft is parked after the last ight and there
is no intention for further aircraft movement by the same Pilot.
An FDP includes the duties performed by the Pilot on behalf
of the certi cate holder that occur before a ight segment or
between ight segments without a required intervening rest
period. Examples of tasks that are part of the FDP include
deadhead transportation, training conducted in an aircraft or
ight simulator, and reserve, if the above tasks occur before
before a ight segment or between ight segments without an
intervening required rest period.
Full Rigs/Fully Rigged - Application of all duty period rigs and
pairing rigs for pay.
Grace Month - The last month of quali cation and the month
after training due month.

Hard Line - A rst round bid line consisting of a monthly
schedule of pairings and days free of duty. Embedded reserve
may be included in a hard line.
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